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I ntegrated quantum photonics promises to fundamentally transform how we sense,transmit and process information. Applications of quantum optics in fields such as
remote sensing, communications, and information technology will all be revolutionised,
provided that in scaling up, performance is preserved. Silicon quantum photonics has
shown complex, repeatable, and miniaturised integrated photonics circuits. These are
fabricated with industry standard CMOS compatible techniques, but linear and non-
linear optical loss limit scalability. In this work, we show that translating to the mid-
infrared yields a technology platform that simultaneously maximises manufacturability
and large scale component integration, while reducing nonlinear loss.
Demonstrating a bright source of quantum correlated photons, suppression of the
pump laser to the single photon level, efficient detection, and high visibility quantum
interference are all essential ingredients for establishing the viability of any quantum
optics platform. This thesis details these necessary steps for experimentally realising the
generation and manipulation of photon-pairs in the 2.1 µm band in crystalline silicon
waveguides.
We show integrated passive structures such as waveguides, grating couplers, edge
couplers, directional couplers andmulti-mode interference couplers. A sources of photon-
pairs from spontaneous four-wave mixing is realised by combining these components
into reconfigurable waveguide circuits. At a wavelength of 2.07 µm, a waveguided mea-
surement of the nonlinear refraction finds n2 = 15.3×10−18 m2/W and the two-photon
absorption coefficient α2 = 0.557 cm/GW, showing an improvement over the 1.55 µm
telecommunication band. In various siliconwaveguide photon-pair sources, wemeasure
a maximum net coincidence rate of 896 Hz, a coincidence-to-accidental ratio of 25.7 and
a net two-photon interference visibility of 99.3 %, demonstrating the first quantum inter-
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P hotonic quantum technologies promise to radically change information processing,much in the sameway as the classical computing digital revolution1. The growth and
emergence of quantum technologies in the early twenty first century exploded in func-
tionality and in scale. The end of Moore’s law is tangibly within reach with the physical
size of silicon transistors nearing the atomic scale. Consequently conventional silicon
integrated electronic circuits are limited from exponential growth, foreshadowing a dis-
ruptive new approach to information processing technology. Processing information us-
ing the laws of quantummechanics offers away forward, and optics is a strong candidate
for its realisation. In crystalline silicon waveguides at telecommunication wavelengths,
nonlinear loss detrimentally limits the performance. A new epoch of integrated quantum
information processing technologies can be achieved by translating to the low-loss mid-
infrared spectral region (2-20 µm), which curtails linear and nonlinear absorption while
benefiting from an improved manufacturability and applications. This thesis shows the
experimental realisation of high visibility quantum interference usingmid-infrared pho-
tons generated on a chip. The first chapter outlines the background that enables inte-
grated quantum photonics and the prerequisites for the rest of this thesis. The content of
this chapter is inspired by the introductory sections of Dr. Joshua Silverstone’s thesis2,
who gives an excellent and comprehensive background in the surrounding topics.
1.1 The rise of quantum information in silicon
The transfer of human knowledge from generation to generation, over thousands of
years, has led to the unrivalled success of our species as the dominant life form on the
rock we call Earth. As the dawn of the twentieth century approached, fundamental dis-
coveries uncovered the mysterious shrouds of what forms the basis of all light and mat-
ter.
The first important concepts in quantum mechanics came in 1900 when Max Planck
used a field quantised by restrictedmodes of its emitters to explain the spectrumof black-
body radiation3. This led to Einstein’s proposal of the intrinsically quantised radiant en-
1
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Figure 1.1: Moore’s law. a, The number of transistors and feature size scaling of integrated
circuits over time, logarithmic scale. b, Change in size and thickness of wafers over time8,9.
ergy field and the photon4 in 1905. In 1911 Rutherford’s breakthrough experimental
verification of the atomic nucleus5 constituted the early foundations for our understand-
ing of matter itself, followed shortly after by Niels Bohr’s first attempt to quantise the
behaviour of the electron orbiting the atomic nucleus. By the mid 1920s the modern the-
ory of quantummechanics6,7, developed by Heisenberg and Schrödinger, threw out the
old world conceptions and found that nature itself was ill defined and random. This was
much to the displeasure of many scientists, including Einstein. The theories that were
developed here would underpin much of the fundamental operation of our modern day
technology. Phenomena, such as the solid state band gap, could be quantum mechani-
cally explained through the motion of electrons through a periodic lattice of atoms, lead-
ing to a forbidden region of the electron wavefunction.
World War II led to the birth of modern computing with Alan Turing’s seminal work
on computation10, developing the concept of a general purpose computer. Fast forward
23 years and discovery of the transistor, and the invention of the integrated circuit11
by Jack Kilby, spurred a technological revolution in large scale information processing.
This led to ubiquitous use of the computers and communication technology providing
the backbone to modern day society.
As the need for processing information grew, so did the computing power required
for larger volumes of data. Gordon Moore famously stated, in what became known as
Moore’s law, that the number of integrated transistors doubles roughly every twoyears12,
as shown in Fig. 1.1a. Wafer sizes have also increased over time (see Fig. 1.1b), but com-
ponent density and therefore processing power is limited by the physical size of the
fabricated transistor. Until recently, this trend of transistors doubling has been followed,
with the latest era of devices containing over 1010 transistors on a single device, and the
current processes beginning development of 5 nm transistors13. However, the miniatur-
isation of these components cannot indefinitely continue due to leakage of the electron
wavefunction in the nanoscopic structures.
Photons, unlike electrons, do not dissipate heat, travel much faster, and are naturally
easy to interface between interconnected remote systems14,15. The first integrated optical
waveguideswere demonstrated in lithiumniobate in 197316, and integrated silicawaveg-
uides in 198117. The field of silicon photonics has grown rapidly since its advent in the
’80s pioneered by Soref and Reed18 and Bookham Technology in the ’90s. The modern
2
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era, from the mid 2000s, saw demonstration of GHz rates of optical signals19 by Intel.
This now has large scale applications in information processing and communication20.
The future of computing is not indefinitely doomed to plateauwith the endofMoore’s
law. The idea for a new generation of computers was conceived by Richard Feynmann.
He proposed that computers operating with the laws of quantum mechanics could sim-
ulate quantum systems more faithfully21. These so called ‘quantum computers’ are now
being developed by research groups and start-ups all over the world22,23. Quantum al-
gorithms are being developed to solve a range of difficult problems such as integer fac-
torisation, unstructured search and quantum simulation, with polynomial and in some
cases exponential speed up on the worst case run time24. The difficulty of finding inte-
gers factors of a 2048-bit number that are both large primes underpins the security of the
commonly used RSA encryption protocol, and would take thousands of years to crack
with classical computers. Current estimates show that with 20 million noisy qubits, this
figure could be dramatically reduced to 20 hours25 demonstrating the potential compu-
tational power of quantum devices for certain tasks.
To fully describe the state of n two-level quantum systems, 2n states must be stored
on a classical computer, whereas only n are required with a quantum processor. Clearly,
for large quantum system sizes i.e. n > 100, this quickly becomes intractable on classi-
cal hardware. By mapping intrinsically quantum systems such as molecules to quantum
hardware, simulations of quantum chemistry problems26 that are not feasible with clas-
sical computers becomes possible.
It was previously thought that using single photons and only linear optics for quan-
tum computing would be impossible, which the authors Knill, Laflamme and Milburn
set out to confirm at the turn of the 21st century. Their work showed that it was entirely
possible using linear optics27—beamsplitters and phase shifters. Processing quantum
information requires access to quantum light, of which there are two main categories:
continuous- and discrete-variable. Continuous-variable quantum optics requires a re-
source of squeezed states28 which are measured with homodyne detection by beating
the squeezed state against a bright local oscillator29. The discrete-variable approach on
the other hand, is realised with a source of single photons, linear optics, and single pho-
ton counting. The rest of this discussion is concerned with the discrete-variable method
to quantum information processing (QIP). This has shown to be a promising forerunner
for developing a general purpose universal quantum computer1.
Silicon has been shown to facilitate some of themost complex structures that humans
have ever fabricated, and on enormous scale. Humans have fabricated more silicon tran-
sistors than seconds in the age of the universe! A photonic quantum computer built with
bulk optics or fibre is in principle possible—the optical loss of these approaches is low∗—
infibre attenuation for example is≤ 0.18 dB/km31 at 1.55µmwavelength. In reality, these
approaches have no real hope to scale to the millions of components required for fault
tolerance. Silicon’s electronic properties have enabled its integration in almost all current
information technology. It turns out that some of silicon’s optical properties are also ex-
cellent. Silicon benefits from transparency at wavelengths greater than λ> 1.13 µm, and
a large index contrast with silica facilitates high confinement and component densities.
Furthermore, it possesses a large optical nonlinearity required for parametric photon-
pair sources on a chip. This enables silicon as an excellent platform for large scale linear
optical quantum computing (LOQC)32.
∗ The largest photonic state measured with bulk optics is a 14-fold coincidence30.
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1.2 Quantum information with single photons
Before getting into the details of how single photons behave in silicon waveguides, we
refer the reader to appendix B.1 on page 125 for the definitions of quantum states, and to
appendix B.2 on page 126 for the action of operators on quantum states. These definitions
establish the mathematical framework of quantum mechanics required to explain the
following sections.
1.2.1 The quantised electromagnetic field
The electromagnetic spectrum spans a vast range of energies and utilities. At its longest
wavelengths, radio waves serve as means of communication, the microwave, infrared,
visible light, and ultraviolet bands all appear in everyday applications, and at the short-
est of wavelengths, gamma rays cause and treat aggressive forms of cancer. While these
appear to be immensely different, they are all electromagnetic fields with different ener-
gies.
The unifying theory of classical electromagnetic fields was proposed by James Clerk
Maxwell in the second half of the 19th century. Maxwell’s equations revolutionised our
understanding of electromagnetism, combining all of the previous efforts of Faraday,
Ampere and Gauss then extending it further. We show the quantisation of the single-
mode field withMaxwell’s equations in appendix B.3 on page 127, where an electromag-
netic field is confined in a 1D cavity with perfectly conducting walls33. Quantising the
solutions of Maxwell’s equations for this system determines the Hamiltonian, which de-
scribes the total energy contained in the system. Following the derivation from Gerry
and Knight33, this can be written in terms of operators which add and remove a sin-
gle quantum of energy from the system. The bosonic creation (â†) and annihilation (â)
operators obey the commutation relation
[â, â†] = 1, (1.1)
which describes the algebra of particles that are symmetric under exchange and obey







whereω is the angular frequency of themode and ~ is the reducedPlanck constant. Defin-
ing the number operator as n̂ = â†â, wewill imminently show it is particularly important
to the quantised electromagnetic field description. We now establish the set of quantum
states |n〉, known as Fock states. These form an orthonormal basis are the energy eigen-
states of the single-mode field Hamiltonian, with eigenvalues En . These states can be
literally interpreted as the quantum state containing n photons with the properties
〈n|m〉 = δnm (1.3)
n̂ |n〉 = n |n〉 (1.4)










|n〉 = En |n〉 , (1.5)
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for n ∈N0 and δnm as the Kronecker delta. The creation and
annihilation operators then have the following effect on the energy eigenstates |n〉,
â† |n〉 =pn +1 |n +1〉 (1.6)
â |n〉 =pn |n −1〉 (1.7)
â |0〉 = 0. (1.8)





So far we have only dealt with a single-mode field, however the results from the
single-mode case can be generalised to the multi-mode field. We omit the details for this










where the summation is over photons with wavevectors k and independent orthogonal
polarisations s. Each of these mode operators is independent of the others, so we can
relabel âks 7→ âi , and the commutators are found to be
[âi , â j ] = [â†i , â†j ] = 0 (1.11)
[âi , â
†
j ] = δi j . (1.12)
Consequently, the multimode photon state forms an orthonormal basis that is the tensor
product of the number states for all the different modes. The creation and annihilation
operators act on the respective subspace
|n1〉 |n2〉 |n3〉 = |n1,n2,n3〉 (1.13)
〈n1,n2, . . . |n′1,n′2 . . .〉 = δn1n′1δn2n′2 . . . (1.14)
â†i |n1,n2, . . . ,ni , . . . ,nN 〉 =
√
ni +1 |n1,n2, . . . ,ni +1, . . . ,nN 〉 . (1.15)
1.3 Encoding information on photons
A photon can encode information in many of its degrees of freedom; these include po-
larisation34 (Fig. 1.2a), time of arrival35 (Fig. 1.2b), frequency36 (Fig. 1.2c), and spatial
location37 (Fig. 1.2d). .
The main encoding we will use is ‘dual-rail’ or ‘path’ encoding, where the spatial
location of a single photon encodes the information. Here we define two distinct waveg-
uides as ‘rails’. This encoding is a natural choice for integrated optics as the quantum
state is manipulated with beamsplitters and phase-shifters; these components are sim-
ple to implement on a chip. A photon in the top rail encodes a |0〉 and in the bottom rail
encodes a |1〉 (see Fig. 1.2d). Formally we can define the logical dual-rail basis in terms
of Fock states
|10〉 ≡ |0〉L (1.16)
|01〉 ≡ |1〉L , (1.17)















Figure 1.2: Encoding quantum information on a photon. a, Polarisation encoding. b, Time-bin
encoding. c, Frequency encoding. d, Path encoding.
where the left hand sides defines the occupation in the Fock basis, and term on the right
hand side subscript L denotes the logical state. For the remainder of this work, we will
drop the L notation and explicitly state when we describe the photons in the logical or
Fock basis. Superposition of the logical states is simply done by injecting a photon into
the port of a 50/50 beamsplitter, creating a superposition of the two output modes
|0〉 BS−−→ 1p
2
(|0〉+ i |1〉). (1.18)
This naturally leads us to the next section, where we describe the quantum analogue of
the bit, the qubit.
1.3.1 Qubits
Qubits reside in two dimensional complex Hilbert spaces, with the set of states mapped
onto vectors in C2, shown in Fig. 1.3. The z-basis states of the qubit are |0〉 = (1,0)T and
|1〉 = (0,1)T , and the other states are superpositions of these basis states: |±〉 = (|0〉±|1〉)/p2
and |±i 〉 = (|0〉±i |1〉)/p2 . Pure qubits have norm 1 and can be represented on the surface
of the unit sphere, also known as the Bloch sphere38. Note that classical bits are encoded
exclusively on the poles of the Bloch sphere, while qubits can exist in any state on the sur-
face. The qubit is the fundamental representation unit of binary information, encoding
the classical bit in a subset of the possible states it can occupy. An arbitrary pure qubit
state can be described by


















Figure 1.3: Bloch sphere representation of a qubit.
where |α|2+|β|2 = 1. We show a diagram of the Bloch sphere in Fig. 1.3, with a pure quan-
tum state |ψ〉 on the surface. Counter-intuitively, antipodal points on the sphere corre-
spond to orthogonal states. The axes of the Bloch sphere correspond to the eigenstates

















which have eigenvalues λ± = ±1 and eigenvectors {|+〉 , |−〉} {|+i 〉 , |−i 〉} and {|0〉 , |1〉} for
the operators σx ,σy ,σz , respectively. Furthermore, these operators are connected by the
relation
[σa ,σb] = 2iεabcσc , (1.21)
where εabc is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol. Rotations around the Bloch sphere
are then generated with these Pauli operators
Rx (θ) = e iθσx /2 Ry (θ) = e iθσy /2 Rz (θ) = e iθσz /2. (1.22)
An arbitrary single qubit operation is performed with three single qubit rotations. This
is sufficient to generate all of the states on the surface of the Bloch sphere with
Rψ(α,β,γ) |ψout〉 = Rz (α)Rx (β)Rz (γ) |ψin〉 . (1.23)
This can be understood with a geometric argument. The first z-rotation aligns an arbi-
trary statewith |±i 〉 axes, rotation around the x-axis thenmoves the state about |0〉,|1〉,|+i 〉,|−i 〉,
and the final z-rotation varies the complex phase, thus mapping any pure state to an-
other. In a dual-rail system, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with an additional,
external phase shifters before and after facilitates arbitrary rotation. Schematics of bulk










Figure 1.4: Bulk and integrated realisation of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). A bulk
MZI is implement with two 50/50 beamsplitters (BS), reflective mirrors, and a phase retarder.
An integratedMZI is accomplished with an integrated beamsplitter such as a directional coupler
(DC), and a phase shift is facilitated by refractive index modification with an eletro- or thermo-
optic phase modulator (PM).
The phase shift applied to one rail is a unitary transformation applying a phase φ to













is equivalent to the rotation operator R̂z with a global phase of e−iφ/2 which can be ig-
nored since it is unobservable∗. To show the rotation property of the MZI, we sandwich
a phase shifter operation between two beamsplitter transformations























again the global phase of i can be neglected. Finally, we see that the rotation Rx (φ) is
equivalent (up to a global phase) to a z-rotation of π/2 before and after the MZI
R̂x (φ) =−R̂z (π/2)ÛMZI(φ+π)R̂z (π/2). (1.26)
Therefore an MZI with two external phase-shifters can produce arbitrary single-qubit
transformations up to a global phase
Rψ(α,β,γ) = Rz (α)Rx (β)Rz (γ) →−Rz (α)Rz (π/2)UMZI(β+π)Rz (π/2)Rz (γ)
=−Rz (α+π/2)UMZI(β+π)Rz (γ+π/2). (1.27)
1.3.2 Entanglement
A multipartite system is given by the tensor product of the qubit states
|Ψ〉 = |ψ1〉 |ψ2〉 ... |ψN 〉 . (1.28)
∗This is from the fact that only relative phases can be observed in quantum mechanics. Projection
onto a state requires taking the modulus squared of a state for the probability to be a real number—if a
state |ψ〉 has a global phase eiθ , the probability of measuring it in state |φ〉 is | 〈φ|eiθ |ψ〉 |2 = |eiθ 〈φ|ψ〉 |2 =
eiθe−iθ 〈φ|ψ〉〈ψ|φ〉 = 〈φ|ψ〉〈ψ|φ〉 = |〈φ|ψ〉 |2 therefore |ψ〉 is indistinguishable from eiθ |ψ〉 and global phases
are unobservable.
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Arbitrary N qubit states can be written as a superposition over all qubit bitstring permu-
tations
|Ψ〉 = c00...0 |00. . .0〉+ c10...0 |10. . .0〉+ . . .+ c11...1 |11. . .1〉 . (1.29)
The two qubit state
|++〉 = 1
2
(|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉), (1.30)
has an equal superposition of the two qubit z-basis states. This system is said to be a
product state as it can be factorised into two qubit states i.e. it can be written |ψ1〉 |ψ2〉.
When a system is not able to be factored into a product of its constituents, it is said to be
entangled. For example, if c01 = c10 = 0 in the two qubit equal superposition state, it cannot
be factorised. The four Bell states form the class of maximally entangled two-qubit states
and are written
|Φ+〉 = |00〉+ |11〉p
2
|Ψ+〉 = |01〉+ |10〉p
2
|Φ−〉 = |00〉− |11〉p
2
|Ψ−〉 = |01〉− |10〉p
2
.
These entangled states lie at the heart of what is deemed strange about quantummechan-
ics. The first of the four Bell states shows that if we measure the first qubit as |0〉 or |1〉,
then we will always measure the other qubit in the same state, regardless of their spatial
separation.
To generate entanglement, two-qubit controlled gates are required. In general, the
controlled-gates will apply an operator if the first qubit is in the state |1〉. Typically in
optics, the controlled phase or CZ gate creates this entanglement39 with the relationship
CZ |00〉 7→ |00〉 CZ |01〉 7→ |01〉
CZ |10〉 7→ |10〉 CZ |11〉 7→−|11〉 .
If we apply the CZ gate to qubits in the state |++〉 we get
CZ |++〉 = 1
2




which is the smallest possible graph state, and is a maximally entangled state locally
equivalent to |Φ+〉.
Another important entangled state is the N 00N state40 which is given by
|N 00N〉 = |N 0〉+ |0N〉p
2
, (1.33)
here N is the number of photons occupying amode. This implies if wemeasure a photon
in one mode, all N photons also occupy this mode. In the next section, we show that two-
photon interference forms the path entangled two-photon N 00N state. Later in chapter
5, we demonstrate the measurement of path entangled states of two mid-infrared (MIR)
photons on a silicon chip.
The third important type of entanglement extends the notion ofmaximally entangled






















Figure 1.5: Schematic showing the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect of two photon interference. The prob-
ability amplitude of detecting a single photons at each output port of a 50/50 beamsplitter (BS)
destructively interferes when the photon arrival time delay is zero, i.e. ∆τ= 0. Figure re-adapted
from Ref. 1.
with N > 2. Simply put, this is in an equal quantum superposition of all N qubits existing
simultaneously in the |0〉 and |1〉 state. Here, loss of a single qubit is represented by the
partial trace over one of the subsystems, leaving an unentangled mixed state. Measuring
one of the qubits in the computational z-basis results in the other qubits existing in the
same pure, but unentangled states. In a three particle GHZ state, a measurement of a
single qubit in the X basis yields a maximally entangled Bell state. The GHZ state turns
out to be a key building block for generating resources required for one-way optical
quantum computing42.
1.3.3 Two-photon interference
Two-photon interference was first demonstrated in 1987 by Hong, Ou and Mandel43.
Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference is particularly challenging since the photons that
interact must be essentially identical in all degrees of freedom such as frequency, polari-
sation and time. Themeasurement of HOM interference was enabled by the discovery of
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). Here, a pump photon is annihilated
in a nonlinear crystal, creating two photons at new frequencies conserving energy and
momentum44. Here, we show the mechanism of two-photon interference at a balanced
beamsplitter45,46. Consider two identical photons incident at the two input ports of a
50/50 beamsplitter (see Fig. 1.5)
|11〉 = â†b̂† |00〉 . (1.35)
The beamsplitter applies the transformation â† 7→ (ĉ† + i d̂ †)/p2 and b̂† 7→ (i ĉ† + d̂ †)/p2 ,
so
â†b̂† |00〉 BS−−→ 1
2
(ĉ† + i d̂ †)(i ĉ† + d̂ †) |00〉 (1.36)
= 1
2
(i ĉ†2 + ĉ†d̂ † − d̂ †ĉ† + i d̂ †2) |00〉 (1.37)
= 1
2
(i ĉ†2 + i d̂ †2) |00〉 (1.38)
where in the last line, the two terms with one photon in each output mode cancel since
ĉ† and d̂ † commute. Finally, applying the mode operators gives the state




1.3. Encoding information on photons
We see that the output is a path entangled two-photon N 00N state, where both of the
single photons occupy the same output mode. The probability that two detectors at the
output ports simultaneous click is therefore zero i.e. P (|11〉) = |〈11|ψout〉 |2 = 0.
In the original measurement, a path delay was used to modify the arrival time of two
photons at the beamsplitter, varying the distinguishability with the temporal degree of
freedom.When the time delay ∆τ→ 0 the photons become indistinguishable causing the
coincidence counts drop to zero. This led to the notion of the ‘HOM dip’. The visibility




where Xmin, Xmax are the minimum and maximum number of coincidence counts. The
visibility determines the indistinguishably and the photon-number purity, with the clas-
sical or completely distinguishable bound of V = 50%48. Thus, true two-photon interfer-
ence has occurred if the visibility exceeds 50%.
The effect of two-photon interference was observed shortly after in a MZI49. The re-
sults presented in this thesis performed two-photon interference with an interferometer
configuration47, shown in Sec. 5.1.3. To make fair comparisons between interferometers





The phenomenon of the two-photon interference and path entanglement gave rise to
the whole field of quantum optics. From a humble beginning of two-photons, to date the
largest measured photonic state is a 14-fold coincidence from a demultiplexed quantum
dot source30.
1.3.4 Quantum computing
This thesis mainly focuses on integrated quantum optics technology. Quantum comput-
ing is however an important application which drives the evolution of the technology,
motivating this brief summary. Quantum computing promises to solve some of the hard-
est computational problems, such as simulating quantum chemistry26. Quantum com-
puters can be realised in a number of different physical platforms such as photonics, ion
traps50, and superconducting circuits51. Each of these approaches has its own strengths
and weaknesses, and the race is on to demonstrate a device operating at the large∗ scales
required to solve useful problems. However, for the remainder of this discussion, wewill
exclusively focus on the approach employing photonic qubits.
Photonic quantum computers are a forerunner for realising a fully fault tolerant de-
vice32. In general, an arbitrary N -mode unitary operation transforms any of the input
modes to any of the output modes with a large interferometer. Here, it is convenient to
think in the Heisenberg picture, where the evolution of a system is mapped onto the
operators. An arbitrary N -mode evolution, describes the transformation from the input
mode operator vector {â0, â1 . . . âN } to the output mode operators {b̂0, b̂1 . . . b̂N } with the
∗Current estimates show that an error corrected universal quantum computer needs hundreds of mil-






Figure 1.6: Reck scheme of a arbitrary unitary N -mode transformation where each of the input
modes can bemapped to any of the outputs. The unit cell is aMach-Zehnder interferometer with
a single external phase shifter.












The experimental realisation of a universal N -mode unitary operator using linear optics
was first described by Reck and Zeilinger in 1994, now known as the ‘Reck scheme’53.
Experimentally, the Reck scheme transformation is performed with a triangular array
of beamsplitters and phase shifters which we show in Fig. 1.6. A notable landmark ex-
periment demonstrated universal linear optics with a six-mode Reck scheme in silica
waveguides54.
The original model of quantum computing uses the ‘gate’ model, where in analogy
to a classical computer, manipulation of bits of data is done with a series of logic gates.
In classical computers the NAND gate is universal for computation, such that a series
of NAND gates can compute any output from any input bit string. In a quantum device,
there are many realisations of discrete set of quantum gates that lead to universal quan-
tum computing. All of these include a two-qubit gate such as the CZ described in the
previous section55. The current primary contender for universal quantum computation
uses the measurement based approach32. The resource for this model of computing are
large entangled graph states. Qubits are photons initialised in the |+〉 state, forming the
nodes, and CZ entanglement between qubits form the edges.
This is a different paradigm of quantum computing, also known as one-way quan-
tum computing. All gates are implemented with single-qubit measurements, and the
choice of one- or two-qubit gates is made via choice of local measurement bases56,57. The
measurement and feedforward of the entangled states corresponds to a phenomenon of
quantum teleportation. The precise measurement bases used depends on the (random)
result of previous measurements, hence feedforward must be employed to ensure the
correct operation is performed. This model can elegantly be thought of an initial super-
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Entanglement
Fusion
3 Photon GHZSingle photons
Incomplete lattice Fully connected optical graph state
Percolate
Figure 1.7: Construction of optical graph states for measurement based quantum computing.
Single photons are entangled into GHZ states, before being fused together into a large incomplete
optical lattice. Finally, bond deletion throughmeasurement yields a fully connected optical graph
state.
position over all possible output solutions, that is collapsed into the desired output state
with measurement and feedforward.
In the gate model of quantum computing, the main challenge is to preserve the quan-
tum state from decohering while the quantum logic gates are applied. In the measure-
ment based approach, the main overhead comes from constructing the initial optical
graph state. Photons naturally have long coherence times∗, and so optical loss dominates
the errormechanisms. Once the graph state is created, the overhead of themeasurements
and feedforward is comparatively easy.
Figure 1.7 shows how to generate the optical graph state; a source of single photons
or Bell pairs and a method to entangle them into three-photon GHZ states is required.
Once a source of three-photon GHZ states is achieved, a fusion operation is used to join
the clusters together58 to construct a larger, incomplete optical lattice. The qubits with
missing edges can be deletedwith Z-basismeasurements, leaving a complete lattice state
suitable for universal quantum computation42.
For fault tolerant quantum computing the optical loss dominates the probability of
success. Furthermore, an estimated 106 single photons are required to encode sufficient
physical qubits for solving useful problems32. To achieve quantum technologies with
millions of photons, an approach that has high performance and ultra-low optical loss
is essential. Clearly, to achieve the scale required, implementations using fibre and bulk
optics are rendered unfeasible. This leaves the only remaining candidate as mass manu-
facturable integrated optics.

























Figure 1.8: Types of optical waveguide
1.4 Integrated optics
We now review the set of integrated optics components that constitute the building
blocks used in the measurements presented in this thesis. The growth of silicon as an
optical material has led to the explosion of silicon photonics. Applications range from
optical interconnects in data centres20, to compact environmental sensors59. Recent years
have seen the emergence of the first reprogrammable optical informational processing
devices54,60, albeit on smaller scales than required for full blownuniversal quantum com-
puting. We refer the reader to appendices C (page 133) and E (page 151) for more back-
ground detail of the integrated optics and the wave equation, respectively.
1.4.1 Waveguides
Optical waveguides are structures that are spatially inhomogeneous, providing a re-
fractive index contrast that confines and guides light. Commonplace waveguides are
optical fibres, allowing low-loss transmission of signals over vast distances facilitating
communication—a diagram of a typical circular core step-index fibre is shown in Fig.
1.8. All total internal reflection (TIR) waveguides have a region of high refractive in-
dex (n1), usually referred to as the core, surrounded by a material of lower refractive
(n2) index called the cladding i.e. n1 > n2. Waveguides that support a single-mode are
known as single-mode (SM) waveguides, while waveguides that support more than one
waveguidemode are known asmulti-modewaveguides. The speed that light propagates
through a waveguiding structure is governed by the effective refractive index, or more
succinctly, the effective index neff = c/v , where c is the speed of light in vacuum and v is
the phase velocity in the guiding medium.
Dispersion in bulk materials is the phenomenon where the refractive index of a ma-
terial depends on the optical frequency. The effective index is determined by the bulk re-
fractive index and the waveguide dispersion, where the phase velocity of light depends
on the physical geometry of the confining structure. The effective index of a waveguide
lies somewhere between the value of bulk index of the core and cladding i.e. nclad <
neff < ncore. If a waveguide supports a mode, it will continue to propagate with the same
transverse mode profile in the absence of external perturbations.
For light propagating in a waveguide with effective index neff, it has a propagation
constant proportional to the wavenumber β= k0neff =ωneff/c, where ω is the angular fre-
quency. Formost dielectricmedia, themagnetic susceptibility is approximately 1, leading
14
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with F ∈ {E,B}, ε = ε0εr and εr ≈ n2 is the relative permittivity, relating directly to the
dielectric refractive index. The transmitted waves in optical waveguides are not plane
waves; they propagate with a phase velocity v = c/neff. Since the definition of a guided
optical mode profile remains constant (without perturbation), the field can be separated
into the profile F in x and y and propagation in z, eliciting a solution of the form
F=F (x, y)e−i (ωt−βz). (1.44)
Taking Eqn. (1.44) and plugging this into Eqn. (1.43) gives







F (x, y) (1.45)
= (β2 −k2)F (x, y). (1.46)
Equation (1.46) is a vector formula of the Helmholtz flavour, with eigenvalue β, and
is useful in simulating the waveguide dispersion. In general this equation can only be
solved analytically when the confinement is in one dimension. For fully vectoral solu-
tions in twodimensions, numerical techniques are often required usingwhat is known as
a ‘mode solver’. Mode solving simulationswill be used extensively in the following chap-
ters to model the propagation constant, dispersion and effective modal area of waveg-
uides.
In integrated optics there are threemain types of waveguidewhichwe now discuss—
slab, strip and rib. It is worth noting that more exotic types exist: suspended61, subwave-
length61 and photonic crystal waveguides62 have all been demonstrated, but are not part
of experiments described in this thesis.
Slab waveguides
In a slab waveguide (see Fig. 1.8), also known as planar waveguide, the light is free to
propagate in the plane of the optical material. This is in contrast to the strip and rib
waveguides where the optical mode is confined in two dimensions. We can construct an
optical mode that can be assumed to be propagating in the z-direction, and polarised in
the x̂ direction so that F (x, y) =F (y)x̂. Since the field is transverse and polarised, if the
electric field lies along x̂ then there must be zero electric field component in the propa-
gating z direction; this polarisation is known as transverse electric (TE). Similarly if the
magnetic field is aligned with the x̂ axis, the field is called transverse magnetic (TM). See
appendix C.1 on page 133 for more details on the symmetric slab waveguide. The cutoff
condition of a slab waveguide mode occurs when the propagation angle of the mode un-
dergoing TIR propagates at the critical angle; beyond this angle it becomes an unguided
radiation mode. In a symmetric slab waveguide (where the top and bottom cladding are
the same), the cutoff for the fundamental mode occurs at zero thickness and therefore
any symmetric waveguide supports at least one TE and one TM mode. Conversely, the
asymmetric waveguide (different upper and lower cladding) fundamental mode cutoff
∗See appendix E.1 on page 151 for derivation.
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Figure 1.9:Mode solved strip waveguide normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2+|Ey |2+
|Ez |2. a, Fundamental transverse electric (TE) waveguide mode. b, Fundamental transverse mag-
netic (TM) waveguide mode.
does not occur at zero thickness and therefore gives rise to true single-mode operation
when the fundamental TM mode is cutoff and the TE mode is not. While none of the
propagation waveguides used in this thesis are planar, the guiding region of grating
couplers can be treated as a slab waveguide. Calculation of the fundamental slab mode
effective index with Eqn. (C.6) is used to design grating couplers and this approximate
method is presented in appendix C.2 on page 134.
Strip waveguides
Strip waveguides have a huge number of names in the literature, but here we define the
type of waveguides that are rectangular as seen in Fig. 1.8. These types of waveguide pro-
vide high confinement in two dimensions and are typically used in waveguide photon-
pair sources. The height of the waveguide is usually fixed by the wafer manufacturer,
since the silicon film across a wafer has uniform thickness. The height of waveguide de-
termines the width where higher order modes can propagate. It is also important for
photon-pair generation—for some waveguide heights no waveguide width exists with
the dispersion that gives rise to efficient phase-matching in the fundamental mode (see
Sec. 1.7.3). The waveguide width degree of freedom allows for tuning of the dispersion
which can produce a bright, phase-matched photon-pair source.
Generally, theHelmholtz equation (Eqn. (1.46)) cannot be solved analytically for these
structures∗; numerical solutions with a mode solver are often required. Predominantly
in this thesis, strip waveguides are used for sources, symmetric and asymmetric Mach-
Zehnder interferometers, delay lines and routing light around waveguide circuits. The
field intensity of a strip waveguide supporting one TE and one TM optical mode is pre-
sented in Figs. 1.9a and 1.9b, respectively. Due to this higher confinement of this TEmode,
all the designs presented are exclusively for the TE mode. Furthermore, the minimum
low-loss bending radius of these waveguides is also substantially smaller than the TM
mode, making it superior for higher density component integration.
In general, fully TE and TMmodes do not physically exist, with some small but non-
zero component of the electric or magnetic field in the direction of propagation; these
∗Although approximate solutions exist such as Marcatili’s method63
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Figure 1.10:Mode solved rib waveguide normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +|Ey |2 +
|Ez |2. a, Fundamental transverse electric (TE) waveguide mode. b, Fundamental transverse mag-
netic (TM) waveguide mode.
modes are actually quasi-TE and -TM. For brevity, wewill drop the ‘quasi’ nomenclature
and implicitly recognise that these modes are not fully transverse.
The dominant loss mechanism of these waveguides arises from overlap of the optical
mode with the sidewalls. In bulk, scattering losses from features that are much smaller
than the wavelength scale as λ−4 64. For guided waves with a correlation length of the
defects shorter than the wavelength, this has been shown to reduce the scattering to a
λ−3 dependence65,66 which is also due to the reduction in confinement at longer wave-
lengths66.
Rib waveguides
Rib waveguides can have lower loss than strip waveguides, since the overlap of the
waveguide walls is reduced due to the optical mode propagating in the slab region of
the waveguide. Single-mode rib waveguides can also support a TE (Fig. 1.10a) and TM
(Fig. 1.10b) mode, and require the use of a mode solver to obtain a numerical solution to
the vectoral Helmholtz equation.
One main application of rib waveguides is in electro-optic modulators. Here, the rib
waveguide core has positive and negative dopants, and the slab regions provide an area
for metallic contacts for applying voltages to modify the refractive index15. Rib waveg-
uides were not used for a photon-pair source due to the lower optical confinement and
incorrect dispersion for phase-matching. A multi-mode rib waveguide was tested as a
delay line, presented in Sec. 3.5.1 with a reasonably low optical loss of 0.38 dB/cm.
1.4.2 Modal properties of waveguides
The effective modal area of a waveguide determines the size of the waveguidemode. For
nonlinear optics, this parameter is of great importance as it determines the confinement
(and intensity) of the optical field, and subsequently the effective nonlinearity of the
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|F (x, y)|4d xd y, (1.48)
where Sz = (E×H)·ẑ is the time-averaged Poynting vector in the propagation direction. In
Eqn. (1.48), the approximation is that the refractive index varies slowly in the transverse
direction. This definition is mostly used for the results presented in chapter 3. However,
when we attempt to precisely measure the waveguide nonlinear parameters in chapter
4, we use an alternate definition that is more representative, weighting the modal area
by nonlinear core of the waveguide67.
A crucial building block for any quantum photonic platform is low-loss waveguides.
The majority of linear propagation losses arise from scattering off the side wall rough-
ness64 and free carrier absorption from background doping68. Typically single-mode
strip waveguides in the near infrared (NIR) have linear scattering losses of around 1−
3 dB/cm69,70. An advantage of working in the MIR means that simply by translating the
wavelength from 1.55 µm to around 2.1 µm, results in a > 2× reduction of linear propa-
gation loss from reduced sidewall scattering64.
Reducingwaveguide losses can also be achieved byminimising overlap of thewaveg-
uide modes and the sidewalls. In a strip waveguide this is attained by increasing the
waveguide width at the cost of using multi-mode waveguides. In Sec. 3.2, we use multi-
modewaveguide structures to reduce loss.Other fabrication approaches have improved71
or almost entirely eliminate72 the sidewall roughness, thus decreasing the strength of the
scattering perturbation.
Dispersion is another keyparameter of thewaveguide. Thedispersion in awaveguide
has a contribution the from bulk value, but also from the physical geometry of thewaveg-
uide. The waveguide dimensions determine the value of the propagation constant, and
other important properties that are fundamental to photon-pair generation—discussed
in more detail in Sec. 1.7.3. In general the exact form of the waveguide propagation con-
stant is not known, so a common approach is to take the Taylor expansion about a central
frequency73











where n ∈Z+. (1.50)
The constants β1 = 1/vg , is related to the group velocity at which the centre of a pulse
propagates, and β2 is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) which determines how fast
a pulse spreads out or contracts. In fibre optic communications, the GVD is usually de-
fined using the derivative with respect to wavelength i.e. D = ddλ 1vg =−
2πc
λ2
β2 which has a
negative sign with respect to β2. To avoid confusion between calling these positive and
negative dispersion due to the different sign conventions, these are often referred to nor-



























Figure 1.11: Thermo-optic coefficient and dispersion with varying temperature of silicon using
Sellmeier model from Ref. 74. a, Dispersion of silicons refractive indexwith varying temperature.
b, Dispersion of silicons thermo-optic coefficient with varying temperature.
1.4.3 Themo-optic phase modulation
Silicon posses a thermo-optic coefficient that changes the refractive indexwith variations
in temperature. We use this effect in chapter 5 to manipulate the quantum state on-chip.




where L is the length travelled in themedium,λ is thewavelength and∆n is the change in
refractive index due to the thermo-optic effect. In silicon in the 2.1 µm band, the thermo-
optic coefficient is approximately ∂n/∂T = 1.7×10−4 K−1 74. A plot showing the variation
of the refractive index and thermo-optic coefficient of silicon is shown in Figs. 1.11a and
1.11b. Modifying the temperature of the waveguide locally varies the refractive index
and the phase of light with low loss. This mechanism of exploiting the thermo-optic
effect can be used to implement Mach-Zehnder interferometers, with the temperature
difference imparting the phase shift. This mechanism is however relatively slow∗ with a
maximum speeds of hundreds of kHz76, and proves to be completely impossible to scale
at cryogenic temperatures†. Furthermore, at cryogenic temperatures the thermo-optic
coefficient of silicon is reduced (see Fig. 1.11b), meaning additional power dissipation
is required to impart the same phase change74. Finally, the effects of thermal cross-talk
make running large scale experiments challenging, as the effect of driving one thermo-
optic phase modulator (TOPM) in one part of a chip may affect the phase on a proximal
waveguide. While future large scale optical quantum information processing will need
high speed modulation for multiplexing, this effect is easy to implement and useful for
small scale, proof of concept room temperature experiments (such as ours) that do not
require fast modulation and long integration times for each measurement setting.
∗For comparison, siliconMach-Zehnder intensitymodulators have been shown to operate at >50GHz75.






















Figure 1.12:Grating couplers overview. a, Birds eye view schematic of a focusing grating coupler.
b, In plane isometric view of the grating, with incident light at angle θi , period Λ, tooth and
trench widths wtooth, wtrench and top cladding with index nclad. c, Schematic of the x-component
of the electric field for the slab modes of the tooth and trench.
1.4.4 Fibre-chip couplers
Fibre-chip coupling facilitates the transmission of light from an optical fibre into awaveg-
uide mode. For reference, the mode-field diameter (MFD) of typical single-mode fibre
(SMF) at 2.1 µmwavelength is around 15 µm78, while the waveguide is of order 0.5 µm.
This clearly highlights the disparity between the scales of the two, differing by almost
an order of magnitude, and the challenge of facilitating efficient coupling. We now re-
view the two main types of coupler used for experiments in the following chapters—the
grating coupler and edge coupler.
Grating couplers and edge couplers have their own strengths and weaknesses. Grat-
ing couplers are frequency bandwidth limiteddue to a finite range of the phase-matching
condition and are lossy. Gratings are convenient for long-term coupling stability and si-
multaneously addressing multiple optical inputs and outputs with a fibre array. They
also allow for a large number of devices to be tested as the form factor can be small and
coupling can be achieved at any location on the chip surface.
Edge couplers have a far broader coupling frequency response and low losses. Long
term coupling stability of edge coupling is reduced, and the total number of optical in-
puts and outputs is limited due to practical challenges with aligning multiple lensed
fibres into an array. Since coupling must be achieved at the facets, the total number of





Grating couplers are periodic structures that diffract light from above the plane of the
chip, typically at some incident angle θi to the chip surface normal, into the waveguide
for a specific polarisation. Themain design parameters of a grating are the etch depth, pe-
riod, and fill factor—the ratio of tooth to grating period. Additionally, compact focusing
grating couplers have the fan angle (Fig. 1.12a), and the eccentricity79 e—a measure of
difference between the major (a) and minor (b) axes of an ellipse—as additional design
parameters∗. We show an in plane schematic of a grating in Fig. 1.12b. Typical figures of
merit for these structures are the 3 dB coupling bandwidth and peak insertion loss.
Grating couplers usually have a partial etch to break the symmetry of a slab waveg-
uide, causing light to be preferentially scattered in the upwards direction. Phase-matching
occurs when the waves scattered by the grating have the same phase and constructively
add together. Grating couplers are bandwidth limited due to a finite range of the phase-
matching condition. Gratings benefit from long term stability, easy alignment ofmultiple
inputs and outputs waveguide circuits and the convenience of wafer scale testing from
top coupling with a V-groove array (VGA). In this thesis, we predominantly work with
uniform grating couplers. We outline the theory of their operation and a robust design
strategy in appendix C.2 on page 134. When the phase-match condition is satisfied, solv-





where λ is the central wavelength of emission from the grating, neff is the weighted ef-
fective index for the tooth and trench slab modes (Fig. 1.12c), nclad is the top cladding
index and θi is the angle of incidence from the chip surface normal.
Uniform grating couplers cause an exponential decay of the field intensity along the
length of the grating, which is often poorly matched to the input/output fibre mode.
Techniques such as apodisation† can help improve the mode overlap80,81. Furthermore,
other techniques employing blazed gratings82, subwavelength structures83,84 and back
mirrors84 have been shown to improve coupling efficiencies to sub-decibel levels.
Edge couplers
Edge couplers directly overlap the fibre and waveguide modes at the facet of the chip.
Edge couplers benefit from broadband transmission which is essential for generating
photon pairs over large frequency detunings. Waveguide modes have a cross sectional
area of around ∼ 0.1 µm2 while a fibre core is around ∼ 200 µm2. Lensed fibres are re-
quired to focus a Gaussian beam to a MFD that is comparable to a waveguide.
Edge couplers come in two different flavours: expanded and inverted tapers. The
expanded edge coupler tapers adiabatically from a single-mode waveguide to a large
multi-mode strip waveguide to increase the modal area. Design of expanded edge cou-
plers involves mode overlap integrals between the lensed fibre Gaussian mode and the
∗Here, e =
√
1−b2/a2 , where the equation for an ellipse is (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 = 1.
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where ηc is the coupling efficiency, x, y are the spatial coordinates across the modal cross
section, Ei and Em are the electric fields of the input fibre and the edge coupler modes,
respectively. The optimal width of the expanded taper is chosen for the greatest overlap.
These couplers are typically used when the chip facet position is not well known due to
uncertainty on a cleave.
The inverted edge couplers taper a waveguide down to a small size. As the geometry
of the inverted edge coupler becomes reduced, the optical mode becomes less confined,
with the majority mode now delocalised and propagating in the cladding86. The min-
imum edge coupler taper geometry is then again chosen when the size of the optical
mode becomes comparable with the fibre mode, increasing the power coupling between
the two. Inverted edge couplers are used when the exact position of the optical facet is
known. This is to reduce the larger delocalised mode from leaking into the silicon sub-
strate, calling for short distances for when optical mode is large.
Other more fancy edge couplers have also been demonstrated, using subwavelength
designs87, and adiabatic mode transfer between a nano-tapered fibre evanescently cou-
pling into a nano-tapered optical waveguide88.
1.4.5 Integrated beamsplitters
Beamsplitters are a fundamental building block of linear optics. A generic lossless beam-











where η is the beamsplitter reflectivity. We now discuss twomain methods of integrated
beamsplitters for coupling light between different waveguides.
Directional coupler
Directional couplers (DCs) are an almost lossless method of coupling light between
waveguides. Two identical waveguides are brought into proximity, and the evanescent
field of from one waveguide leaks into the adjacent one forming superpositions of the in-
dividual waveguide modes called supermodes. Two possible configurations are excited:
the symmetric (Fig. 1.13a) and antisymmetric (Fig. 1.13b) supermode of the waveguide
pair. The supermodes have slightly different effective indices, the difference of these is
∆n = |nodd−neven|. Due to the slight difference in phase velocities between the twomodes,
a beating effect occurs; if light is injected in one of the DC inputs, the power oscillates be-
tween the twowaveguides. Correctly choosing the length of the coupling region achieves
a 50/50 beamsplitter. The crossover length Lx at wavelength λ, where optical power is
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Figure 1.13:Directional couplers. a, Normalised real x component of the electric field of the even
supermode. b, Normalised real x component of the electric field of the odd supermode. c, Nor-
malised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2+|Ey |2+|Ez |2 for a 3D FDTD simulation of a balanced
directional coupler.







with z as the length propagated in the coupling region. For a realistic coupler however,
there will be some non-zero coupling from the bending before a coupling region. This
means for a 50/50 beamsplitter operation η = 0.5 = cos2(π(L50/50+Lbend)/(2Lx)), where
Lbend is the effective extra length from the bending region and L50/50 is defined in Eqn.
(1.57). Figure 1.13c shows the electric field from a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation of a balanced DC.
To design a 50/50 beamsplitter, standard mode solving for the odd and even super-
mode will determine the crossover length. The DC with a zero length coupling region
should be simulated with FDTD method to estimate the effective length of the bends—






To illustrate the coupling between these supermodes, an in-plane electric field for a
3D FDTD simulation of a balanced directional coupler is given in Fig. 1.13c. The direc-
tional coupler is prone to fabrication variations as small changes in the gap or waveg-
uide widths lead to deviations in the directional coupler reflectively. Techniques using
curved91 or tapering to asymmetricwaveguides92 in the coupling region, have improved
the 3 dB coupling bandwidth in excess of 100 nm.
Asymmetric directional couplers have also recently become of great interest; trans-
verse mode order conversion93,94 has applications in mode-division multiplexing95 and
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Figure 1.14: Multimode interference couplers (MMI). a, Schematic showing the plan view of a
2×2 MMI. b, Normalised in plane electric field amplitude with propagation using mode solving
field excitation calculations at λ = 2.07 µm. c, Normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +
|Ey |2 + |Ez |2 of the input waveguide and excited modes in the multimode region. d, Magnitude
of the field excitation coefficients between the input and MMI modes. e, Transmission into the
output waveguide, and reflectivity along the coupler length.
Multimode interference coupler
Multimode interference couplers (MMIs) interfere multiple copropagating modes, each
with different propagation constants. In general, a MMI can have an arbitrary number of
inputs and outputs. For our waveguide circuits, we only use power splitters with one in-
put and two outputs, and beamsplitters with two inputs and outputs. TheMMI typically
has higher insertion loss than theDC, but ismore robust to fabrication imperfections, and
has a wider 3 dB coupling bandwidth.
MMIs usually consists of a taper up from a single mode waveguide before a wide
multimode region where several modes are supported, a schematic of a typical MMI
device and the excited modes electric fields are shown in Figs. 1.14a and 1.14c respec-
tively. The input waveguide mode excites a set of these modes with varying amplitudes,
depending on the overlap between the electric fields (Fig. 1.14d), described by96
cm =
Î
Ei Emd xd y√Î
E 2i d xd y
(1.58)
where cm are the field excitation coefficients of eachmode, x, y are the spatial coordinates
































Figure 1.15:Ring resonators. a, Schematic of the single bus ring resonator.b, Transmission spectra
of a single bus ring resonator with 100 µm cavity length. We label the extinction ratio (ER), free
spectral range (FSR) and linewidth (∆λ).
mode∗ in the MMI multimode region, respectively. The beat length of the lowest two




where βm = 2πneff/λ is the propagation constant of mode m. The evolution of the field







i m(m+2)π3Lπ z , (1.60)
where Ψ is the propagated waveguide mode (as shown in Fig. 1.14b) in the MMI region
and ψm is the mth modes electric field. The MMI length is then selected when the in-
tegrated fields over the positions of the output tapers is balanced and maximised, as
shown in Fig. 1.14e.
Other notable designs facilitate polarising beamsplitters with asymmetric designs97,
and improve the 3 dB coupling bandwidth employing subwavelength grating structures98.
Exotic couplers
Other more innovative couplers exist, none of which are used in this thesis, but they are
worth highlighting. Exotic couplers usually differ from traditional MMI and DC types
of components, often relying on machine learning, and genetic algorithms.
Particular examples include an ultra-compact polarising beamsplitter, with the ap-
pearance of a QR code, allowing pixels to be etched or unetched99. Another paper uses
genetic algorithms—particle swarm optimisation—to design a small, low-loss 1× 2 Y-
junction splitter with a continuous spline curvature100. Plenty of other examples using
computationalmethods to design new components andwidgets exist, promising to push
the limits of integrated photonics.
1.4.6 Ring resonators
Ring resonators are a type of optical cavity, with a coupling region often enabled by
a directional coupler—we schematically show a single-bus ring resonator in Fig. 1.15a.
∗m is labelled from zero i.e. m ∈ {0,1,2, . . .}
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Ring resonators with a single bus are frequently used for parametric frequency conver-
sion101 and photon-pair sources102 by pumping a resonance of the ring and collecting
photons inside resonances equally spaced in energy∗. These structures benefit from cav-
ity enhancements effects, which lead to orders of magnitude increased pair generation
rates103, but suffer from sensitivity to environmental fluctuations therefore requiring
stabilisation. Ring resonators can also be used for applications such as modulation104,
filtering105 and gas sensing106. For the ring filter a secondary coupling region is added,
known as the drop channel, which couples light back out of the resonator and into a
different waveguide.
We give a detailed background of a single bus ring resonator operation in appendix
C.3 on page 136. Here we state the end result: when light in the ring completes an integer
number of wavelengths i.e. θ+φ= 2mπ, the power at the output waveguide reduces to107
Pt1 = (α−|t |)
2
(1−α|t |)2 , (1.61)
where α is the round trip transmission, and t is the reflectivity (or coupling loss) of the
ring. In the case where |t | =α, i.e. the coupling losses of the ring balance the round trip
losses, the transmitted power at the output waveguide drops to zero. This phenomenon,
known as critical coupling, is due to destructive interference. When a ring is critically
coupled, the light propagates inside the ring until its field has decayed from scattering
and propagation losses.
The figures of merit of ring resonators are the extinction ratio (ER), which is the ratio
between themaximum and theminimum transmission of resonance linewidth; typically
measured in dB and labelled in Fig. 1.15b. Additionally, the spacing between adjacent








where c is the speed of light, ng (λ) = n −λ(dn/dλ) is the group index ∆L is the cavity
length, λ is the wavelength and FSRν,λ are the free spectral range in frequency and wave-
length units, respectively.
In Sec. 3.4.3, we use an add-drop configuration with four cascaded ring resonators
to demonstrate an integrated filter. Here, a second waveguide bus is placed on the other
side of the resonator to couple light back out of the structure. If the coupler has two scat-
teringmatrices with parameters κ1,κ2 and t1, t2, the power at the drop port on resonance





where maximum coupling at the drop port is achieved when the ring is lossless and the
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Figure 1.16: Operation of superconducting detectors. i. Nanowire is in superconducting state,
ii. An incident photon is absorbed by the material, iii. This creates a resistive hotspot region,
iv. The hotspot grows in size until a resistive barrier forms, which directs the current towards
the amplification electronics. v, The nanowire returns to the superconducting state. Figure re-
adapted from Ref. 108.
1.5 Superconducting detectors
Single photon detectors are necessary for single photon experiments. These come in two
broad categories: single-photon avalanche photodiodes and superconducting nanowire
single-photon detectors (SNSPDs); in our experiments, we exclusively use SNSPDs. The
physics of these devices is relatively complex, with photon-detection mechanisms at-
tributed to hotspots and vortices in different photon energy regimes109. We now briefly
review a high-level description of the SNSPDs hotspot mechanism.
Superconducting nanowires detectors typically run at cold temperatures below 4 K,
and rely on the superconductivity of cold metal alloys. At low temperatures, known
as the critical temperature Tc , the electrical characteristics change, and the resistance of
the material drops to zero. An electrical current in a superconductor below the critical
temperature can flow indefinitely with no external power source. In this state, pairs of
electrons are bound together in a phenomenon known as Cooper pairs. These pairs of
electrons behave like Bosons since the total spin of a pair is an integer, which allows
many of them to exist in the same quantum (ground) state and ultimately leads to the
superconductivity110.
To use this phenomenon to detect photons, the superconducting nanowire detector is
initially in the superconducting phase. An incident photon with an energy much higher
than Cooper pair binding energy illuminates the superconducting material, breaking
the bond between the Cooper pairs. This creates an area known as a ‘hotspot’ where
the electron pairs have been broken which leads to an increase in resistance. Since the
resistance suddenly becomes non-zero, this causes a spike in the voltage detector out-
put which, when amplified, is measurable on an oscilloscope or time interval analyser
∗which is equal in resonant mode number spacing if the dispersion of the group index is flat.





































Figure 1.17: Optical nonlinearities in silicon, figure adapted from Ref 113. a, Illustration of the
interaction of an electric field wave interacting locally, inducing a dipole moment and polarising
the dielectric material. b, Linear susceptibility energy level diagrams, the interaction of a photon
with dielectric determines the linear refractive index, and absorption by free electrons gives rise
to absorption. c, Third-order susceptibility nonlinear effects energy level diagrams. The nonlin-
ear interaction with electrons is responsible for self-phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase mod-
ulation (XPM), third-harmonic generation (THG), two-photon absorption (TPA) and four-wave
mixing (FWM).
(TIA)108—see Fig. 1.16.
Typical figures of merit of a superconducting detector are the system detection effi-
ciency (SDE), dark count rate (DCR), timing jitter (uncertainty of arrival time), afterpuls-
ing and reset time back to the superconducting state. Superconducting nanowires have
been shown to demonstrate state-of-the-art in all of thesemetricswith efficiencies greater
than 93%111. Additionally, SNSPDs have been shown to be sensitive up to 5 µm112, but
moving to longer wavelengths in the MIR results in more significant contributions from
black-body radiation on the DCR.
1.6 Nonlinear optics in silicon
1.6.1 Nonlinear polarisation
Optical nonlinearities are responsible for a whole host of phenomena, which are illus-
trated in Fig. 1.17c, ranging from the optical Kerr effect, single photon production from
spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM)46 to third harmonic generation113. We refer the
reader to appendix E on page 151 for further discussion of the nonlinear wave equation.
In dielectric media, an electric field causes the bound charges in the material to separate
creating a local electric dipole moment—see Fig. 1.17a. The electric displacement field is
defined as73
D= ε0E+P= ε0(1+χ)E, (1.65)
where P is the polarisation density, E is the electric field, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space, and χ is the electric susceptibility of the dielectric. This polarisation field is then
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naturally related back to the electric field
P= ε0χE. (1.66)
Themicroscopic origin of optical nonlinearities arises from anharmonicmotion of bound
electrons with an applied field73. The polarisation P of a nonlinear material therefore
does not respond linearly with the electric field. The polarisation is often expressed as a
power series in the field strength E
P= ε0
(
χ(1) ·E+χ(2) ·EE+χ(3) ·EEE+ . . .) , (1.67)
here, χ(n) is the nth order electric susceptibility, which are n +1 rank tensors with units
of (m/V)n−1. The first term in the expansion χ(1), called the linear susceptibility, gives
rise to the linear refractive index of dielectric materials (see Fig. 1.17b). The higher order
polarisation terms (n > 1), are responsible for optical nonlinearities. Optical nonlineari-
ties arise in two types of crystals—second- and third-order. Second-order nonlinear ma-
terials lack inversion symmetry at the molecular level, and silicon does not have a χ(2)
nonlinearity. Silicon does however have a third-order nonlinearity and therefore has this
so called crystalline inversion symmetry, where for a crystal with a lattice site centred at
~r0 = (0,0,0), every point in the crystal unit cell has an indistinguishable point under the
transformation~r 7→ −~r .
1.6.2 Nonlinear refraction and phase
Silicon has a relatively large third-order nonlinearity, which can also be predicted114
from the high linear refractive index n ∼ 3.45∗. The majority of the third-order nonlinear
effects originate from the nonlinear refractive index n2. The total refractive index of a
third order nonlinear material is73
ñ(I ) = n0 +n2I , (1.68)
where n0 is the linear refractive index and I is the optical intensity. The nonlinear refrac-




where the field is assumed to be linearly polarised such that there is only contribution to
the refractive index from one element of the rank-four tensor. Since the refractive index
is now intensity dependent, so is the phase of light propagating in the medium
φ= k0ñ(I )L = k0n0L+k0n2I L =φ0 +ΦNL, (1.70)
where k0 = 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength, and L is the length propagated in the medium. We
can rewrite the nonlinear phase†
ΦNL = k0n2I L = k0n2
P
Aeff
L = γPL, (1.71)
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Figure 1.18: Degenerate and non-degenerate spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM).





The nonlinear phase ΦNL is an intensity dependent phase that an optical pulse acquires
propagating through nonlinear χ(3) media. This is also commonly known as self-phase
modulation (SPM)—see appendix E.4 on page 155 for the origin of this. Another closely
related phenomenon is cross-phase modualtion (XPM), where one optical pulse induces
a phase shift on another pulse of a different frequency, polarisation or direction. Self-
phase modulation has applications in generation of optical solitons in waveguides with
anomalousGVD115, production of squeezed light116 and supercontinuumgeneration117.
Cross-phasemodulation, has applications in fast all-optical switching of single photons118.
1.6.3 Four-wave mixing
Generation of new optical frequencies with four-wave mixing (FWM) is also enabled by
the χ(3) nonlinearity101,119. While SPM and XPM effects are always phase-matched, great
care must be taken when designing a source for generating parametric fluorescence. In
silicon quantumphotonics, photon-pairs are generated via SFWM in a siliconwaveguide.
In SFWM, two pump photons are elastically scattered off of the nonlinear χ(3) material
through an intermediate virtual energy level. The single photons produced are referred
to as the signal (ω+∆ω) and idler (ω−∆ω) frequencies.
The two main types of FWM used in integrated quantum optics are 1, when the two
pump photons are the same, generating non-degenerate new frequencies at sidebands
∆ω from the pump (Fig. 1.18a), orwhen 2, two pumps are∆ω either side of the degenerate
signal and idler frequencies generated (Fig. 1.18b). The frequencies of the signal and idler
photons are constrained by energy and momentum conservation73
ωp1 +ωp2 −ωs −ωi = 0 (1.73)
∆k = kp1 +kp2 −ks −ki → 0, (1.74)
where k = 2πn/λ. Providing energy matching is satisfied, the momentum conservation
condition of ∆k = 0 is also known as ‘phase-matching’, and is determined by the effective
index of the waveguide at the new frequencies generated. In a waveguide, the additional
degree of freedom from the waveguide geometry allows the dispersion to be modified.
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Figure 1.19:Two-photon absorption (TPA) and cross two-photon absorption (XTPA) in an indirect
band gap semiconductor.
Another approach for phase-matching is with different transverse mode orders120. The
phase-matching for a waveguide photon-pair source is discussed in more detail in Sec.
1.7.3.
1.6.4 Two-photon absorption
Two-photon absorption (TPA) is nonlinear absorption, where an electron in the valence
band is excited to the conduction band by two photons via a virtual energy level (see Fig.
1.19a), growing quadratically with optical intensity. Due to silicon’s indirect band gap,
this process must be mediated by a phonon, to provide the momentum for the transition
to take place. At low temperature, it has been shown that the TPA drops significantly at
NIRwavelengths121. However, electronsmay also emit a phonon to facilitate this process,
meaning that TPA still occurs when phonons freeze out at low temperatures.




=−α0I −βTPAI 2 (1.75)
∂P
∂z
=−α0P −αTPAP 2, (1.76)
where α0,βTPA,αTPA are the linear, bulk andwaveguide nonlinear absorption coefficients,
respectively. In this process, free carriers are also generated leading to increased free car-
rier absorption (FCA), as well as modification of the refractive index due to free carriers,
also known as free carrier dispersion (FCD). Modification of the refractive index and















where e, m∗ and Nc are the elementary electronic charge, free-carrier effective mass and
the free carrier concentration, respectively. The concentration of carriers generated from
TPA is approximately given by124
Nc ≈ βTPAτ
2~ω






τ= τc if CW
τ=∆t/a if pulsed (1.79)
where τc is the free carrier lifetime and ∆t is the pulse duration and a is a shape factor∗.
TPA and the carrier effects it induces reduce the performance of integrated optics,
leading to saturation of power in nonlinear waveguide sources124, inducing optical bista-
bility in rings125 and reducing the accuracy of MZIs126. The phenomenon of cross two-
photon absorption (XTPA), shown in Fig. 1.19b, stimulates nonlinear loss with photons
from the pump pulse on single photons generated from parametric fluorescence127,128,
limiting the heralding efficiency. To mitigate FCA effects generated from TPA, the usual
approach employs biased PN or PIN diodes to sweep out the free carriers103,129.
1.7 Photon-pair sources
We refer the reader to appendix B on page 125 for background on quantum optics opera-
tors and two-mode squeezing. Single-photon and photon-pair sources have been demon-
strated in a number of platforms: Quantum dots30, nitrogen vacancy colour centres in
diamond130, bulk crystals131, silica fibre132, lithium niobate133, silicon nitride134, and
silicon46 to name just a few! Quantum dots have been used to measure the largest si-
multaneous (14-fold) photon coincidence from one quantum dot, multiplexed in time
with Pockles cells30. Variations in quantum dot structure and therefore spectrummeans
that high visibility HOM interference from different emitters is yet to be demonstrated.
Diamond colour centre single-photon sources have recently been embedded in silicon
nitride130, illuminating one path for mass integration. However, work still remains to
produce arrays of indistinguishable colour centres on large scales. Integrated lithium
niobate SPDC pair-sources are another promising route for large-scale quantum optics,
benefiting from integration of high speed low-loss modulators based on the Pockels ef-
fect133, but commercial availability is limited. Silicon and silicon nitride SFWM sources
have been shown to produce some of the most complex quantum circuits37, but low-
loss (recent models135 estimate < 0.01 dB/switch are needed), high-speed modulators
(GHz) for multiplexing these platform’s probabilistic sources to make them suitable for
universal LOQC have remained elusive.
Three key requirements for a photon-pair source are brightness, indistinguishability
and separability2. Brightness means the source must produce many photons for a given
pump power. Once a bright source is achieved, indistinguishability in all degrees of free-
dom i.e. the photons are identical in frequency, polarisation, time etc., is required for high
quality quantum interference to occur (recall two-photon interference Sec. 1.3.3). Finally,
the separability matters for interfering multiple photon-pair sources. This means that
the measurement of one half of the photon-pair reveals no information about the other
half. Otherwise if a photon-pair is inseparable the source is entangled andmeasurement
collapses the state which adversely affects interference with subsequent photons from
∗a ≈ 3 for Gaussian pulses, and a = 1 for square. Valid for low repetition rates f with short pulses∆t ¿ τc
and τc f ¿ 12
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Figure 1.20: Parametric sources. A χ(2) nonlinear medium uses spontaneous parametric down
conversion (SPDC), to scatter one pump photon of frequency 2ω into two single photons of fre-
quency ω. A χ(3) nonlinear medium uses spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) to scatter two
pump photons into sidebands with detuning ∆ω.
other pairs. Inseparability of a biphoton state renders it useless for multi-photon quan-
tum information applications.
Parametric photon-pair sources take a bright pump laser coherent state∗ |α〉 and scat-
ter pump photons off the nonlinear crystal to produce photon pairs which is depicted in
Fig. 1.20. In non-degenerate FWM processes, these photons are scattered in sidebands
∆ω symmetrically away from the pump. In general, SFWM implements the two-mode
squeezing operator. TheHeisenberg uncertainty principle states that twonon-commuting
operators, such as position and momentum, cannot be known to infinite precision i.e.
∆x∆p ≥ ~/2, where ∆x,∆p are the standard deviations of the position and momentum,
respectively. A state is said to be squeezed when the uncertainty of the operators are not
symmetric i.e. ∆x 6=∆p, resulting in some noise component below the standard quantum
limit. Spontaneous four-wave mixing results in a ‘squeezed vacuum’ state from which
the photon-pairs can be postselected. The two-mode squeezing operator is defined as33
Ŝ I I (ξ) = exp(ξâ†b̂† −ξ∗âb̂) (1.80)
Ŝ I I (ξ) |vac〉 = |ξI I 〉 . (1.81)
With some algebra (see appendix B.5 on page 130), we can show that the probability of
producing exactly n-pairs of photons with this model is then given by
Ξthermaln = |〈nn|ξI I 〉 |2 = sech2|ξ| tanh2n |ξ|. (1.82)
When the squeezing is into a low number of modes (i.e. two modes), the probabil-
ity of producing n photons is described by Eqn. (1.82). However, when squeezing into
many modes, we can approximate the probability as a Poissonian distribution. In the
case where the number of modes is large |ξ| → 0 for the state |ξI I 〉 to remain normalised.
In this scenario tanh |ξ| ≈ |ξ| then Eqn. (1.82) becomes136†
= 1
cosh2 |ξ| tanh





|ξ|2n = e−µµn =ΞPoissonn , (1.84)
where µ is the mean number of photon pairs per pulse. In the small signal regime, the
parameter |ξ|2 represents the probability of producing a pair of photons per unit pulse
duration and collection bandwidth. Depending on the experimental regime, the value
of |ξ| can take on different values, described in table 1.1.
∗See appendix B.4 (page 129) for the origin of this state.
†The approximation is from the Taylor expansion where 2ln(cosh |ξ|) ≈ |ξ|2 +O(|ξ|3) for |ξ|¿ 1.
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Squeeze parameter, |ξ| Case Notes Reference
γPL lossless γ from Eqn. (1.72) -
γPLeff linear loss Leff = (1−e−αL)/α 127
γPLeffΘ phase-mismatch Θ= sinc(i g L), g from Eqn. (1.98) 137
γα−1TPA ln(1+αTPAPLeff)Θ nonlinear loss αTPA = ∂α/∂P 127,138
Table 1.1: Expressions for the squeeze parameter |ξ| under different experimental conditions. P is
the pulse peak power, which is equal to the average power for continuous wave (CW) operation.
Table 1.1 shows several realistic situations of the squeeze parameter for generating
photons on-chip that include the effects of phase-matching, loss, and nonlinear loss. The
phase-matching contribution to generating SFWM is critical, and is discussed in the fol-
lowing section 1.7.3.
1.7.1 Joint spectrum
The two-dimensional probability distribution with the associated signal and idler fre-
quencies are succinctly mapped to an energy and phase-matching function known as
the joint spectral amplitude (JSA)139
f (ωs ,ωi ) =α(ωs +ωi )Θ(ωs ,ωi ), (1.85)
where α is the pump envelope function, and Θ is the phase-matching function which
for simple crystals is a sinc function, parameterised by the dispersion and hence phase-
mismatch ∆k. More details of the phase-matching are given in Sec. 1.7.3. The joint spec-
trum may not be separable into two functions that individually describe the single pho-
tons; the degree of spectral correlation between the signal and idler determines the amount
of spectral entanglement. The joint spectrum describes the bi-photon state so it must be
normalised ∫
dωsdωi f (ωs ,ωi ) |1s ,1i 〉→
∫
dωsdωi | f (ωs ,ωi )|2 = 1. (1.86)
Filtering, applied to a source, can be used to reduce the spectral correlations and make
an unentangled separable state at the cost of heralding efficiency. The spectral purity is
determined by the number of Schmidt modes, under the decomposition of the state into








which shows that the purity P = 1 when there is only a single Schmidt mode with λi =
1. A fast way to characterise the joint spectral intensity of a source, is with stimulated
emission tomography140. Here, a stimulating beam combined with the pump elucidates
the relative intensity of the spectral correlations. These are directly proportional to the
spontaneous single-photon measurement, but are orders of magnitude brighter.
1.7.2 Coincidence measurements
Quantum correlated photons are measuredwith time of arrival, or coincidencemeasure-
ments. A coincidence is when a time interval analyser (TIA) time correlates the out-
put from two detectors, simultaneously registering a click. Building up statistics over
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manymeasurements, a peak at zero relative time delay is a ‘smoking gun’ signature that
photon-pairs are being generated in the same event, since the emission (and detection)
of the SFWM pair is correlated in time. The rate of coincidence R from a source will be
modified by the compound of effective transmission η, corresponding to the lumped loss
from the point of the pair generation, up to and including the effective detector losses.
The rate of detection events is given by141
Cs = ηsR (1.88)
Ci = ηi R (1.89)
Xnet = ηsηi R, (1.90)
where Cs ,Ci are the singles count rate on the individual detector channels, and Xnet is
the net coincidence rate with the accidental counts subtracted i.e. Xnet = Xraw−Xacc, here
Xraw, Xacc are the gross (uncorrected) and accidental count rates. Note that since the rate
of the coincidences is conditional on both photons being detected, the scaling in the
presence of loss is very unfavourable.
Accidental counts make the analysis more complicated. These occur when linear
noise processes corresponding to leaked pump laser and dark-single photon events are
measured. The detection rates then become103
Cs = ηs
[
Π(P ) f +L f P]+Ds (1.91)
Cs = ηi
[
Π(P ) f +L f P]+Di (1.92)
Xraw = ηsηiΠ(P ) f +Xacc, (1.93)
where f is the laser repetition rate,Π(P ) is the power dependent probability of producing
a photon-pair, L is a linear noise coefficient and D is the dark count rate of the detectors.
Finally, including the effects of multi-pair emission in the high squeezing limit must also
be taken into account. Given a photon-pair is emitted, the probability of losing a signal
photon is given by (1−ηs), meaning that the probability of not losing a that photon is
1− (1−ηs). For n photon-pairs produced, the probability that at least one of n photons
survives is 1− (1−ηs)n . This leads to the expression that at least one signal and one idler
from n pairs survive is2
η= (1− (1−ηs)n)(1− (1−ηi )n). (1.94)
A key performance metric of a photon-pair source is the ratio of true coincidence
events triggered by a pair of photons, to the total number of false-positives, known as




A CAR > 1 means that there is a measurable photon-pair signal, but ideally this should
be as large as possible. The currently the highest CARmeasured on a silicon chip is over
12000142.
1.7.3 Phase-matching
Phase-matching is essential when designing a photon-pair source. A significant fraction











































Δk < 0, β2 > 0
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Figure 1.21: Phase-matching. a, Normal, zero and anomalous group-velocity dispersion (β2), pic-
torial representation of degenerate FWMwavevectors for pump, signal and idler. b, Linear phase
matching where the wavevectors of the signal and idler photons match the two pump photons.
c, Phase matching function with varying peak power for normal and anomalous group-velocity
dispersion (GVD). d, Normal GVD for different pump-signal detunings and waveguide lengths,
β2 = +1.5 ps2/m and P = 0.5 W. d, Anomalous GVD for different pump-signal detunings and
waveguide lengths, β2 =−1.5 ps2/m and P = 0.5 W. The region of ΘÀ 1 corresponds to modula-
tion instability.
so that the wavevectors of the generated signal and idler matches the annihilated pump
photons. Microscopically, the emitted fields of the dipoles in the material are in phase,
and coherently add in the forward direction114.
The linearmomentummismatch between the four fields in the case of non-degenerate
FWM can be described by
∆k ≈−β2(ωp −ωs)2. (1.96)
See appendix C.5 (page 140) for the derivation of this result. A pictorial representation of
linear phase-matching in the normal, phase-matched and anomalous dispersion regimes
are shown in Figs. 1.21a and 1.21b. Usually for phase-matching close to the pump, the
effects of the fourth-order dispersion (β4) are much smaller than β2 and are neglected.
For efficient FWM, the momentummatching can be achieved with β2 ≈ 0. In a nonlinear
source however, there is a contribution to the phase-matching from the nonlinear phase
of the pump so the net phase mismatch is given by73,127
∆κ=∆k −∆kNL =∆k −2γP. (1.97)
Since γP ≥ 0, for efficient FWM phase-matching ∆k > 0, implying that β2 < 0, which is
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and the phase-matching efficiency is127
Θ= sinc(i g L). (1.99)
In the case where g is imaginary, i.e. normal dispersion, the phase-matching efficiency
decays with increasing pump power (Figs. 1.21c) or pump-signal detuning (Figs. 1.21d).
In the case where g is real i.e. anomalous dispersion, leads to exponential growth in the
gain. The large growth of the gain in the anomalous dispersion regime is also known as
modulation instability. This phenomenon leads to spontaneous temporal modulation of
a CW beam into a pulse train73.
In Figs. 1.21c and 1.21d, we see that if the dispersion is normal, the phase match-
ing efficiency rapidly drops. A waveguide source with normal dispersion can produce
photon-pairs, but only if β2, pump power, waveguide length and frequency detuning
are small. For our initial attempts at producing a photon-pair source in chapter 3, this
detail led to unsuccessful first generations of integrated pair sources. The source design
was constrained by the accessibility of silicon films for waveguides that could only pro-
duce normal dispersion for the fundamental TE0 mode. In the anomalous dispersion
regime however (Figs. 1.21c and 1.21e), the phase-matching efficiency and bandwidth
is significantly improved from the normal dispersion regime. Anomalous GVD is there-
fore a necessary requirement for an efficient, bright photon-pair source with large spec-
tral detuning. Only in retrospect did we realise that the dispersion of the TE1 mode was
anomalous—an important note for future source designers is not to forget about using
high order transverse modes for phase-matching!
1.8 Mid-infrared optics
The ‘fingerprint’ region, spanning the mid-infrared from 2-20 µm, is resonant with a
multitude of molecular transitions, corresponding to vibrational modes that uniquely
identify species with characteristic absorption lines. Exploiting this, lab-on-a-chip sen-
sors are able to distinguish and identify molecules from gaseous and liquid analytes143.
Atmospheric transparency windows and diminished scintillation are utilised in MIR li-
dar systems144, while optical phased arrays in the MIR benefit from alleviated phase
error and high-power handling, thus optimising system performance and reliability145.
Great progress has beenmade to achieve integration ofMIR optics in silicon. In the short
wavelength end of the MIR band (the short-wave infrared (SWIR)), integrated imple-
mentations are accomplished with silicon on insulator (SOI), up to around 4 µm146–149,
where silica’s transparency region ends. A picture to illustrate the transparency window
of silicon and silica in MIR are shown in Fig. 1.22. At these wavelengths, two-photon
absorption in silicon is reduced or entirely eliminated, thereby enabling applications in
nonlinear optics150: frequency combs151, optical parametric oscillators and amplifiers119,
all have been realised.
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Figure 1.22: The electromagnetic spectrum. Not to scale.
Utilising quantum entanglement and superposition, optical quantum technologies
are expected to transform communication, measurement, and ultimately information
processing1. Quantum states are tremendously fragile, and are easily perturbed by the
environment. This sensitivity means for real-world deployment, high performance is re-
quired to expand the platform for useful, large-scale applications. Classical optics has
taken the first steps advancing into theMIR andquantumoptics is not far behind. Photon-
pair sources using SPDC in bulk crystals have beenmodelled152, and experimental demon-
strations have been establishedwith one153, and two131MIRphotons. Room-temperature
avalanche photodiodes and up-conversion were used for detection in these experiments,
but these are limited by thermal noise and low efficiency.
To date, silicon photonics, which takes advantage from proficient mass manufactura-
bility, has generally operated in the near-infrared telecommunications bands around 1.31
and 1.55 µm. Applications of the technology in data centres have dramatically increased
in extent and capacity. Quantum optics in silicon has also emerged alongside128. Quan-
tum experiments have been showing progressively larger interferometers with paramet-
ric sources of photon-pairs37,60,154, but remarkably low optical loss will be necessary to
significantly increase photon numbers.
Waveguide, component and fibre-chip coupling losses have all been gradually im-
proving72,84,155–157, but intrinsic nonlinear loss is ineradicable. TPA, while limiting the
pump power, also detrimentally reduces the heralding efficiency of integrated photon-
pair sources, and therefore places a foundational cordon on silicon quantum photonics
scalability.
Wide band gapmaterials, such as silicon nitride, are a commonly usedmethod for al-
leviatingTPA134,158 at telecomwavelengths.However, silicon nitrides intrinsically smaller
nonlinear refraction and lower optical confinement means far higher pump powers are
required to generate the same nonlinearity. Furthermore, variations in fabrication of sil-
icon nitride films makes within wafer-scale refractive index uniformity a challenge for
large scale identical photon-pair sources159.
Figure 1.23 shows the dispersion of nonlinear TPA coefficient βTPA, nonlinear refrac-
tive index n2, and Rayleigh scattering cross-section. We see that at room temperature
around 2.2 µm, at the two-photon band edge of silicon, the energy of two photons is
















































Figure 1.23:Dispersion of nonlinear refraction (n2), nonlinear absorption (βTPA) at room tempera-
ture, and simple Rayleigh scattering in silicon, normalised to the values at 1.55µm. The diamonds
and squares are data taken from Z-scan measurements in Refs. 160 and 161. The lines for n2 is a
guide for the eye, and βTPA a model for two-photon absorption162. The side-by-side comparison
for this plot was originally conceived by Dr. Joshua Silverstone.
refraction simultaneously has a resonant spike, increasing the efficiency of photon-pair
generation. This wavelength band is also comfortably within the transparency range of
SOI silica cladding, enabling standard manufacturing processes.
At longwavelengths propagation losses are diminished64,163 due to reducedRayleigh
scattering fromwaveguide side-wall roughness , and constraints on fabricating subwave-
length devices become relaxed157,164. A nonlinear figure of merit, such as the ratio of
n2/βTPA, shows that at longer wavelengths in silicon the performance is improved.
The optimum room temperature wavelength for improving nonlinear optics in sili-
cons, is at around 2.2 µm since TPA has dropped to zero, and there is still an enhance-
ment of the nonlinear refraction from the resonant spike. At low temperature, where
future experiments integrating sources and detectors on the same chip would need to
operate, this is expected to blue shift to around 2.15 µm due to the increase in silicon’s
band gap165. Due to practical constraints for obtaining a pulsedmode-locked pump laser,
we operated our experiments at 2.07 µm and were unable to reach the completely TPA
free region beyond 2.2 µm. However, a wavelength shift of 80 nm from 2.07 µm to the
low temperature two-photon band edge at 2.15 µm is a far less of a challenge than trans-
lating from 1.55 µm to the 2.1 µm. Therefore this will be significantly easier to implement
with the framework developed from this thesis when a pulsed laser light source at this
wavelength becomes readily available.
For large scale quantum optics applications such as LOQC, high brightness and low-
loss waveguide sources are essential. Simply by translating from 1.48 µm to 2.1 µm, at
an average 0.1 pairs per pulse, yields an estimated improvement from 72% to 96% in the
heralding efficiency due to reduced XTPA∗. When the improvement of linear losses from
Rayleigh scattering is also included from this wavelength translation, this becomes a sig-
nificant boost in platform performance. This illuminates the necessity of implementing a
TPA free, low-loss and scalable platform to enable photonic quantum technologies. The
MIR in silicon offers one such route to achieve this end goal. Hence, we will explore
∗Calculated with the Eqn. (4) from Ref. 128 and βTPA,n2 values from Refs. 160,161.
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the potential of the 2.1-µm band as a platform for low-loss quantum optics in crystalline
silicon.
1.9 Thesis aims and outline
The aim of this thesis is to establish the viability 2.1 µmband for single-photon quantum
information applications. To realise a quantum optics platform in the MIR, there are sev-
eral necessary requirements. The fundamental objective for any single-photon quantum
optics platform must be to show quantum interference, which leads to several other pre-
requisites that must be achieved to reach this main goal. For quantum interference to
occur on a chip, a method for coupling light into the chip, waveguides, balanced beam-
splitters which can be connected together into reconfigurable waveguide circuits must
be all developed. With this aim established, we must generate a source of indistinguish-
able photon-pairs. To produce indistinguishable photon-pairs, the waveguide geometry
must be adjusted so the dispersion enables efficient phase-matching, and the distinct
sources should be identical. If the required photon-pairs are generated and interfered,
demultiplexing them from the bright pump laser and a method to detect them is also es-
sential. By showing quantum interference, all of these aims and objective are necessarily
fulfilled. Finally to demonstrate the benefits of the 2.1 µmplatform in siliconwaveguides,
new applications that are not possible with existing technology should be enabled or an
improved nonlinear performance metric, such as the ratio of nonlinear refraction to two-
photon absorption (n2/βTPA) must be shown.
This thesis is concernedwith developing all of the necessary infrastructure for demon-
strating MIR silicon quantum photonics; we do this by showing an integrated source of
quantum correlated photons, with high visibility quantum interference in the 2.1 µm
band. In chapters 2 and 3, we develop the integrated optics toolkit and laboratory infras-
tructure for measuring quantum correlated photons. Chapter 4 is concerned with the
measurements of quantum correlated photon-pairs, sensitive detectors and a plethora
of nonlinear optics to verify our claims of the MIR performance gains. Chapter 5 shows
two such integrated photon-pair sources configured in an experiment proving high visi-










T he instrumentation required for generating andmeasuring quantumcorrelatedphoton-pairs in themid-infrared (MIR) poses a significant challenge. Off-the-shelf apparatus
available in the near infrared (NIR), is truly phenomenal with exceedingly high perfor-
mance at low costs. In theMIR, challenges in bulk optics filtering, and detection had to be
addressed to enable the measurement of photon-pairs. At the start of the project the in-
strumentation for performingmeasurementswas limited.As timeprogressed, a plethora
of experimental methods and equipment enabled the first MIR photon-pair generation.
This chapter summarises the development of the bulk optics and detection infrastruc-
ture in the first two years of this project. In the following chapter, we describe how this
instrumentation was used to build experiments that led to the generation of new opti-
cal frequencies with stimulated four-wave mixing (FWM). The contents of the chapters
2 and 3 in isolation are mostly chronological, but occurred in parallel. The structure for
these chapters are logically grouped into the off- and on-chip infrastructure.We refer the
reader to see Fig. G.1 for the timeline.
2.1 The starting lineup
Starting research into quantum optics in the MIR had a humble beginning. Equipped
with one breadboard, a continuous wave (CW) laser, a monochromator and a photodi-
ode, the adventure into the unknown started in a dark (and somewhat dusty) corner of
the ‘Wetlab’.
We now briefly review the instrumentation at the outset of the project. For the initial
characterisation of the integrated optics, we used an CWEblana photonics intersubband
quantum cascade laser (QCL)166 centred at 2.049 µm, with a linewidth of < 2 MHz, max-
imum output power of 1.5 mW, and was packaged into a butterfly mount. The laser had
a temperature controller (TEC) allowing for a modest tuning range of around 3 nm (see
Fig. 2.1a), and a current source to vary the output power of the diode shown in Fig. 2.1b.
This laser was invaluable for bulk and integrated optics alignment, linear characterisa-
tion of waveguides and grating couplers, estimating the splitting ratios of integrated
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Figure 2.1:Characterisation of the starting equipment. a, Varying the temperature of the quantum
cascade laser showed a maximum tuning of 3 nm over 30◦C. b, The laser diode output power vs.
current, the lasing threshold is approximately 37 mA. c, Relative transmission of the tuneable
bulk monochromator filter. d, Spectrum of the supercontinuum laser source with no bandpass
filters. e, The free-space fibre launch method for coupling light into the monochromator.
beamsplitters, and as a stimulating seed for observing stimulated four-wave mixing.
Wewere also lucky share to a supercontinuum117 light source—aNKTSuperKCompact—
with our colleagues. We show the output spectrum of the laser in Fig. 2.1d. The source
spanned the wavelength range 500-2400 nm and was also completely indispensable for
this work, providing important spectral information about our integrated and bulk de-
vices. The total output power across its full spectral range is specified by the manufac-
turer at around 100 mW, but we usually applied a 500 nm wide bandpass filter centred
at 2000 nm, reducing the total maximum optical power to around 1 mW.
An Optometrics Czerny–Turner monochromator167 with bulk free space fibre cou-
plers complemented the supercontinuum source in the spectral characterisation mea-
surements. The monochromator had a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1 nm
(Fig. 2.1c), insertion loss of 10 dB (subsequently reduced to 4 dB with many rounds of
optimising the design, described in Sec. 2.4), and an extinction of around 55 dB at an
offset of 20 nm. We present a schematic of the original monochromator configuration
before optimisation in Fig. 2.1e.
For bright light detection, we had a Thorlabs InGaAs168 integrating sphere photodi-
ode, sensitive from 1200-2500 nm. Finally, NIR (c.a. 1.55 µm) superconducting nanowire
detectors (with the MIR fibre loop filters removed) gave us a chance to measure signals






































Figure 2.2: Mode locked laser assembly and characterisation. a, Model of the bulk optics laser
cage system to fibre couple the free space collimated launch of the mode locked laser (MLL). b,
Autocorrelation of attenuated laser pulses measured with superconducting detectors and a time
interval analyser. c, Stability measurement of the MLLs optical power coupled into fibre.
A figure with select technical specifications of this instrumentation is shown in Fig.
2.1. Later on in the project a mode-locked laser, tuneable CW laser, an optical spectrum
analyser (OSA), autocorrelator, bespoke single-photon detectors, and more monochro-
mators were obtained which enabled the measurement of quantum correlated photon
pairs—these will be mentioned in the body of the thesis when they were acquired. How-
ever, these were not at our disposal at the start of this research and meant that the initial
learning experience took substantially longer.
2.2 Mode-locked laser
Eight months into the project, we acquired a 2 µm mode-locked laser (MLL) from Ad-
Value photonics. This laser would be the work horse of this research activity, providing
us with many invaluable nonlinear optical measurements and ultimately would lead to
first observation of single-photons from spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM).
The MLL was a Thulium seed fibre laser that pumps a Holmium fibre laser, emitting
up to 300 mWof average optical power into free space78. The output pulses from the laser
were specified as 2.8 ps at a 39.4 MHz repetition rate corresponding to a peak power of
> 10 kW∗.
∗Or in more tangible units, this is > 13 horse power!
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2.2.1 Cage design
The output of the laser was emitted into free space through a collimating lens. However
to be useful for the experiments, it needed to be fibre coupled. The first initial charac-
terisation launched light from the armoured output head directly into a thermal power
meter to verify the device was working. The next stepwas to design a robust cage system
to fibre couple the laser from free space, while also protecting the user from the highly
dangerous unfiltered beam.
The design started by clamping the output free space launch into a cage mount. The
cage has lens tubing along its length to block lab users from the beam. The first optic
was a 2:1 beam expander, which we ran in reverse, reducing the beam waist to improve
the collection efficiency into fibre. The second optic was a variable filter wheel, which
we installed 10,20 and 30 dB neutral density filters for reduced power free space optical
alignment. Finally at the end of the cage, an anti-reflective (AR) coated lensed fibre cou-
pling port was added. The optimised coupling reached > 140 mW which was sufficient
for some serious nonlinear optics. The majority of the excess loss of the cage system is
due to incorrect mode-matching between the fibre-lens coupling port and the collimated
beam. A model of the cage system is depicted in Fig. 2.2a.
We verified the repetition rate of the laser by performing an autocorrelation of the
attenuated laser using the superconducting detectors which we show in Fig. 2.2b. The
measured repetition rate agreed well with the manufacturers specification. Stability of
the MLL and cage system was also assessed by directly connecting the output fibre into
a photodiode (see Fig. 2.2c). We found that the cage system showed good long term
coupling stability necessary for running long experiments.
2.3 Bulk variable optical attenuator
It was not clear if changing the maximum output of the mode-locked laser with the
power dial on the front panel of the laser would impart a polarisation rotation, thereby
inducing polarisation dependent loss from grating couplers. In absence of a variable op-
tical attenuator (VOA) in the 2 µm region, we had to build one using bulk optics instead.
To control the optical transmission while keeping the gain of the laser constant, we used
a free space design with a knife edge to facilitate single-mode attenuation from blocking
the beam.
The final design used two collimated fibre launcheswithNIR singlemode fibre (SMF-
28) directly facing each otherwith a∼ 15 cm separation, shown in Fig. 2.3a. The long span
between them, allows for multiple flip mount optics to be inserted into the beam path.
Multiple 25dBneutral density filters (NDFs)were used to addbaseline attenuationdown
to the single photon level (see Fig. 2.3c. for transmission spectra)—andwere employed in
Secs. 2.5.1 and 4.3 for single photon detector characterisation. Dynamic attenuation was
achieved with a linear translation stage attached to a stepper motor (Zaber T-LA28A).
This controlled the position of the razorblade that blocked the free space beam. The step-
per motor could be directly controlled from a computer, enabling measurements involv-
ing varying the optical power. This setup would prove invaluable in later experiments.
The total coupling loss from fibre-to-fibre, in absence of NDFs, was approximately 4 dB.
We can model the optical attenuation as a function of knife edge position with the
following treatment. Assuming that the free space beam is a symmetric two dimensional
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Figure 2.3: Bulk variable optical attenuator. a, Layout of the bulk variable optical attenuator. A
knife edge provides variable attenuation, while four neutral density filters (NDFs) provide an ad-
ditional 100 dB of baseline attenuation. b, Optical transmission with varying knife edge position.
c, Transmission spectrum of four NDFs.
normalised Gaussian centred at the origin





where σ relates to the collimated beam diameter. The razorblade blocking function of
the beam is then simply the Heaviside step function in one dimension Θ(xk − x) where
xk is the knife edge position. To model the transmitted power as a function of knife edge
position, we take the integral over all space
P (xk ) = P0
Ï ∞
−∞









where P0 is the transmitted maximum power and erf is the Gaussian error function. A
fit of Eqn. (2.2) to experimental transmission data is shown in Fig. 2.3b.
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Fibre launch
Monochromator
300 μm slitY-Z translation stage
8.5 
cm
f = 11 mm
Figure 2.4: Optimised monochromator filter layout.
2.4 Monochromator filter optimisation
The free-space fibre coupled monochromator at the project start had a transmission of
roughly -10 dB. The loss from this filter was unsatisfactory, so an approach to optimise
the coupling further was developed. The final design of the monochromator launch
setup is shown in Fig. 2.4. To increase the coupling, the orientation of the monochroma-
tor was changed to be in the upright position and extra degrees of freedom added with
two linear translation stages in the Y-Z plane of the setup. An efficient methodology for
achieving the global optimum of coupling for this configuration of monochromator is
presented in appendix D.5 on page 149.
Using the strategy outlined in appendix D.5 it was possible to achieve a peak trans-
mission of -4 dB, approximately four timesmore than the previousmethod yielded. Later
in chapters 4 and 5, four of these monochromators would be used back-to-back on the
single photon signal and idler output channels. The improved alignment strategy devel-
oped here led to a total improvement of more than 200 times in the coincidence count
rates over the previous alignment strategies.
2.4.1 Cleaning the pump spectrum
In the measurements described in Sec. 3.3, we attributed the majority of the saturation
in the input output power relationships to the spectral broadening of the pump. With
the addition of the OSA to the equipment, we were able to measure the pump spectrum
which is shown in Fig. 2.5a , and the experimental setup in Fig. 2.5b. The measured
output spectrum of the laser was remarkably broad, with sideband peaks that would
inevitably drown out any single photons produced from spontaneous four-wave mixing.
To address this problem, we initially used two monochromators in series to filter the
pump spectrum—see Fig. 2.5d. Figure 2.5c shows the pump laser spectrum after filtering,
which is clearly far more suitable for producing and detecting single photons centred on
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Figure 2.5:Mode-locked laser spectrum and filtering. a, Pump laser spectra with increasing gain
varying the potentiometer on the front panel. As the gain is increased the power and sidebands
also increase. The target signal and idler wavelengths are highlighted demonstrating that the un-
filtered pump sidebandswoulddrownout any single photons produced.b, Experimental scheme
for the spectras measured in part a. c, Mode-locked laser pulse spectrum after filtering with grat-
ing monochromators. d, Experimental scheme for the spectras measured in part c.
2.05 µm and 2.09 µm.
2.4.2 Measuring the pulse duration
Toverify themanufacturer-statedpulse duration,we repurposed aderelict Femtochrome
FR-103PDautocorrelator and installed aMIRphotodiode formeasuring themode-locked
laser. The unfiltered pulse in the frequency domain was extremely broad; spectral filter-
ing to reduce its width leads to broadening in the time domain. Using an anti-parallel
rotating mirror assembly169, one arm of a Michelson interferometer is then swept across
a fixed arm. The autocorrelation intensity is detected with two-photon conductivity in
the photodetectors170. The electrical output is then read with an oscilloscope. Given a
path length of the two arms and rotation speed of the mirror assembly, the oscilloscope
trace width is related to the intensity autocorrelation by169
κ= 4π f d
c
, (2.3)
where κ is the conversion factor between oscilloscope units and pulse duration, f is the
rotation frequency of themirrors, d is the distance between themirrors and c is the speed
of light in vacuum.
Since our laser is mode-locked, we assume an hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz of the
form sech2(τ/tp ), where tp is the characteristic time of the pulse. To calculate the actual
pulse duration from our oscilloscope, we must find the deconvolution factor. The auto-
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The deconvolution factor for secant shaped pulses is ∆τ ≈ 0.648∆t ′, where ∆τ is the
actual pulse duration and ∆t ′ is the FWHM measured on the oscilloscope trace. For a
derivation of this result see appendix D.6 on page 150.
We measured the unfiltered pulse duration to be 2.9 ps, which is in good agreement
with the manufacturer specified value of 2.8 ps. A typical intensity autocorrelation trace
is shown in Fig. 2.6c. We are now able to measure the pulse duration for any filtered
pulse, and can more accurately estimate the peak power coupled into the waveguide
which is essential to accurately measure the waveguide nonlinearity.
To convert the average power from a photodiode the following conversion can be
used. Given a pulse FWHM, ∆τ, the duty cycle dc of the laser is given by
dc = f ∆τ, (2.5)
where f is the repetition rate in frequency units and ∆τ is the pulse duration for a rectan-
gular pulse. Since we must find the normalisation such that the area of a secant shaped
pulse is preserved relative to a rectangular function with the same width FWHM, we







dτ = 2tp . (2.6)













where Pavg is the average power.
2.4.3 Double-pass monochromator filter
In November 2018, we acquired another twomonochromators (bringing our total to five)
to facilitate off-chip filtering. It was clear from the measurement described in Sec. 3.4.2
that at least two monochromators on the output of the chip would be required to sup-
press the pump down to the single-photon level. However, to measure coincidences, a
total of four monochromators would be needed on the signal and idler output arms of
the integrated light source, therefore motivating the need to reduce the number of filters
on the input pump laser to just one.
In an attempt to enable this measurement, we set out to design amonochromator in a
double-pass configuration to achieve greater extinction on the laser sidebands and create
sufficient experimental resources for measuring SFWM. The double-pass design simply
places a concave reflecting mirror close to the output aperture of the monochromator to
reflect the light back in the incident direction, but with a slightly deflected angle. The
beam then hits the grating in the reverse direction and after the exit slit reflects from a
mirror at ∼ 45◦ angle, which is then directed to another fibre coupling stage—shown in
Fig. 2.6a.
This techniqueworked well; the insertion loss of the double-passwas 6 dB compared
to 4 dB for the single-pass, but the extinction of the double-passwas greater than a single-
pass. Due to the limits of our detection equipment, it was not possible to exactly quantify
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Figure 2.6: Double-pass monochromator filter for the pump laser. a, Layout and beam path of
the double-pass monochomator configuration. b, Frequency dependent power for the double-
pass filtered spectrum of theMLL. c, Measured intensity autocorrelation (purple) and hyperbolic
secant autocorrelation (orange) fit of the double-pass filtered MLL pulse.
the absolute level of extra extinction and whether this was greater than two single-pass
monochromators in series, since it was below the noise floor of our detectors.
A characterisation of the MLL after the spectrum was cleaned with a double-pass
monochromator in time and frequency domains is shown in Figs. 2.6a and 2.6b. The
double-pass filter reduced the broad frequency response of the laser to a FWHM of
around 1 nm making it suitable for photon-pair experiments. The tight frequency filter-
ing was at the expense of broadening the pulse duration in the time domain to around
5.8 ps, leading to reduced peak power. This double-pass configuration was sufficient to
suppress the bright laser sidebands down to the single-photon level when combined
with signal/idler pump rejection monochromators detuned 20 nm from the pump.
2.5 Towards mid-infrared superconducting detectors
The initial pair of detectors weworkedwithwere tungsten silicide (WSi) nanowires from
PhotonSpot, optimised for operation at λ= 1.55 µm. In an attempt to improve our detec-
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tion efficiencies, we reached out to Prof. Robert Hadfield from the University of Glasgow.
His group specialises in the development of superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors (SNSPDs), with active research in MIR nanowire fabrication. We acquired a
research cryostat with four NIR band SNSPDs, and swapped out two of these for MIR
nanowires that we characterised.
Understanding the efficiency of the detectors is important; it identifies effective loss
from detection in the coincidence rates, and therefore is critical for evaluating photon-
pair source performance. The following sections are concerned with a measurement
strategy for quantifying this metric, and recognising the optimal bias and threshold set-
tings for a detector. We outline our method for characterising the both telecom and mid-
infrared single-photon detectors at MIR wavelengths, and summarise the measured ef-
ficiencies in table 2.1. Primarily these characterisations were used to identify the most
sensitive pair of detectors with the best chance to measure SFWM photon-pairs.
2.5.1 Characterisation
Monochromatic characterisation
We now outline the measurement strategy used to estimate the efficiency of a nanowire
detector at a single wavelength. Themeasurement starts with taking themonochromatic
CW QCL laser centred at λ= 2.049 µm, and passing it through a polarisation controller
and the bulk VOA. The optical power is monitored on a calibrated InGaAs Thorlabs pho-
todiode (S148C) at a fibre leading to the cryostat input fibres. The reason for placing the
photodiode here is to calibrate out any effective fibre losses from the single-mode fibre
up to the point of the cryostat.
The first step measures the transmitted power on the photodiode as a function of
knife edge position on the bulk VOA, where we show a typical measured transmission
curve in Fig. 2.7b. Second, the transmission of four 25 dB neutral density filters (NDFs)
built into the VOAwith flip mounts are sequentially measured. Third, all four NDFs are
placed in the beam path attenuating the laser down to the single photon regime, and the
input fibre to the photodiode is connected the cryostat. Finally, optimising the polarisa-
tion of the light, the electrical output of the detectors are amplified and connected to a
time-tagger which integrates the measured singles counts—See Fig. 2.7c for a diagram
of the experimental setup.
We quantify the input photon flux arriving at the detector by estimating the power
transmitted after the four NDFs, and then calculate the expected flux dividing by the
photon energy (E = hc/λ). The ratio of launched input photon flux to themeasured count
rate is fit with a linear slope, as shown in Fig. 2.7a, determining the system detection
efficiency of the nanowire detectors.
In table 2.1, we present our estimates of several different nanowires at different bias
settings. Since the peak detection efficiency is strongly dependent on bias, these mea-
surements are hard to directly compare and are mostly responsible for the observed dis-
crepancy in measured efficiency—this is especially clear between the measurements of
PhotonSpot channels 5 and 6.
We found the most efficient detector was the PhotonSpot WSi nanowire (channel 6)
at around 6.6% (see Fig. 2.7a), however its counterpart in the same cryostat only regis-
tered a peak efficiency of 0.05% albeit at a far lower bias setting which greatly affects the
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Figure 2.7: Single wavelength superconducting detector characterisation. a, Efficiency measure-
ment of a PhotonSpot superconducting detector with theMIR fibre loop removed. b, Bright light
power measured on a calibrated photodiode as a function of knife edge position used to estimate
the number of launched photons. c, Experimental scheme tomeasure the superconducting detec-
tor efficiency. Bright light transmission of a knife edge attenuator is measured, along with four
25 dB neutral density filters (NDF) on a photodiode (PD). The NDFs are then placed in the beam
path and the fibre is connected to the superconducting detector.
efficiency∗. A possible but unverified explanation for this discrepancy could be due to
the fibre in the cryostat being wound to different radii†.
The PhotonSpot channels 7 and 8 had tightly wound MIR fibre loop filters, leading
to an orders of magnitude reduction in the detection efficiency, clearly seen in the mea-
sured values in table 2.1. The Hadfield niobium nitride detectors channels 1-4 were also
optimised for telecommunication-band operation and were in a different cryostat. This
cryostats temperature went down to around 2.8 K in contrast to the 0.8 K of the Pho-
tonSpot system. The different superconducting detector material and operating temper-
ature of the cryostat‡, also contributes to some of the observed difference in measured
system detection efficiency (SDE) values. Furthermore, the importance of removing the
MIR fibre loops is clear. The best detector from the Hadfield system peaked at around
2% efficiency. The first and second best Hadfield detectors (3 and MIR, respectively) had
a difference in the estimated efficiencies by a factor of 3.
Since not detecting either half of a photon-pair results in no coincidence detection,
the effective reduction in count rate scales as the addition (product) of the transmis-
sion in logarithmic (linear) units. The optimal pair of the Hadfield detectors had com-
parable effective detector losses on the coincidences of 10log10(0.021)+ 10log10(0.01) =
∗Later experiments with much larger bias voltage increased this estimate to around 0.5%
†This cryostat was in 24/7 operation so we never had the opportunity to open it up and to check and
change this.
‡Superconducting detector efficiency is temperature dependent171
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−36.5 dB, which is similar to the effective loss of the commercial 1.55 µm detectors of
10log10(0.06)+10log10(0.005) = −34.8 dB. From these measurements, we identified that
using PhotonSpot channels 5 and 6 would give us the best chance to detect a signature
of SFWM.
Detector name Bias (V) Threshold (mV) Dark count rate (kHz) Efficiency (%)
PhotonSpot 5∗ 0.2 200 0.083 0.05
PhotonSpot 6∗ 0.7 100 2.4 6.6
PhotonSpot 7 1.13 200 0.24 1.8×10−3
PhotonSpot 8 0.94 200 0.21 2.0×10−3
Hadfield 1 1.11 130 1.9 0.60
Hadfield 2 1.5 100 0.73 0.36
Hadfield 3 0.44 75 4.4 2.1
Hadfield 4 0.8 75 1.2 0.078
Hadfield MIR 0.45 35 1.7 1.0
Table 2.1: A table summarising the monochromatic efficiency measurement for several NIR and
a MIR SNSPDs. ∗ denotes the MIR filter removed. This table serves as a guideline for the ap-
proximate performance of the detectors and was used to identify the pair of detectors with the
greatest likelihood of registering MIR photon-pairs. Since all the detectors are measured at fairly
different bias settings, a direct comparison of performance is not possible.
Bias and threshold sweeps
The next set of measurements were to quantify the effect of sweeping the bias and dis-
crimination voltages on the detected count rates. To do this, we set up the experiment
in a similar fashion to the previous section. However, in these measurements we fixed
the launched power and looked at the behaviour of the detectors with, and without
illumination. This would help us determine the optimal measurement setting regions
for detecting single photons. The QCL laser was again attenuated with four NDFs and
launched directly at the SNSPDs. The discrimination and bias voltage were then swept
by remotely controlling the biasing electronics from the computer. Finally, the singles
counts were again processed with a time-tagger and collected on a computer.
Figure 2.8a and 2.8b shows side-by-side comparisons of the dark and light counts
versus the set bias andmeasurement discrimination voltage,measured for aNIRdetector.
We see that the region in the top corner of Fig. 2.8a has a small plateau where the single-
photons are being registered—corresponding to the optimal bias settings.
Statement of work
The laser cage system, bulk variable optical attenuator, single- anddouble-passmonochro-
mator bulk optics setup were designed, built and characterised by me. Ben Sayers and
I repaired and aligned the optical pulse autocorrelator. The monochromatic measure-
ments of the PhotonSpot superconducting nanowires were performed by myself and
Dr. Joshua Silverstone. The telecommunication band detectors were made by Dr. Vikas
Anant. Themid-infrared detectors were designed, fabricated and packaged byDr. Klean-
this Erotokritou. Gregor Taylor, Dr. Kleanthis Erotokritou, and Prof. Robert Hadfield in-
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Figure 2.8: Bias and threshold characterisation of SNSPDs. Since the detectors are inefficient, the
dark and light counts plots look similar. The optimal bias and threshold setting for sensitivity is
in the plateau region where the light counts are registered, but before the exponential increase
from latching or a discrimination level that triggers from electronic noise. a, Light counts with
varying detector bias and discrimination threshold voltage, logarithmic scale. b, Dark counts
with varying detector bias and discrimination threshold voltage, logarithmic scale.
stalled these detectors into the cryostat. Myself and Dr. Kleanthis Erotokritou charac-










T o observe mid-infrared (MIR) photon-pairs from a silicon waveguide source, inte-grated filtering, optics and phase-matching problems were solved. An arsenal of
component designs, experimental methods and equipment enabled MIR photon-pair
generation.
Before we can demonstrate on-chip quantum interference, the following experimen-
tal requirements are necessary. 1, A bright source of photon-pairs. For this, a method of
efficiently coupling in and out of the chip and a phase-matched waveguide is essential.
2, A way to filter out the pump, down to the single-photon level. When bright pump
laser, which is more than 13 orders of magnitude brighter than single photons, is inci-
dent on the detectors, the single-photons are effectively drowned out in noise. 3, Effi-
cient single photon-detection—a bright source of single-photons is rendered useless if
they can’t bemeasured. 4, High performanceMach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs). In a
time-reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) measurement, low-loss waveguides, balanced
beamsplitters, and phase modulation are imperative for good fringe visibilities.
This chapter elucidates the necessary technical developments including; initial char-
acterisation of integrated optics, the evolution of waveguide sources, design and mea-
surement of waveguide circuits, and finally the observation of stimulated four-wavemix-
ing.Here, we set the stage for pushing the boundary from classical to quantumphotonics
in the MIR. In the following sections, we perform measurements on five generations of
chips. Before diving into these details, we summarise their performance in table 3.1
Parts of this work were given as an oral presentation at the international conference
‘2018 European Conference on Integrated Optics’ (ECIO) in Valencia, and was awarded
the best student presentation prize172.
3.1 Passive structures: Generation 1
The first integrated optics we measured were waveguide chips fabricated on 220 nm
silicon on insulator (SOI) by the Institute of Microelectronics (IME). On the first itera-
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1 IME02 220 SiO2 7 - Gs, BS -
2 IME03 220 SiO2 8 0.2 Gs, BS, WG MMWG
3 IMEC390 390 Air 7 0.2 WG Loss from 173
4 IME05 220 SiO2 8 1.2 Gs, BS,WG,
SRC, RG
low ηWG contrast




Table 3.1: Chip design summary. Columns titles; generation, internal chip name, SOI thickness
t, top cladding material, grating transmission (ηGC), propagation loss (ηWG), experiment keys:
gratings (Gs), beamsplitters (beamsplitter (BS)), waveguides (WG), sources (SRC), rings (RG).
tion of chips, the main components that were investigated were vertical grating couplers,
and integrated beamsplitters. These components are the nuts and bolts of any integrated
waveguide circuit and are a necessary first step in establishing MIR integrated optics.
Multi project wafer runs facilitate an efficient usage of silicon photonics design space,
combining the work of several separate parties onto a single wafer to reduce the cost.
Work started on our research group’s second iteration of the IME chips: IME02 (see Fig.
F.2 on page 161 for design area), henceforth referred to as ‘generation 1’. Using the ex-
perimental scheme showed in Fig. 3.1f and optimising the polarisation for maximum
transmission, the optimal uniform grating coupler pitch for our quantum cascade laser
(QCL) laser was found to be Λ= 960 nm for a 12 degrees incident coupling angle, which
is in excellent agreement with the theory value predicted from the uniform grating equa-
tion of Λ= 957 nm83 (see Eqn. (1.52)). This also confirmed that the modelling and design
methodology could be relied on. The results of the coupling against grating pitch are
summarised in Fig. 3.1c.
We measured the reflectivity∗ of 2×2 multimode interference couplers (MMIs)61,96
and directional couplers (DCs), using a channel loss independent measurement tech-
nique described in appendix D.1 on page 145. The main result of the derivation gives




where R is the beamsplitter reflectivity, and b = (t13t24)/(t14t23) is a dimensionless ratio of
input to output coupling transmissions that eliminates losses up to the integrated cou-
pler. Here ti j is the optical transmission from input port i to output port j . See labelled
ports on Fig. 3.1d. The results of these loss independent measurements are shown in
Figs. 3.1a and 3.1b. Note for nominally the same design, the reflectivity of the MMI is
approximately constant, while the DC (Fig. 3.1e) has significant variation for the same
beamsplitter design—clearly showing the difference in fabrication tolerance between the
MMI and DC.
∗The reflectivity, which is equivalent to the splitting ratio, is a measure of how balanced the outputs of
a beamsplitter is. This term which has generally been adopted by the quantum optics community over the
term splitting ratio.
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Figure 3.1: Characterisation of generation 1 integrated optics. Each data point in these plots is a
single sample. a, Reflectivity of the multiple 2×2 MMI devices with the same design parameters.
b, Reflectivity of the multiple directional coupler (DC) devices with the same design parameters.
c, Single grating transmission with varying grating pitch. d, Schematic showing the 2×2 MMI
geometry. e, Schematic showing the DC geometry. f, Experimental setup: Laser is polarisation
controlled (PC), coupled into the device, and detected with a photodiode (PD).
3.2 Parametric sweep of integrated optics: Generation 2
Developing a complete integrated optics toolbox in the MIR required searching a large
parameter design space for key optical components:waveguides, grating couplers,MMIs
DCs, and ring resonators. In the second chipwe tested from IME on 220 nm SOI (IME03),
henceforth ‘generation 2’, a substantial design study swept across the various integrated
optics design parameters—see Fig. F.3 (page 162) for layout. This informedus of a reliable
set of integrated components that would work in the MIR band for future experiments.
The following sections show these measurements.
Grating couplers
Honing a design for good fibre-chip coupling of the pump, on and off the chipwas neces-
sary for MIR photon-pair generation. This chip had a total of 60 uniform grating coupler
designs arranged in a layout with three rows of twenty gratings, andwe show a subset of
these in Fig. 3.2e. The following design variations comprised the grating array: 1, Deep
etch grating pitch. 2, Eccentricity. 3, Fan angle. 4, Broken tooth∗ 82
∗These are gratings with two etch steps—full and partial, see Fig. 3.2b inset for grating structure.
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Figure 3.2:Generation 2 grating coupler parameter sweep. a, Single grating transmission, varying
the deep etch uniform grating pitch. b, Single broken tooth grating transmission, varying the full
pitch Λ, with b1 = 0.4 µm, a1 = 0.288 µm, for three fixed widths b2 of 180 nm, 200 nm and 220 nm.
Inset: side view schematic of the broken tooth grating structure. c, Single grating transmission
with a shallow etch, varying the eccentricity. d, Experimental scheme for the grating efficiency
measurements. e, Subsection of the grating coupler array, plan view.
Tomeasure all of these structureswas a large task.Weworkedwith a six-axis nanopo-
sitioning stage (Thorlabs Nanomax), with stepper motors to automate positioning in the
x-y plane. The automated alignment measurement strategy is outlined in appendix D.2
(page 146), and experimental scheme shown in Fig. 3.2d.
The single grating transmissionmeasuredwith a a 10◦ V-groove array (VGA) varying
the grating pitch of uniformand broken tooth grating couplers82 are summarised in
Figs. 3.2a and 3.2b. We see that, as expected, the grating coupler pitch determines the
coupling efficiency, as the optimum pitch changes with wavelength. The measurements
were taken with a continuous wave (CW) laser fixed at λ= 2.049 µm. The peak coupling
efficiency (-12.6 dB) with a grating deep etch (130 nm) grating pitch of Λ= 1.008 µm (See
Fig. D.3b for spectral response shape and appendix D.3 on page 147 for corresponding
measurement strategy) agrees reasonablywith the simulated optimal pitchΛ= 1.028 µm.
However, we find that the deep etch process for the grating couplers reduces the
coupling efficiency significantly (cf. the shallow etch (70 nm) grating results with peak
transmission of -8.6 dB Fig. 3.2c). Unfortunately, no light was transmitted from the fan
angle sweep. We relied on simulation instead, implying the optimal aperture diffraction
angle of 45◦. From the best eccentricity measured we compile the optimal uniform grat-
ing coupler parameter set in 220 nm SOI in table 3.2. From the generation 2 chip, wewere
Parameter Pitch (µm) Eccentricity Fill factor Fan angle (◦) Etch depth (nm)
Value 0.936 0.135 0.5 45 70
Table 3.2: Optimal 220 nm uniform grating coupler parameters, with 10◦ coupling angle.
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a b c



































































1.7 μm 0.5 μm
Figure 3.3: Generation 2 waveguide couplers characterisation. a, 2×2 MMI reflectivity measure-
ment with varying MMI length. b, 1× 2 MMI reflectivity measurement and total transmitted
power at output ports with varying MMI length. c, Directional coupler reflectivity with varying
coupling length, line is a fit of a sinusoid. d, Schematic of the 2×2 MMI geometry. e, Schematic
of the directional coupler geometry. f, Schematic of the 1×2 MMI geometry.
able to verify that the grating couplers were indeed centred on the target wavelengths
that we designed them for. We show a few sample spectra collected in Fig. D.3b. The de-
vices are modest in their performance when compared to the efficiency of telecom band
grating couplers which have a transmission of around -3 dB on this same chip.
Integrated beamsplitters
The beamsplitters on this chip were a set of five 2× 2 MMIs, five DCs and four 1× 2
MMIs, with varying lengths. The geometric design parameters for these beamsplitters
are shown in Figs. 3.3d, 3.3e, and 3.3f. The measurement, described in Sec. D.1, was used
on all the four port devices to determine the loss independent reflectivity and the results
are shown in Figs. 3.3a and 3.3c.
Channel loss independent measurements of the 1×2 MMI147 structures are not possi-
ble, as one can not ratiometrically eliminate the unknown channel losses. The symmetry
of these structures means that they should be balanced, but there is significant wave-
length dependent loss due to the positions of self images in the MMI region not aligning
with the output waveguide tapers. The reflectivity of the design shown in Fig. 3.3f as a
function of 1×2 MMI length were calculated as the ratio of the power at the two output
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Figure 3.4: Design and measurement of a low-loss waveguide on generation 2. a, Mode solved
normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +|Ey |2 +|Ez |2 of the expanded waveguide section.
b, Mode solved normalised electric field magnitude of the bending region single-mode waveg-
uide. c, Top down view of the square spiral, annotated with geometry for the bending regions.
d, Experimental setup for the measurement shown in d. e, Linear cutback measurement of the
waveguide with a linear fit indicating propagation loss of 0.21 dB/cm.
ports. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3b, with the measurement configuration seen in
Fig. 3.2d.
These measurements were useful for informing the next set of components that were
used in the next chip design. These had substantially more complex experiments com-
prised of circuits using the best beamsplitters and grating couplers from these measure-
ments.
Low-loss multimode waveguide
The low-loss waveguides on this chip were strip waveguides, wrapped into square spi-
rals to reduce the scattering losses from the curved waveguide sections∗. The waveguide
had a cross sectional geometry of 1500× 220 nm2 in the straight sections, with 15 µm
tapers down to single mode waveguides of width w = 650 nm for the bending regions—
see Fig. 3.4c and Fig. F.9 for magnified view of the layout. The bends were Rmin = 10 µm
(Reff = 18.7 µm) Euler bends175, which adiabatically change the radius of curvature con-
tinuously to reduce loss. In principle, these waveguides could have performed the bend-
ing at the multi-mode waveguide width, however very large bends > 50 µmwould have
been needed to minimise coupling into higher order modes. Each spiral of the three spi-
rals in this experiment had 8 loops, and therefore a constant number of a tapers and
bends. Figures 3.4a and 3.4b shows the mode solved electric field intensity profile of the
multi- and single-mode waveguides used for the low-loss spirals, respectively. Upon in-
∗Dr. Euan Allen from our research group measured an excess of 7 dB/cm on spirals with continuous
curvature at 1.55 µm174.
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spection, it is obvious that the electric field overlapwith thewaveguidewalls is far higher
in the single mode waveguide which would lead to larger propagation losses. While the
multi-modewaveguide sources are lower loss, the large effective area requires long inter-
action lengths for use as a photon-pair source, since the waveguide nonlinearity scales
∝ 1/Aeff.
To characterise the linear transmission, the QCL laser, centred at λ = 2.049 µm, was
passed through a polarisation controller and thenmeasured on a Thorlabs InGaAs photo-
diode. Controlling polarisation, the light was then coupled into the fundamental trans-
verse electric (TE) mode of the silicon delay line with grating couplers, finally record-
ing the output power on the photodiode. Measuring a single device for each waveguide
length, the transmission of the waveguides as a function of waveguide length estimates
the propagation loss in a measurement known as a ‘cutback’. The cutback measurement
scheme and results are shown in Figs. 3.4d and 3.4e, finding a linear propagation loss of
0.21±0.03 dB/cm and a grating loss of 7.97 dB/grating. Here, the error bars on each data
point are assumed to be ±0.2 dB due to uncertainty on the photodiode reading, and the
error on the propagation loss is the standard error from calculated linear fit.
This result compares well to a result at λ = 1.55 µm in 220-nm SOI176 employing
a similar approach. Here, they report a propagation loss of 0.27± 0.01 dB/cm with a
multi-mode 700 nm width rib waveguide with a 70 nm partial etch, and 470 nm width
single-mode strip waveguide bends.
To summarise, in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 we characterised a set of integrated components in
220-nm SOI: grating couplers, integrated beamsplitters, low-loss waveguides and ring
resonators. With this set of components, we could now start developing waveguide cir-
cuits that combine these building blocks into something more complex. The next step
towards achieving photon-pairs was to demonstrate waveguided optical nonlinearities.
3.3 Nonlinear optics in MIR silicon waveguides: Generation 3
This section describes our first nonlinear optics measurements on a chip manufactured
by Interuniversity Microelectronics Center (IMEC), henceforth ‘generation 3’, from the
siliconphotonics research group inBelgium. The sampleswere sent to us by a collaborator—
Prof. Bart Kuyken—who designed the chip and had published a MIR supercontinuum
and frequency comb generation spanning an octave with these devices173.
The structures of interest on this chip were 1 cm straight waveguides with the target
waveguide having a cross sectional geometry of 1000× 390 nm2. These air-clad silicon
waveguides were dispersion engineered to have anomalous group-velocity dispersion
in the 2 µm wavelength band. The waveguide dimensions, electric field intensity and
the dispersion of key parameters are shown in Figs. 3.5a, 3.5b and 3.5c.
The strategy to couple light into the waveguide used a pair of reference grating cou-
plers, with a much lower propagation loss and a short enough waveguide to observe
both fibres in the same microscope image. The alignment strategy for two independent
fibres is outlined in appendix D.4 on page 149. An optimal angle of θ = 11◦ was found
from testing different coupling angles, corresponding to a single grating transmission of
approximately 7 dB at λ = 2.05 µm. It was now possible to pump the 1 cm waveguide
with the newly equipped mode-locked laser enabling our first nonlinear optical charac-
terisation in silicon.
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Measurement of optical nonlinearity
Armed with the newly built variable optical attenuator (VOA), the first measurement of
optical nonlinearity was performed, with the experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.5d. In
this measurement, the pulsed mode-locked laser was passed through the bulk optical
attenuator and launched into the 1-cm straight waveguide via the grating couplers. A
90:10 optical tap and photodiode monitored the input power. An output fibre then col-
lected light from the chip and the transmitted power was then monitored on a second
photodiode.
We show the results of this measurement in Fig. 3.5e, where we plot the inverse trans-
mission as a function of launched power. In the absence of nonlinearity, the line should
be flat as the transmission does not depend on power. Here, it is clear that there is a non-
zero gradient of the line, implying that at higher powers coupled into the waveguide the
output power begins to saturate. A strong motivation for working in the 2.1 µm band
is the large reduction of two-photon absorption (TPA) along with the resonant spike in
the nonlinear refraction160,161. Our experimental data showed saturation of the output
optical power and a sudden deviation from the inverse transmission linear fit at high
power. Was the behaviour predominantly due to TPA or nonlinear broadening from self-
phase modulation (SPM)∗? In absence of an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) to directly
measure the waveguide output pulses, we relied on numerical modelling instead.
Split-step Fourier method analysis
Thenonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE), is a nonlinear pulse propagation equation177.
For further details of how this result is derived see appendix E.1 and E.2 on pages 151
























where z is the propagation distance in the waveguide, T is the time in the frame of refer-
encemovingwith the pulse at the group velocity, A is a slowly varying pulse envelope, βi
is the i th derivative of the propagation constant β(ω) in the Taylor series expansion about
carrier frequency ω0, α is linear propagation loss, γ= k0n2/Aeff is the effective waveguide
nonlinear parameter and TR is a Raman response function to the optical pulse.
In most cases, the NLSE equation does not have an analytical solution, thus numer-
ical solutions are required to obtain information of the nonlinear effects from the sili-
con waveguides. Two broad categories of numerical methods that can be used to solve
the NLSE are 1, finite difference methods and 2, pseudospectral methods. A common
pseudospectral method for solving a nonlinear dispersive propagation medium is the
split-step Fourier method. The run time of these algorithms is often an order of mag-
nitude faster due to the computationally efficient discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm–see appendix E.3 (page 155).
We implemented our simulations of the NLSE with Python. We took experimentally
measured parameters such as the propagation loss, laser repetition rate, in-waveguide
peak power estimated from the reference grating transmission, and the manufacturer
specified pulse duration, and fed these as input to the algorithm. Additionally, we used
∗see appendix E.4 (page 155) for origin of SPM.
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Figure 3.5: Generation 3 modelling and experimental nonlinearity. a, Waveguide cross section
dimensions. b, Simulated waveguide electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2+|Ey |2+|Ez |2 of the fun-
damental TE mode. c, Simulated waveguide mode group velocity dispersion (β2) with varying
wavelength.d, Experimental schemeused formeasuring the nonlinear transmission of thewaveg-
uide. e, Experimentally measured inverse transmission with varying input power coupled to the
waveguide. f, Split-step Fourier method simulations in the frequency domain for the highest
power optical pulse intensity as it propagates through the waveguide, log scale normalised to
peak input pulse intensity at z = 0. Self-phase modulation is a possible cause of broadening out-
side of the grating coupler bandwidth, leading to nonlinear behaviour in the inverse transmission.
g, Split-step Fourier method simulations of the propagating pulse intensity in the time domain,
linear scale.
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literature values for the dispersive161 and absorptive160 nonlinearity at λ= 2.07 µm. We
chose the step size as 10 µm and temporal domain of the simulation to be 4 times the
pulse full width at half maximum (FWHM), which eliminated numerical instabilities
from the pulse spreading to the simulation boundaries.
In Fig. 3.5e, the data points at high power deviate suddenly away from the inverse
transmission curve. Performing split-step Fourier method (SSFM) simulations at the
highest power that is launched in our experiment,we observe significant nonlinear broad-
ening due to SPM, possibly causing the optical pulse to broaden beyond the grating cou-
pler bandwidth. The results of the SSFM in the time and frequency domains are shown
in Figs. 3.5f and 3.5g. Without an OSA we could not directly verify this, but the simula-
tions could help explain the origin of this effect. Furthermore, in retrospect, the actual in-
put spectrum (without filtering) of the mode-locked laser was significantly broader than
our initial estimate (see Fig. 2.5a). The waveguide design was originally for supercontin-
uum generation, and given the large spectral width of input pulse, made the possibility
of broadening beyond the grating coupler bandwidth a plausible hypothesis. The mod-
elling confirmed that the combinations of residual nonlinear TPA and SPM broadening,
could explain the observed saturation in the input-output power relationship shown in
Fig. 3.5e.
The generation 3 chip was a useful test bed to start investigations of the classical
nonlinear optics in the MIR. The two independent single fibres had a long distance from
the point they were fixed, combined with a set of optomechanics that were constructed
from what was available at the time made the setup unstable and required recoupling
every few minutes. The lengthy integrations required for measuring photon-pairs from
spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM), in the presence of high loss and low efficiency
detectors, indicated the experiment would be challenging∗.
We had now confirmed the optical nonlinearity of the waveguides in the MIR. To
continue progress towards a MIR photon-pair source, larger waveguide circuits, single
photon measurements, and filtering now had to be addressed.
3.4 Waveguide circuits: Generation 4
In January 2017 we began working on designing the first integrated circuits. The chip
was to be fabricated by Institute of Microelectronics (IME05), henceforth ‘generation 4’,
on a 220-nm SOI platform. The final designs were submitted in March and received late
in the summer of the same year. This chip had several experiments including photon-pair
sources, and integrated filtering in the MIR.
An overview image of the design can be found in Fig. F.4 (page 163). This was the
first opportunity to start building larger integrated quantum circuits, based of the atomic
blocks measured on the generation 1 and 2 chips discussed in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2.
The following sections 3.4.1, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 and 2.5.1 formed the basis of an oral presen-
tation that was given at the European Conference on Integrated Optics in Valencia, June
2018172.
Before describing the experiments in the next section, it is worth highlighting the
acquisition of a new experimental tool that would be completely invaluable. We were
fortunate to acquire a longwavelengthOSA: YokogawaAQ6375. This piece of equipment
∗The first successful correlated photon-pair measurement integrated for nearly 12 hours!
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β2 = 1.83 ps2/m







Figure 3.6: Generation 4 single-mode waveguide simulations. a, Group velocity dispersion (β2),
with fixed height of 220 nm and varying waveguide width. b, Effective modal area (Aeff) with
varying waveguide width. c, Normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2+|Ey |2+|Ez |2 profile
for the standard source waveguide.
was critical for the test, measurement and spectral characterisation of integrated devices.
This ultimately assisted with the observation of photon-pairs in the MIR.
3.4.1 Waveguides and passive components
Waveguides
The standard single-mode strip waveguide for this chip had a geometry of 650×220 nm2.
An image showing the waveguide mode-solved electric field intensity, effective modal
area, and group-velocity dispersion are shown in Figs. 3.6a, 3.6b, and 3.6c.We see that the
group-velocity dispersion does not become zero or negative, therefore a phase-matching
efficiency of unity is not possible with any TE0 waveguide design.
Grating couplers
Three focusing grating couplers were designed for an 8◦ fibre array polish angle, with
central wavelengths of 2.05, 2.07 and 2.09 µm (pitch of 0.916, 0.9283, 0.9410 µm, respec-
tively), corresponding to the expected collection wavelengths of the four-wave mixing
fluorescence∗. The uniform grating couplers were designed using the grating equation,
Eqn. (C.9)83, and the methodology described in appendix C.2 on page 134.
To measure the spectral transmission, the supercontinuum source was linearly po-
larised and the polarisation controlled with a half-wave plate, before being recorded
on the OSA. The laser was then connected into the reference grating structures on the
chip, connected together with a shunt waveguide, which is assumed to have negligible
loss (L ≈ 127 µm). Finally, the light was then coupled back off chip and measured on
the OSA—the experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 3.7c. The subtraction of the input to
output trace determines the spectral transmission, plotted in Fig. 3.7a. We saw that the
central wavelengths of the three designs were very close to the target designs.
∗other uniform grating parameters are from table 3.2.
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Figure 3.7: Generation 4 passive structure summary. a, Grating coupler transmission spectra for
the signal, pump, and idler gratings centred on 2.05,2.07,2.09 µm, respectively. b, Transmission
spectra of the ring resonator with a 10 µm bus coupling region. c, Experimental scheme for the
measurements in plots a and b. Supercontinuum (SuperK) is bandpass filtered (BPF), and lin-
early polarised (LP) coupled into the device before being detected with the OSA. d, 2×2 MMI
cutback measurement, varying the MMI length. e, Loss independent MMI reflectivity measure-
ment as a function of MMI length. f, 3D FDTD electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +|Ey |2 +|Ez |2
for the directional coupler. g, Mode solved cross section normalised electric field magnitude for
the directional coupler.
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Directional couplers
The initial cross over length was estimated with mode solving, and the final design ver-
ified with the 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. After several iterations
of 3DFDTD, a balanced couplerwas designedwith the final design parameters: coupling
length L = 20 µm, gap g = 0.4 µm. An electric field intensity cross section frommode solv-
ing, and the in-plane field from FDTD are shown in Figs. 3.7f and 3.7g. The experimental
measurement of the reflectivity was performed using the methods outlined in appendix
D.1 and was determined to be R = 0.58. The measurement setup employed the QCL laser
centred at λ = 2.049 µm, 20 nm away from the designed central wavelength of this cou-
pler. The discrepancy between the simulated and measured reflectivities could possibly
be explained by the dispersion of the supermode beat length—this effect is apparent in
our FDTD simulations of a separate device shown in Fig. C.8c.
MMIs
The design of the 1×2 and 2×2 MMIs used on this chip were taken from the previously
measured optimal design from generation 2. In addition to the reflectivity measurement
of the coupler (R = 0.48) at λ = 2.05 µm, a coupler cutback was also designed for the
2×2 MMI, with an estimated transmission of 0.15 dB/coupler—see Fig. 3.7d. A sweep
of MMI length against the reflectivity is shown in Fig. 3.7e, which are all within 0.01 of
the simulated mode solved and propagated reflectivity at this wavelength.
Ring resonators
The ring resonators on this chip were not used as a photon-pair source. These rings con-
stituted a part of a cascaded on-chip filter described in the following Sec. 3.4.3. The key
design parameters are the ring length (100 µm), bus gap and length of the coupling re-
gion. Two ring designs had a gap of 0.35 µm and coupling lengths of 10 and 15 µm.
The exact loss of the device is not known before it is fabricated. Furthermore, the sen-
sitivity of the directional coupler to fabrication tolerances means performance can be
varied. Assuming 3 dB/cm loss (corresponding to α = 0.993) and symmetric couplers,
the simulated fraction of the power at the drop port on resonance was estimated as 0.96
(extinction ratio (ER) = 14 dB) and 0.98 (ER = 17 dB) for the 10 and 15 µm bus lengths
respectively. Recall that the maximum power coupling at the drop-port of an add-drop
resonators occurs for lossless rings with symmetric couplers (cf. Eqn. (1.64)).
The ring resonator test structureswere spectrally characterisedusing the samemethod-
ology as the grating couplers described before. The transmission spectra of the ring with
a 15 µm coupling length is shown in Fig. 3.7b. The group index of these structures can
be determined from the free spectral range (FSR)—the distance between adjacent reso-
nances in frequency—using Eqn. (1.63).
The FSR of the two rings was measured as 10.3 nm, corresponding to a group index
of ng = 3.98 at λ = 2.03 µm, which is in excellent agreement with the simulated group
index of ng = 3.98. As expected, the difference between these two designs was the ER of
the devices, with a maximum ER of 15 and 18 dB for the 10 and 15 µm bus lengths, res-
pectively. Clearly, the device with the 15 µm coupling length is more suitable for filtering
due to its higher ER. This circuit variant was therefore characterised in Sec. 3.4.3.
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3.4.2 The search for single photons
Single-photon measurements have stringent requirements; a bright source of photons,
efficient single-photon detection and high extinction filtering. The detectors that were
available were two near infrared (NIR) nanowires with the MIR filters removed∗. The
challenge of effective pump rejection after the chip, down to the single-photon level, re-
mained. To satisfy this condition, more than 100 dB of pump rejection is required178–180.
This is to attenuate the laser to the single-photon level, to not drown out photon-pairs
from SFWM with bright pump. This measurement succumbed to insufficient off-chip
filtering from the monochromators.
Waveguide source measurement
Thewaveguidewas 1 cm long and had a 650×220 nm2 cross sectional area.We attempted
stimulated four-wave mixing (FWM) using the CW QCL laser as the stimulating seed
and the mode-locked laser as the other pump119. The group-velocity dispersion (see
Fig. 3.6a) of this source does not become zero or negative—a requirement for efficient
phase-matching.However, we originally hoped that themismatchwould not be too large
for the experiment to produce a detectable fluorescence signal. In absence of any bright
light signature from stimulated FWM on the OSA, we attempted to looked at the output
on superconducting nanowire detectors. Unfortunately, there was insufficient off-chip
filters to clean the mode-locked laser (MLL) spectrum, the CW lasers sideband noise,
and the output of the chip, so we resorted to looking at just singles counts of SFWM.
In the attempt to measure the SFWM singles counts, we varied the power using
the bulk VOA while sweeping the output wavelength monochromator across a range
of wavelengths using the experimental configuration seen in Fig. 3.8c. A typical set of
singles counts versus wavelength is shown in Fig. 3.8a. A slice of data for different pow-
ers at single wavelengths of 2.049 and 2.054 µm is shown in Fig. 3.8b. We see that as the
power linearly increases, so do the singles counts—corresponding to typical linear noise
processes such as leaked pump. The Hamiltonian of SFWM is quadratic, so doubling the
power in a phase-matched waveguide should yield four times increase in the number of
photon-pairs produced. This was clearly not the case for this measurement. With the
benefit of hindsight, the combination of a poorly phase-matched waveguide, insufficient
off-chip filtering and inefficient detectors meant that this experiment was sure to fail.
One experiment on the chip remained: the cascaded ring filter, which is now presented
in the following section.
3.4.3 Ring filtering experiment
The filtering experiment had a 1-cm single mode waveguide source, attached to the grat-
ing coupler input. Four 100 µm cascaded ring resonators181 at the output of the source
had the drop port of each ring connected to the input bus of the next ring. An integrated
circuit layout of the device is shown in Fig. 3.9e.
Each ring resonator had a 100µmlong thermo-optic phasemodulator (TOPM), driven
with a heater driver and dissipated heat through a resistive filament. The heat trans-
ferred to the waveguide induces a refractive index change, controlling the position of
the resonances—see Fig. 3.9a. Fabrication imperfection led all of four rings to have slight
∗See Sec. 2.5.1 for efficiency characterisation.
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Figure 3.8: Generation 4 singles counts measurement from a source waveguide. a, Wavelength
dependent single counts measured. The vertical grey lines indicate the slice of data used in the
power versus counts plot in b. b, Singles counts with varying launched laser power for two dif-
ferent wavelengths. The rate of singles counts is linear with the input power indicating that the
signal is linear noise such as leaked pump laser. c, Experimental schemeused for attempted single
photon measurement. A mode-locked laser (MLL) is filtered with monochromators and attenu-
ated with a knife edge. Controlling polarisation (PC), the pump is launched into the chip. An
optical tap (9:1) monitors power at the chip output, and the other arm is filtered before being
detected with a superconducting detector (SNSPDs) and time interval analyser (TIA).
variations in the resonance position, requiring alignment with thermal tuning. To elec-
trically and optically characterise the ring response, we launch the CW QCL laser into a
ring and simultaneously measure the electrical current to the TOPM and optical output
of the drop port on a photodiode as a function of applied voltage which is plotted in Figs.
3.9c and 3.9d, respectively. We show a typical spectral response of the resonance shift of
a ring as a function of applied voltage in Fig. 3.9b and 3.9c.
To facilitate temperature stabilisation of the ring resonators, a thermoelectric Peltier
cooler was placed underneath the surface of the printed circuit board (PCB). The PCB
wasmade of aluminium, increasing the thermal conductivity between Peltier, thermistor
and the silicon waveguide chip. To stabilise the on-chip temperature, the resistance of
a 10 kΩ thermistor was monitored with an Arroyo temperature controller (TEC). The
current flowing to the TEC was then automatically set by a proportional-integral (PI)
control loop in the TEC with the gain parameters set to optimise stabilisation.
We aligned the resonances of the device using the supercontinuum laser, OSA and
a 20 V heater driver board. The experimental diagram is shown in Figs. 3.9e and 3.9f
(see Fig. F.10 for magnified view of structure). The laser was linearly polarised, and a
λ/2 waveplate controlled the polarisation launched into the chip. The alignment strategy
was to couple the source waveguide with the laser, and observe the transmitted light at
the through port of the first resonator (grating port and spectrum labelled 1 on Figs. 3.9e
and 3.9g, respectively) on the OSA. Setting the voltage to around 10 V—approximately
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TOPM 
Figure 3.9: Generation 4 integrated source and ring filtering experiment. a, Thermal tuning of
ring resonances. b, Relative position of the ring resonance with applied TOPM voltage. c, Cur-
rent voltage characterisation of a ring resonators TOPM. d, Optical transmission with varying
applied TOPM voltage at λ = 2.049 µm. e, Plan view of the source and cascaded ring filter. The
pump laser is coupled into the first VGC (input). After the source, using thermal tuning with a
TOPM, the pump laser frequencies are transmitted from the through port and off the chip (1).
The signal/idler frequencies are transmitted from the drop port to the input of next ring. This
scheme is cascaded four times to implement the filter. Inset: magnified view of the ring resonator
waveguides in blue, and the thermo-optic phase shifter in orange. f, Experimental setup for char-
acterisation of the integrated ring filter. The supercontinuum laser (SuperK) is bandpass filtered
(BPF), and linearly polarised (LP). Controlling polarisation with waveplates (λ/2,λ/4), the light
is launched into the chip and is transmitted through the filter and monitored at outputs 1-4. A
computer controls the ring TOPMs. Finally, the chip output is measured on the OSA. g, Optical
transmission spectrum as measured at grating couplers 1,2,3,4 labelled on part e, at the through
ports of the four ring resonators. A maximum of 15 dB extinction is observed between adjacent
ring filters, implying but not demonstrating a maximum of 60 dB on-chip pump rejection.
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half of the maximum voltage of the driver—allowed shifting of the ring’s resonances
in either direction. The chip output was then coupled to the second resonator through
port (grating port labelled 2 on Fig. 3.9e). Controlling the power dissipated in the second
ring aligned the resonance with the first ring (spectrum labelled 2 on Fig. 3.9g). This was
then repeated for the third and fourth rings, aligning all the resonances. A plot of the
transmission spectra through the four rings labelled 1-4 is shown in Fig. 3.9g, with the
corresponding grating couplers that were monitored in Fig. 3.9e. This filtering strategy
shows increasing off-resonance rejection of the supercontinuum laser by the cascaded
rings, demonstrating the potential for using this to suppress themode-locked pump laser
in a photon-pair experiment.
We see a maximum of 15 dB of extinction is achieved between each stage of the cas-
caded filter, implying but not demnonstrating an upper limit of 60 dB of on-chip filtering.
This on its own is insufficient to extinguish the pump laser (∼ 0 dBm) down to the single
photon level ( ∼ −130 dBm). Combined with additional a single off-chip monochroma-
tor filter, would satisfy the single photon pump rejection requirements for observing
single photons. Previous studies have shown that the noise floor of pump rejection in a
single chip is around 70 dB178,180. This is predominantly due to the laser scattering and
coupling into the silicon substrate, which cannot be removed with filtering structures
confined to the plane of the silicon waveguide layer.
3.4.4 Nonlinear optics in a delay line
Wenow revisited the low loss delay lines from the generation 2 chip, described in Sec. 3.2,
previously characterising the linear transmission. Now equipped with a filtered pulsed
laser and an OSA, we were able to perform nonlinearity measurements on these devices.
Self-phase modulation is a good measure of the waveguide dispersive nonlinearity
as the process is always phase-matched regardless of the waveguide dispersion. Fur-
thermore, from visually inspecting an output pulse spectrum, it is quick to estimate the
amount of nonlinear phase. This is approximately proportional to the number of lobes
in the spectrum. In this measurement, we filter the pump laser with a single monochro-
mator and vary the optical power with the bulk VOA. Controlling polarisation, pump is
launched into the fundamental TE mode of the delay line via vertical grating couplers,
andmonitored at the output with the OSA—See Fig. 3.10c for the experimental diagram.






π, for m > 1 (3.3)
where m is the number of peaks in the broadened spectrum. From inspecting the output
and observing the maximum number of lobes, we found that around 3π of SPM from
propagation in the 11.6 cm delay line, shown in Fig. 3.10a. While this confirmed the
presence of the dispersive nonlinearity in the waveguide, it was an imprecise method for
actually measuring it. It would only be in a later measurement—outlined in Sec. 4.2.2—
wewould accurately quantify the nonlinear refraction coefficient of silicon at λ= 2.07 µm.
Using the input-output power relationship, we observe nonlinear transmission of the
laser. A plot of the normalised transmission against launched peak power is shown in
Fig. 3.10b, giving further evidence for the residual TPA at this wavelength. Later in Sec.
4.2.2, we accurately measure the TPA coefficient in silicon waveguides.
(3.4)
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Figure 3.10:Nonlinear self-phasemodulation and two photon absorptionmeasurements in a 11.6
cm low loss delay line in the generation 2 chip. a, Spectral broadening with increasing power due
to nonlinear SPM. b, Normalised transmission with varying peak power launched. The nonlin-
ear transmission is due to residual two-photon absorption. c, Experimental setup for the optical
nonlinearity measurement. A mode-locked laser (MLL) is filtered with a monochromator with
the optical intensity controlled with a knife edge. The light is launched into the chip, and the
output is monitored with a fibre beamsplitter (1:1), photodiode (PD) and OSA.
This section established stronger evidence for the large dispersive nonlinearity of sil-
icon in the MIR, and generated a successful design for removing an appreciable fraction
of the pump with an integrated ring filter.
3.5 Phase-matched mid-infrared optics: Generation 5
Until now progress had been made into developing the integrated optics infrastructure
necessary for quantum optics in theMIR. However, the search for photon-pairs had been
fruitless. From the start of the project, we were aware that the group velocity disper-
sion (GVD) in 220 nm SOI (See Fig. 3.11a) would be normal, leading to non-unity phase-
matching efficiency.The Cornerstone foundry based in Southampton offered a 340 nm
SOI platform. The 340 nmwaveguides for CORN05, henceforth generation 5, were capa-
ble of producing a phase-matched waveguide. We showmode solved GVD and effective
area plots of rectangular strip waveguides (with geometry from Fig. 3.11b) in Fig. 3.11d,
indicating the possibility of β2 < 0.
This was a big step out into the unknown as we had developed no passive devices
for this technology platform before. We developed an entirely new set of waveguides
sources, DCs, MMIs, vertical grating couplers (VGCs), TOPMs, and complex designs
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λ = 2.07 µm


















Figure 3.11: Generation 5 mode solving simulations. a, Waveguide group velocity dispersion
(GVD) with varying width and height, simulated for a wavelength of 2.07 µm. b, Schematic for
the mode solving simulations. c, Waveguide normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +
|Ey |2 + |Ez |2 of the selected single-mode waveguide. d, Group velocity dispersion and effective
area varying thewaveguidewidth for a fixed height of h = 340 nm.We see that for this waveguide
height, anomalous GVD is possible.
combining these passive blocks into tuneable integrated circuits. In addition to creating
a passive device ensemble, a set of low loss waveguide cutbacks, broadband dispersion
measurement structures, Bragg filters, squeezing structures and quantum interference
circuits were also designed. Armed with FDTD and mode solvers, the development of
these devices would eventually lead to the first quantum interference in the MIR. The
layout of the chip is shown in Fig. F.7 on page 166.
In the following sections we show a set of integrated optics in the new silicon plat-
form, and a waveguide source design that is sufficiently phase-matched to observe stim-
ulated FWMwith (inefficient) single-photon detectors.
3.5.1 Passive components
We will now review some design, simulation and measurement of components that
went onto the die. Cornerstone sent us five versions of this chip—electron beam lithogra-
phy (EBL) and optical lithography (OL) fully passive, EBL with nickle chromium (NiCr)
heaters and OL with NiCr and titanium nitride (TiN) heaters. The results presented in
this section are from a fully passive OL device, fabricated with 248 nm deep-UV lithog-
raphy, delivered in September 2018.
Waveguides
From the dispersion simulations as a function of rectangular waveguide width seen in
Fig. 3.11d, two single-mode waveguide source designs were chosen with 490 and 510 nm
widths both with β2 6 0 to mitigate the possibility of fabrication variation in the designs
(discussed further in Sec. 3.5.2). We show a mode-solved electric field intensity of the
510×340 nm2 rectangular waveguide cross section in Fig. 3.11c. A cutback measurement
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yielded a propagation loss of 3.19± 0.14 dB/cm, shown in Fig. 3.12g. Additional low-
losswaveguide structures employing the same tapering between single- andmulti-mode
waveguides for delay lines (presented in Sec. 3.2) were included in this chip. Figure 3.12g
also shows a multi-mode strip and rib low loss delay lines measurements, with propaga-
tion losses of 0.28±0.03 and 0.38±0.03 dB/cm, respectively. The uncertainty quoted for
these three waveguide cutbacks measurements is the standard error from an ordinary
least squares fit of the gradient assuming ±0.2 dB error on each transmission measure-
ment from the photodiode uncertainty.
Grating couplers
Using the technique described in appendixC.2 (page 134),wedesigned focusing uniform
grating couplers. The performance of these devices outperformed expectations, and beat
all previous transmission records fromourVGCs from 220 nmSOI platforms. The design
of these grating couplers utilised a two etch step, for an incident angle of 8 degrees. The
uniform gratings are centred on 2.037, 2.052 and 2.091 µm (period 812, 822 and 833 nm,
duty cycle 1/2, etch depth 140 nm, fan angle 30◦ and eccentricity 0.068) for the pump,
signal and idler gratings, respectively (see appendix C.6 and Fig. C.6 for 2D FDTDdesign
validation). Transmission spectra of our three designs, with target central wavelengths
of λ= 2.05, 2.07 and 2.09 µm are shown in Fig. 3.12a.
In addition to these uniform gratings, we also collaborated with Xia Chen from the
University of Southampton to design some apodised grating couplers. Typically uniform
gratings cause exponential decay of the electric field at the desiredwavelength. However
the emission profile of the field is not well matched to the Gaussian mode of the single-
mode fibre (SMF). In this type of design, the period and fill factor are varied as a function
along the length of grating. Here, the grating strength is weak at the start, thereby im-
proving the mode matching between the fibre and grating coupler. We used the linearly
chirping approach80,81 to implement the apodisation of the VGC, in a straight grating
coupler with a 500 µm long adiabatic taper. We show the transmission spectrum of the
measured device in Fig. 3.12b. This grating compared very similarly in performance to
the uniform gratings. The linear chirping apodisation minimum feature size was close
to the uniform grating pitch, leading to a very small change in the coupling efficiency.
The central wavelength deviation, however, was more accurate than the uniform grating
counterparts.
Edge couplers
TheCornerstone foundry offered cleaving of an optical facet on two edges of the chip.We
designed andmeasured an expanded taper edge coupler design, since the exact position
of the cleave was only known with a 0.5-mm uncertainty. We had to estimate the mode-
field diameter (MFD) of a lensed fibre SMF-28 which is only specified by OZ Optics in
the NIR frequency band. Using the specified MFD= 2.5 µm at λ= 1.55 µm, we estimate
that the MFD scales approximately linearly with wavelength, therefore at λ = 2.1 µm,
the MFD≈ 2.11.55 ·2.5 = 3.39 µm. With this appraisal, we used the overlap integral between
a Gaussian field with this MFD and the rectangular expanded taper to determine the
optimal width. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.12b, with a peakmode overlap
of 33% at 4.2 µmwaveguide width. In retrospect de-risking the edge coupler design with
many widths would have been sensible since theMFDwas not exactly known—this was
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Figure 3.12: Generation 5 design and measurement summary. a, Transmission spectra of the
pump, signal, idler and apodised grating coupler.b, Simulatedmode overlap of expandedwaveg-
uide taper edge coupler with the lensed fibre, varying the waveguide width. c, Measured trans-
mission spectra of a single expanded edge coupler. d, FDTD simulations of the normalised elec-
tric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 + |Ey |2 + |Ez |2 for the directional coupler. e, Mode solved cross
section of the normalised electric field magnitude for directional couplers even supermode. f,
FDTD simulations of the electric field intensity for the 1×2 MMI. g, Cutbackmeasurements of the
single-mode (SM) strip source waveguide, multi-mode (MM) strip waveguide and multi-mode
rib waveguide. h, Broadband transmission spectra of the (top) edge coupled ring resonator and
(bottom) asymmetric MZI, logarithmic scale.
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implemented on the next chip design we submitted to Cornerstone. We measured the
transmission spectra of these devices seen in Fig. 3.12c. The measured transmission is
less than simulated—which is to be expected with fibre and polarisation misalignment.
Furthermore, a rough estimate of the Fresnel reflection from the air to silicon interface
gives approximately 3.4 dB loss per facet at normal incidence∗.
Integrated beamsplitters
We designed the 1×2 MMI using amode overlap calculation described in Sec. 1.4.5. First,
the input waveguide taper fundamental TE mode is simulated, and the field overlap is
calculated with each supported TE mode in the multimode region, to find the relative
amplitudes of the modes excited in the MMI. The propagation through the structure is
determined by the weighted superposition calculated from the simulated field excita-
tion coefficients. Using this design method, we find that the optimal 1×2 MMI design
has geometry: 17.4 µm length, 5 µm width, 2 µm taper width and 0.5 µm gap. The fi-
nal design was then verified with 3D FDTD, with the electric field profile shown in Fig.
3.12f. Appendix C.6 on page 143 and Fig. C.7 gives extra details on the FDTD simulation
method.
The directional coupler was simulated in two parts. The first step was to perform
mode solving for the waveguide odd and even (Fig. 3.12e) supermodes refractive in-
dices in order to compute the expected crossover length. Secondly, the effective coupling
length from the Euler S-bending regions into the coupler were simulated with 3D FDTD.
Finally, we subtract the effective coupling from the bends from the expectedmode solved
result, the final design was verified with 3D FDTD and is shown in Fig. 3.12d—see ap-
pendix C.6 on page 144 and Fig. C.8 for some more details on the FDTD design method.
At λ = 2.049 µm, we experimentally measure the reflectivity to be R = 0.49±0.02. Here,
the reflectivity value and uncertainty are evaluated from a sinusoidal fit and the associ-
ated standard error of a transfer matrix to an MZI fringe with a 1×2 MMI on the input.
We assume that the input 1×2 MMI is balanced and the fringe visibility determines the
coupler reflectivity.
The impact of wafer variation on these designs can be quantified by mode solving
simulations. Directional couplers are almost lossless to within waveguide propagation
loss, so the main parameter affected by thickness variation is the supermode crossover
length of the DC (i.e. without subtraction of the bend coupling). This varies by ∆Lx =
4.6 µm (or ∼ 11% of the designed DC length) with a wafer thickness variation of 340±20
nm. Due to the symmetry of the 1×2 MMI structure, the reflectivity is expected to be
constant, with the loss of the device being modified from the self-images not aligning
with the output tapers. From mode solving we estimate a negligible difference in the
optimal MMI length of ∆L = 0.2 µm (corresponding to a simulated 0.001 dB change in
the loss) of the device from ±20 nm wafer thickness variations.
Group index structures
Using the edge couplers we designed, a range of broadband group index structures were
measured—asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometers (AMZIs) and rings. Light from
the supercontinuum source was coupled to the chip with the output measured on the
∗calculated from rF ≈ 3.4−13.4+1 = 0.54
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OSA. For both the AMZI and the ring resonator, the single-mode (SM) waveguide with
dimensions 490×340 nm2 was used. The AMZI had a path imbalance of ∆L = 100 µm,
and the ring had a cavity length L = 182 µm. Two transmission spectra measured over a
bandwidth of 250-nm are presented in Fig 3.12h. We simulated the group index across
the range ofmeasuredwavelengths. Themeasured FSR for the AMZI give values amean
value of ng = 4.42 that is in good agreement with the simulated value of ng = 4.38 at
λ= 2.07 µm, shown in Fig. 3.12h (bottom). The ring data (Fig. 3.12h top) was too noisy to
extract an accurate group index value.
Comparison of dies
We now give a brief comparison of the performance of several of the Cornerstone chips,
identifying key metrics such as the propagation loss, grating loss and deviation of the
grating coupler from the designedwavelength. All propagation lossmeasurementswere
performedwith the QCL and photodiode, and the grating coupler wavelength deviation
with the supercontinuum and OSA.
Lithography TOPM Received ηGC (dB) ηWG (dB/cm) ∆λGC (nm)
EBL × 06/18 12.6 5.51 100
EBL 08/18 10.0 11.6 -
OL × 10/18 3.52 2.97 10
OL 02/19 4.31 3.19 15
Table 3.3: Comparison of performance for Cornerstone dies. The grating coupler loss ηGC is the
peak transmission measured from all grating couplers, the propagation loss ηWG is from a sin-
gle mode waveguide cutback measurement, and the central wavelength offset ∆λ is the largest
measured offset from the target designs.
From inspecting table 3.3, we can immediately see that the devices fabricated with
EBL are performing poorly. For the EBL devices, the loss and deviation of the central
wavelength from the design meant that these chips were unlikely to produce correlated
photon pairs. The OL devices on the other hand performed very well and ultimately led
to our observation of FWM in the following sections.
3.5.2 Stimulated four-wave mixing
Measuring photons from stimulated FWMwould be easier than SFWM, since the ampli-
fied photon counts are orders of magnitude brighter. With five monochromators, there
would be sufficient off chip filtering with one filter on each input, and two on the single-
photon channel.
Stimulated four-wave mixing is a process whereby two pump photons are scattered
off of a virtual energy level to sidebands around the pump fields. The second laser acts
as the stimulating field on one of the photons and leads to amplification in the out-
puts119,183. This technique is often used in nonlinear optical generation of bright new
frequencies and measuring the joint spectral amplitude of a source140.To broadly illus-
trate the effect of the stimulating seed we allude to its behaviour with the following
analysis. The interaction Hamiltonian of the stimulated and spontaneous FWM process
is proportional to
Ĥ ∝χ0Θâ†s â†i âp1âp2 +H .c., (3.5)
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Figure 3.13: Stimulated four wavemixing with a silicon waveguide and understanding the phase
mismatch. a, Singles counts varying the launched peak power, a nonlinear model fit to the data
estimates that the GVD is normal with β2 =+2.9 ps2/m. b, Scanning electron microscope image
of a reference waveguide structure in the cleave region of the chip. A side wall angle of 15◦ is
measured. c, Normalised electric field magnitude |E |2 = |Ex |2 +|Ey |2 +|Ez |2 of a waveguide with
the 15◦ angled walls, 340 nm height and 510 nm across the middle of the waveguide. d, Group
velocity dispersion β2, with a 15◦ sidewall angle for two fixed waveguide heights of 340 nm and
320 nm. e, Experimental layout for the stimulated four-wave mixing measurement. The mode-
locked laser (MLL) and CW QCL lasers are filtered and combined on a beamsplitter (1:1). The
pumps are launched into an 8.8-mm spiral with a designed width of 490 nm. Light is coupled
off the chip and the pump is suppressed, finally detected with superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors (SNSPDs).
where χ0 is an effective nonlinear coupling coefficient related to the gain by g = iχ0Θt/~,
hereΘ is the phase-matching biphotonwavefunction. To simplify themaths,wemake the
undepleted pump approximation∗ where â |α〉 = â† |α〉 = α |α〉. Applying the four-wave
mixing unitary operator to the input state with both pump and signal coherent states
gives
Û |αpαpαs0i 〉 =
(
1+ g â†s â†i âp1âp2 + . . .
)
|αpαpαs0i 〉 (3.6)
= |αpαpαs0i 〉+ gα2pαs |αpαpαs1i 〉+ . . . , (3.7)
where we see that terms in the expansion now contain an additional coefficient αs , pro-
portional to amplitude of the stimulating coherent state, therefore amplifying the rate of
idler photon production.
∗This approximation is valid in low conversion efficiencies—in this sectionwe are generating on average
∼ 1.5 pairs per pulse at maximum power, but each pump laser pulse has order 105 photons.
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In this experiment, we take the mode-locked laser as the pump field centred at λ =
2.071 µm and the QCL as the stimulating field on the signal frequency mode at λ =
2.049 µm. Both the pump and seed are filtered to remove sidebands that would drown
out any photons produced from the waveguide source. The lasers are then combined on
a beamsplitter and, controlling polarisation, launched into the fundamental TE mode of
an 8.8-mmwaveguide with a cross section of 490×340 nm2, via vertical grating couplers.
Light is then coupled back off-chip, and filtered with two back-to-back monochromators
centred at an idler wavelength of 2.0915 µm. Finally, the idler photons are detected with
a single superconducting detector and the counts registered on a time interval analyser
(TIA). The experimental diagram for this measurements is shown in Fig. 3.13e (see Fig.
F.11c for magnified view of structure).
We show the results of the singles counts against the launched peak power in Fig.
3.13a. We see that in the low power regime, there is an oscillation of increasing counts
which then has a null again at around 3 W. This behaviour is a signature of a phase-
matching functionwith normal dispersion, leading to a sinc-like behaviour in the singles
counts versus power. Using a nonlinear fitting procedure of the formula
C =L f P + f ∆t∆νc
∞∑
n=1
Ξthermaln (1− (1−η)n), (3.8)
where L is a linear noise term, f is the repetition rate of the laser, P is the power, Ξthermalp
is the power dependent probability of producing a photon pair with the thermal distri-
bution (Eqn. (1.82)). Here, the squeeze parameter includes phase matching and linear
loss (See. table 1.1), and η is the compound transmission including detection efficiency.
From the nonlinear model fitting of Eqn. (3.8), we estimated that the GVD was normal
with a value of β2 =+2.9 ps2/m.
However, the waveguide was designed with mode solving for β2 ≈ 0. In an attempt
to better understand the origin of this discrepancy, we measured a scanning electron mi-
croscope image of a waveguide that extended into the cleaved region of the die—shown
in Fig. 3.13b. It was immediately clear that the waveguide walls had a far steeper angle
than the originally simulated vertical sidewalls. In absence of this information from the
foundry a rectangular geometry was used for our modelling. We also found that the
foundry SOI silicon film specified the uncertainty ±20 nm. We resimulated the mode-
solved cross section with these details (see Figs. 3.13c and 3.13d). The simulated disper-
sion of the device with reduced film thickness of 320 nm shows that with waveguide
widths in the neighbourhood of 490 nm, the dispersion is normal. This gives evidence to
support the observed oscillations in the singles counts from the waveguide source due
the normal GVD induced phase-mismatch.
This was our first measurement which unambiguously demonstratedMIR frequency
conversion using stimulated FWM in silicon. This result, combinedwith the newfiltering
strategy for the pump (outlined in Sec. 2.4.3) meant we had all of the tools at our disposal
to produce correlated photon-pairs with SFWM.
3.5.3 Attempts to measure spontaneous four-wave mixing
Wenowattempted tomeasure SFWM, using a similar experimental setup to the previous
section. Initially, we chose an output wavelength of λ= 2.091 µm since we had observed
the stimulated FWM fluorescence there. Despite having measured stimulated counts at
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Figure 3.14: Attempting to measure SFWM, and verifying the false result with SSFM. a, Singles
counts measured through an 8.8-mm spiral, with varying peak power. The nonlinear response
with power indicates photons generated from the chip, however this false positive signature is
actually leaked, broadened pump laser. b, Split-step Fourier method (SSFM) modelling of the
laser pulse broadening in the test waveguide structure due to self-phase modulation. The grey
dashed indicates the measurement wavelength. c, Estimated counts that would be measured by
SNSPDs, from SSFMmodelling the pulse power at a frequency of 2.083 µm (grey dashed line in
b). d, Experimental setup used in the attempt to measure SFWM from the 8.8-mm generation 5
waveguide.
a pump-idler detuning of 21 nm, no SFWM singles counts were seen varying the input
power. Our previous stimulated measurements indicated that the dispersion was nor-
mal, so we attempted to reduce the pump-signal detuning. In doing so, we observed
what seemed to be an apparent signature of SFWM, which is shown in Fig. 3.14a.
At first, we were convinced that this was indeed SFWM, since the signature com-
pletely disappeared when the nonlinear waveguide replaced with an attenuator with
the same loss. However, the fit of the singles counts implied anomalous GVD, given the
exponential number of counts with launched power, contradicting our previous stim-
ulated FWM results. Further investigations revealed rapid decay of the singles count
rates with increasing pump-idler detuning. This opposed the previous outcome that the
phase-matching was sufficient to observe stimulated FWM at larger frequency detun-
ings.
Eventually, we concluded that the exponential increase in singles countswith increas-
ing launched powerwas not a signature of SFWM. Recall that singles counts from leaked
pump laser typically should be linearwith the pumppower.We verified that this analysis
was (unfortunately) not always correct.
As the power of the pump laser was increased, nonlinear broadening of the pump
pulse into themonochromator passbandwas responsible for the singles counts exponen-
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tial behaviour. To confirm this, we ran SSFM simulations and found wavelengths close
to the pump, had a similar exponential singles counts profile with increasing power—
shown in Figs. 3.14b and 3.14c. This result was the last in a series of experimental frustra-
tions. The measurement of MIR single photons produced from our waveguide sources
remained elusive, for now.
3.6 Summary and conclusions
The search for photon-pairs from awaveguide chip in theMIRwas a long endurance test,
consuming nearly two years of my PhD, yielding no ‘smoking gun’ of correlated photon-
pairs. In doing so the infrastructure for an entire lab had been setup along with an ex-
tensive set of passive integrated components for developing larger, and more complex
integrated waveguide circuits. Several avenues for producing photon-pairs had been ex-
plored on different SOI platforms. Towards the end of this saga, a key milestone of pro-
ducing stimulated four-wave mixing was achieved. This demonstrated that, in principle,
the waveguide source designed for the 340 nm SOI would, with more efficient detectors,
be suitable for observing quantum correlated photons. As it happened, within a month
of achieving the stimulated FWM result the first experimental signature of SFWM was
observed. The next chapter is concerned with illuminating this.
Statement of work
The generation 1 and 2 integrated opticswere designed byDr. Joshua Silverstone and fab-
ricated by IME. I performed all the measurement and data analysis of these devices. The
generation 3 chip was designed by Prof. Bart Kuyken at the Ghent photonics research
group at IMEC. I performed all measurements and data analysis of these results. The
Python code used to implement the split-step Fourier method was based off of Matlab
code from Dr. Nobuyuki Matsuda at NTT. The generation 4 chip layout and integrated
optics design was done by myself and fabricated by IME. All measurements and data
analysis of the generation 4 chip were performed by me. The generation 5 uniform chip
grating coupler, edge couplers, directional couplers, source, and circuit layout was de-
signed by me and fabricated by Cornerstone. Dr. Joshua Silverstone also contributed to
the layout, designed the 1× 2 MMI, and the TOPMs length from the sheet resistance
data, and I verified the MMI design with FDTD simulation. Dr. Xia Chen designed the
apodised grating coupler parameters in the generation 5 device with analysis of FDTD
simulations that I performed. All measurements and data analysis of the generation 5
devices were performed by myself. Dominic Sulway took the scanning electron micro-










Quantum correlated photons in the
mid-infrared
Q uantum correlated photon-pairs are essential for any quantum optics platform, pro-viding the primitive resource for performing experiments. Without access to ultra-
high performance off-the-shelf instrumentation, satisfying the stringent criterion for gen-
erating, filtering and efficiently detecting single-photons is remarkably difficult. Exquisitely
precise control is necessary for producing photon-pairs, and then differentiating them
from the 1016 photons in the pump pulse that generated them!
To create these phenomenally delicate quantum states, the parametric source must
be phase-matched and possess a substantial nonlinearity. Photon-pair rates also benefit
from small nonlinear absorption. Finally, high efficiency detectors are needed to facilitate
the measurement.
The first observation of quantum correlated photons produced from a silicon chip,
where all four fields have wavelengths beyond 2 µm, forms the basis of this chapter. In
addition to this, classical nonlinear optical characterisation of our source determined
broadband stimulated four-wave mixing, the effective waveguide nonlinearity and the
waveguided two-photon absorption coefficients. Finally, we benchmark the detector ef-
ficiency of mid-infrared (MIR) optimised superconducting nanowire detectors. These
were instrumental to achieving vastly improved photon-pair coincidence rates.
The results in this chapter were presented in the Bristol Quantum Information Tech-
nologies Workshop 2019, and the 2019 Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics Europe
and European Quantum Electronics Conference (CLEO Europe). These generated pub-
lished peer reviewed conference papers184,185 and formed a significant part of the article
of Ref. 186.
4.1 Introduction
Moving away from the industry standards at 1.55 µm is not an easy task as the basic
underpinning infrastructure must all be redeveloped. While the performance of instru-
mentation at 1.55 µm is excellent, the viability of large scale quantum optics in crys-
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talline silicon is fundamentally limited by the reduced heralding efficiency from cross
two-photon absorption (XTPA). The MIR presents an opportunity to quench this nonlin-
ear absorption, and unlock the full potential of silicon quantum photonics. We will go
on to show that our MIR waveguide source produces a peak coincidence count rate of
896 Hz and a peak coincidence to accidental ratio (CAR) of 25.7. For context, this result is
still much less the state-of-the-art silicon photon pair sources in a ring resonator which
have shown a peak CAR of 12000 and a peak of 4.9 kHz measured coincidence count
rates142. However, since to the best of our knowledge this is the first mid-infrared silicon
photon-pair source, like-for-like comparisons at this wavelength band are difficult. How-
ever, a comparison with bulk crystal spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC)
implementations is possible. Coincidences measured at MIR wavelengths beyond 2 µm
in bulk had a peak CAR of 15.7 with a corresponding rate of 105 Hz131, in contrast we
measured a rate of 4.4 Hz at our peak CAR.
In early January 2019we awaited the arrival ofMIRoptimised superconducting nanowire
single-photon detectors (SNSPDs), and the final batch of the Cornerstone (CORN) chips
presented in the previous chapter (see Sec. 3.5). Thesewere fabricatedwith optical lithog-
raphy andwith heaters for thermo-optic phasemodulators (TOPMs). This 340 nmwaveg-
uide platform had the capability for waveguide designs that are phase-matched for the
fundamental transverse electric (TE) mode. The realisation of this source design led to a
signature of stimulated four-wave mixing (FWM) in Sec. 3.5.2. As the CLEO Europe sub-
mission deadline grew closer, an attempt to observe correlated photons with the low
efficiency detectors with an overnight time correlation histogram measurement.
Upon arrival to the lab the following morning an irrefutable experimental signature
had been acquired. The rates were extremely low, in the millihertz regime, but with sev-
eral loss budget optimisations, this was increased to a maximum rate of 1 Hz. This work
formed the basis of an accepted poster to CLEO Europe. In February 2019 the arrival
of the generation 5 chip with heaters yielded orders of magnitude improvement in the
phase-matching. The truly phase-matched waveguide enabled our coincidence count
rates to reach near kHz rates, and allowed for stimulated FWM to have sufficient optical
power to be measured on the optical spectrum analyser (OSA).
The final addition of a tuneable continuous wave (CW) laser completed our arsenal
of experimental tools. The Sacher Lion enabled a broadband measurement of the stimu-
lated FWM187. This laser has a tuning range over 1.98-2.09 µm, with a maximum output
power of around 4 mW, and sideband suppression of around 55 dB.
4.2 Classical nonlinear optics
4.2.1 Stimulated four-wave mixing
To measure stimulated FWM, the pulsed mode-locked laser and the tuneable CW seed
lasers are combined on a fibre beamsplitter before the chip. Both lasers are then launched
into a 7.2-mm waveguide with a cross section of 510×340 nm2 and sidewall angle of 15◦.
The wavelength of the tuneable laser is swept on one side (λ ≤ 2.071 µm) of the pulsed
pump, producing amplified FWMat longer wavelengths (λ≥ 2.071 µm) that is classically
measurable on the OSA—for an experimental scheme see Fig. 4.1e. In this measurement,
verified the broadband phase-matching of the device, showing stimulated emission from
the waveguide over a bandwidth greater than 60 nm (Fig. 4.1b). In fact the device is
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Figure 4.1: Bright stimulated four-wave mixing measurement. a, Single grating coupler trans-
mission (ηVGC) spectra of the waveguide source. b, Measured normalised power spectral den-
sity (PSD) of broadband stimulated four-wave mixing. A stimulating seed laser (CW, tune-
able, λ ≤ 2.071 µm) is swept on one side of the pulsed pump at 2.071 µm, while spectra are
collected from an optical spectrum analyser, showing the stimulated output on the other side
(λ≥ 2.071 µm). c, Unfiltered joint spectral intensity (JSI) of thewaveguide source using stimulated
emission tomography. Lighter colours correspond to higher probability density. d, Approximate
analysis for the JSI of the biphoton wavefunction by post-processing the stimulated emission
profile with the monochromators filter shape. The stimulated four-wave mixing data acquired
in part c is superimposed with the measured transmission spectra of the filters, estimating the
expected JSI. Lighter colours correspond to higher probability density. e, Experimental config-
uration used to measure stimulated four-wave mixing. A tuneable CW laser (Lion) and pulsed
mode-locked laser (MLL) are combined on a beamsplitter (1:1) andwith inputmonitoring optical
taps (99:1). The lasers pump a 7.2-mm waveguide with 510×340 nm2 cross section, and the chip
output measured on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA).
expected to be phase-matched at larger pump detunings; the decay of the stimulated
FWM is predominantly due to the finite grating coupler bandwidth, shown in Fig. 4.1a.
We attempted tomeasure the joint spectral intensity (JSI) of the waveguide source us-
ing stimulated emission tomography140,188. This measurement places the single-photon
spectral filters before the chip and sweeping the stimulating laser across them, to char-
acterise the intensity and correlations between the signal and idler photons. The extra
loss induced by the free spacemonochromator filters made the seed too low power to ob-
serve stimulated FWM at the output of the waveguide source. Instead, an approximate
analysis of the expected JSI was performed. The wavelength dependent transmission
functions of the monochromators were characterised with the supercontinuum source,
and fit with a Gaussian function. The stimulated output measurement taken in Figs. 4.1b
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and 4.1c, were then post-processed with the two fitted transmission functions of the fil-
ters. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 4.1d and gives an approximate analysis
of the source JSI.
4.2.2 Nonlinear absorption
Tomeasure the two-photon absorption (TPA),we look at the nonlinear transmissionwith
varying power from the knife edge attenuator. For the experimental scheme, see Fig. 4.2d.
In this measurement we simultaneously acquire the data for the estimation of the nonlin-
ear refraction presented in Sec. 4.2.3. The picosecond pulsedmode-locked laser is filtered
with a single monochromator giving a pulse width full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of ∆τ= 4.82 ps—the reason for this is to increase the total amount of optical power cou-
pled to the chip. The filtering requirements are less stringent than in the single-photon
measurement regime, where any leaked pump will drown out spontaneous four-wave
mixing (SFWM) fluorescence. Before the chip the optical power of the pump laser is mea-
suredwith a 9:1 optical tap and a photodiode. The light is then coupled into the 17.5-mm
source waveguide (510×340 nm2 cross-sectional area and 15◦ sidewall angle) via grating
couplers. After propagation, the light is coupled back off-chip andmeasured on theOSA.
To extract the normalised transmission of the device, we perform numerical integration
on the optical spectra at the output of the chip to estimate the total transmitted power.
As the power of the pump is increased, we see a decrease in the normalised trans-
mission (Fig. 4.2b). While TPA is significantly reduced at λ = 2.07 µm, there is still suf-
ficient energy for two photons to promote an electron across the band gap. In fact the
cutoff wavelength at room temperature indicates that wavelengths greater than 2.25 µm
are necessary to entirely eliminate TPA. Due to practical limitations at the start of the
project, we were only able to acquire a 2.07 µm mode-locked laser, and therefore were
unable to completely benefit from completely extinguishing the TPA. We see that, as ex-
pected, the nonlinear transmission grows with optical intensity indicating that residual
TPA is occurring in the waveguide. To estimate the waveguide TPA coefficient we follow
the fitting procedures described in Refs. 121,189. We start with the expression for the
power as a function of propagation distance121
∂P
∂z
=−αP (z, t )−αTPAP (z, t )2 −σFCAN̄c (z, t )P (z, t ), (4.1)
where P is the power, integrated over the entire mode cross-section, α is the linear losses,
σFCA is the is the total free carrier cross section, N̄c is the total carrier density averaged
over the mode cross-section. Since the carrier concentration varies as the laser pulse gen-
erates free carriers from TPA, the rate equation is given by121




P (z, t )2 − N̄c (z, t )
τc
, (4.2)
where β̄TPA is now also weighted to the mode distribution, and τc ∼ 1.9 ns is the free
carrier lifetime190–192. Values of the carrier lifetime have been shown to vary in the lit-
erature151,193. However, the lifetime here is not too sensitive for our case since we are
operating in the regime where the pulse duration is much shorter than the lifetime i.e.
5 ps¿ τc . Therefore the majority of the carriers generated by TPA will not have relaxed
to the valence bandwithin the pulse duration, and residual free carrier absorption (FCA)
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Figure 4.2:Waveguide nonlinear parameter characterisation. The grey dashed line shows line of
equivalent nonlinear phase φNL highlighting the benefits of our approach. a, Nonlinear phase
from the waveguide source, with varying launched peak pump power. The phase is retrieved us-
ing the Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm shown in part c. A model for the NIR and completely TPA
free is also included for reference. b, Normalised transmission with increasing launched pump
power, showing the presence of residual TPA. For comparison, a model for completely TPA free
and the NIR is included. c, Block diagram outlining the Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algo-
rithm. The input pulse in the time domain undergoes the Fourier transform operation (F.T.) and
the intensity is discarded. The intensity is then replaced with the envelope measured in the fre-
quency domain, and is inverse Fourier transformed (F.T.−1). Replacing the intensity information
with the time domain envelope completes one iteration of the algorithm. d, Experimental layout
for the measurement of nonlinear phase and transmission. The mode-locked laser (MLL) is fil-
tered and the optical power monitored with a tap (9:1). Light is launched into the device and the
output monitored on the OSA.
from carriers generated from the previous pulsewill be negligible since the repetition pe-
riod of the laser (25 ns) ismuch greater than the carrier lifetime. Since Eqn. (4.1) has a free
carrier concentration that also depends on intensity, an analytical solution is difficult to
obtain. Thus to estimate the carrier concentration, we generate a grid of points for differ-
ent intensities, TPA coefficients and free carrier densities using the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (NLSE)121,138. Assuming that the function is smooth, we then apply an inter-
polation function between our discretised grid of numerically calculated points. We use
this to extract the fit values of the coefficients from the transmission data. In the model,
we take in the predetermined propagation loss from the cutback measurement, the au-
tocorrelation pulse duration, and allow the TPA and FCA to be free fit parameters. We
determine that our fitted parameters to beαTPA = 24.4±3.1 W−1m−1,σFCA = 4.31×10−21m2,
andwe use the dimensionless parameter µ= 7.5 fromRef. 138, which governs the impact
of free carrier dispersion (FCD).We estimate the effectivemodal area usingmode solving
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Sz d xd y
/Ï
NL
Sz d xd y, (4.3)
where ANL is the cross sectional area of the nonlinear region, Sz = (E×H) · ẑ is the time-
averaged Poynting vector z-component in the waveguide propagation direction. Using
this model for the effective area we find Aeff = 0.228 µm2 and compute the bulk TPA
coefficient to be βTPA = 0.557±0.07 cm ·GW−1, which are consistent within experimental
error of measurements from the literature in bulk silicon160 of 0.3 ± 0.4 cm ·GW−1 at
λ= 2.05 µm. We plot our measured value with the literature values of βTPA in Fig. 4.3.
A comparison between a TPA-free model and for the near infrared (NIR) at λ =
1.55 µm is given in Fig. 4.2b, where we assume a typical single-mode (SM) waveguide
cross sectional area of 500×220 nm2 and the FCA and FCD parameters taken from Ref.
138, and the room temperature TPA values are taken from Ref. 121.
4.2.3 Nonlinear refraction
To estimate the nonlinear refraction n2, andwaveguide nonlinearity coefficient γ, we con-
figure our experiment as shown in Fig. 4.2d. The data is collected synchronouslywith the
nonlinear transmission measurement described previously. Here, we now analyse the
spectral broadening from self-phase modulation (SPM) to estimate the nonlinear phase
from the waveguide. We start by recording the input pulse autocorrelation to estimate
the pulse duration in the time domain, where we assume a hyperbolic secant envelope.
Varying the incident optical power into the waveguide, the broadened pulses in the fre-
quency domain are then measured on the OSA.
The optical phase of the pulses are estimated with the Gerchberg-Saxton phase re-
trieval algorithm121,194—we show a simplified block diagram of the algorithm in Fig.
4.2c. We measure the amplitude of the pulse in the time domain with an intensity auto-
correlation, and in the frequency domain with the optical spectrum analyser. In the first
step, we start with a hyperbolic secant phase ansatz∗ with the same profile as the time do-
main intensity autocorrelation. From this point on at each step in the algorithm we take
the Fourier transform (F.T.), retaining the estimated phase profile while replacing the
intensity information with the measured values. Finally, the inverse Fourier transform
is taken (F.T.−1), discarding the intensity and again retaining the phase thus completing
one iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm is iterated until the convergence on a steady
state solution and then terminated. The phase profile across the pulse is the final output.
The phase profile is then fit with a model121
φ(L, t ) = γ
∫ L
0




N̄c (z, t )d z, (4.4)
where P is the power, N̄c is the free carrier density averaged across the waveguide mode
cross section and µ is governs the impact of FCD138. The phase integrals are numeri-
cally evaluated for each launched pump power inputting the TPA and FCA values from
the transmission measurement in Sec. 4.2.2. The waveguide nonlinearity γ is the free pa-
rameter that we extract from the reconstructed phase profiles. We show the results from
∗As long as we start with a smooth pulse-like shape, the algorithm should converge; the final recon-
structed phase is not too sensitive to the initial guess.
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Figure 4.3: Dispersion of key optical phenomena in silicon, normalised to the NIR values at 1.55
µm. The intensity-dependent refractive index (n2), bulk two-photon absorption coefficient (βTPA)
and the Rayleigh scattering efficiency are shown. The diamonds and squares are measured using
bulk Z-scan techniques from Refs. 160,161, respectively. Our waveguided measurement values
are shown as stars. The line for n2 is a spline to guide the eye, and for βTPA amodel for two-photon
absorption162.
the retrieved nonlinear phase versus launched waveguide peak power in Fig. 4.2b. We
determine the average γ for each power, weighting the average to spectra with greater
broadening since the retrieved phase signal is stronger in these data sets. We find that
the waveguide nonlinear coefficient is γ= 203±26 W−1m−1. To extract the bulk TPA coef-
ficient, we again use the effective area frommode solving, integrating over the nonlinear
region fromEqn. (4.3).Wefindn2 = 15.3±1.8×10−18 m2W−1, which is inwithin experimen-
tal error for values from the literature160,161. We plot our measured and literature values
of n2 in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.2a for comparison, we also include models of the TPA-free and
NIR values of the nonlinear phase versus power. Here, we assume the room temperature
value of n2 and αTPA = 48.5 W−1m−1 are from Ref. 121, computing γ= 134 W−1m−1 from
a typical NIR waveguide with dimensions 500×220 nm2. We plot our measured value of
n2 with the literature values in Fig. 4.3.
From ourmeasurements of n2 and βTPA in the previous two subsections, we nowplot
these data points at 2.07 µm along with the literature values of silicon’s nonlinearities in
Fig. 4.3.We see that thewaveguided values are broadly consistentwith themeasured val-
ues in bulk. The error bars of the TPA coefficient were calculated using a Monte-Carlo
analysis with 104 samples and a normal probability distribution. The assumed uncertain-
ties are 0.2 dB for the 90:10 input tap, 0.5 dB on the input chip coupling, and 5% of the
measured pulse duration. For the nonlinear refraction, the errors are calculated so that
the mean error is equal to the statistical spread of the data, and the relative uncertainty
of each point is proportional to the amount of spectral broadening. A notable source of
uncertainty here is due to the large aperture size (0.5 nm bandwidth) in measurement
of the spectra with the OSA.
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4.3 Detector characterisation
We had now confirmed the significant waveguide nonlinearity and reduced TPA of our
source, that was also phase-matched—verified by stimulated FWM measurements. The
final piece of the puzzle for generating photon-pairs was to show efficient single-photon
detectors.
Prior to receiving the detectors, we installed three SM2000 MIR fibres, each approx-
imately 30 m in length∗ to the detectors. The previous link with NIR (SMF-28) fibre, in-
duced up to 10 dB loss per channel. The new fibre infrastructure reduced this number
to around 1.9 dB, increasing our coincidence count rates by around 200 times.
In February 2019 we acquired two superconducting detectors optimised for opera-
tion in the MIR, which were designed by Dr. Vikas Anant from PhotonSpot. These two
nanowire detectors were different—detectors A and B are non-latching and latching de-
signs, respectively. The nanowires were adapted from a batch of NIR nanowires. The
key optimisation was that the dielectric cavity surrounding the detector, increased ab-
sorption into the nanowire at λ = 2.1 µm. Furthermore, the nanowires were packaged
with MIR fibre, to improve transmission from the cryostat input fibre to the 780 mK
stage. The SNSPDs were fabricated from 4-nm thick niobium nitride film, deposited us-
ing magnetron sputtering and patterned using electron beam lithography (EBL) into a
superconducting 100-nm wide meander.
These detectors were designed and fabricated by Vikas, but he did not have the tools
to characterise their efficiency around the target wavelength. The next step was to per-
form a detailed characterisation of the performance, enabling us to back out the pair-
generation rates.
4.3.1 Efficiency and dark counts
The efficiency measurements performed were similar to the method presented in Sec.
2.5.1. However, with the acquisition of a tuneable CW laser, we could spectrally charac-
terise the efficiency. Prior to starting the measurement, the output electrical traces from
the two detectors A and B† were recorded varying the detector bias current. A typical
amplified trace, as measured on the oscilloscope, is presented in Fig. 4.4d. The peak volt-
age of the amplified electrical output varies roughly linearly with applied bias, we fit a
straight line model to the maximum pulse heights—shown in Fig. 4.4e—corresponding
to 7.46 and 10.84mVµA−1 for detectors A and B , respectively.We use this linear fitmodel
with a constant offset to adaptively set the discrimination voltage for each bias setting.
Following this one time calibration, the bright light of the tuneableCW laser is recorded
on a Thorlabs InGaAs photodiode (S148C), using the bulk knife edge attenuator for each
wavelength in the sweep. The transmission of four neutral density filters (NDFs) (Thor-
labsNENIR30B) in the bulk variable optical attenuator (VOA)was then recorded 10 times
at each wavelength point to obtain random error statistics of the attenuated laser power
in themeasurement‡. Inserting all fourNDFs into the beampath reduces the photon flux
∗Our lab was in a side room of a larger lab, so we had to route 30m of SM2000 fibre to optically interface
our experiment to the cryostat with the detectors.
†The labels A and B correspond to internally connected cryostat ports D4 and D3, respectively
‡Statistical analysis in previous measurements of the detector efficiencies were not as rigorous as the
primary purpose was to identify the most likely superconducting detector pair to register a signature of
SFWM photon-pairs—statistics of the uncertainty were not essential to identify this, just the mean value.
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Figure 4.4: MIR optimised SNSPDs characterisation. a, System detection efficiency (SDE) and
dark count rate (DCR) of detector A, with varying bias current measured using the method from
part g. b, SDE and DCR of detector B , with varying bias current. c, Wavelength dependence of
the SDE at fixed bias currents of 8.4 and 7.9 µA for detectors A and B , respectively. A moving
average window of five points is applied to the data, with the shaded regions indicating one
standard deviation in the sample window. The vertical grey lines on plots a, b identify this bias
setting for this graph. d, Typical amplified output electrical pulse of the two detectors, both at
a bias current of 8 µA, and measured on an oscilloscope. e, The peak electrical pulse height for
the two detectors as a function of the bias current, fit with a linear slope model. f, A system
detector efficiency surface plot, sweeping both the wavelength and the bias current of detector
A. g, Experimental layout diagram of the technique used for characterising the superconducting
detector efficiency.
down to the single-photon regime. The input fibre of the photodiode is then connected
to the SNSPDs—the experimental scheme is shown in Fig. 4.4g.
Before the efficiency measurement starts, the knife edge is positioned in the fully
blocking position, and the bias is swept to estimate the detector dark counts. Finally, the
knife edge is moved to the calibrated positions from the bright light measurement. The
estimated launched and measured photon fluxes are fit with a linear slope model for
each bias setting to obtain the system detection efficiency (SDE) with varying bias, seen
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in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b. We find that the SDE plateaus for both detectors at around 8 µA,
with peak values of 44±10 % and 48±10 % for detectors A and B , respectively. The shaded
region is one standard deviation using the error analysis presented in Sec. 4.3.2. We find
from performing cross-correlation coincidence measurements that the FWHM timing
jitter of the two detectors is ∼ 215 ps, which can be seen in the inset to Fig. 4.5c.
The observed sigmoidal shape in the dark count rate with increasing bias is typically
seen when black-body radiation couples into the fibre. At room temperature, the black-
body emission spectra peaks at around 10 µm. Translating to longer wavelengths below
the 10 µm apex increases the spectral intensity of this background noise. Our MIR fibre
supports wavelengths up to 2.3 µm leading to an order of magnitude more ‘dark’ counts
than NIR fibre (see Fig. 4.7c)—a draw back of working at longer wavelengths at room
temperature.
In another measurement we follow the procedure described above, but this time fix
the bias at a constant value for both detectors (identified by the vertical grey lines in Figs.
4.4a, 4.4b.) and sweep the wavelength of our tuneable laser to characterise the spectral
response. We plot the spectral dependence of the two SNSPDs in Fig. 4.4c. In this graph,
a moving average window of five points has been applied to the estimated detector ef-
ficiency to reduce the noise in the spread of measured values∗. The error bars are the
standard deviation of the points in the sampledmoving average window. Finally, we per-
form a measurement sweeping both the wavelength and bias and present results from
a typical SDE measurement for nanowire A in Fig. 4.4f. The wavelength dependence of
the measured efficiency in both Figs. 4.4c and 4.4f show a general trend of increasing
efficiency as the wavelengths increases towards 2.08 µm.
4.3.2 Errors in the estimated efficiency
To estimate the errors, we first outline the uncertainties of themeasurement. Losses from
fibre are calibrated out by placing the photodiode at the output fibre next to the cryostat.
The predominant error however in the measurement is the uncertainty on the absolute
power reading from the photodiode. The relative uncertainty is estimated to be ±10 %.
The four NDFs were measured 10 times to estimate the random error in the transmit-
ted power. Furthermore, due to cavity interference effects that occur between multiple
parallel optics, we assume an extra uncertainty of 1 dB on the total NDF transmission,
estimated by evaluating the difference between the sum of two individually measured
transmissions, and then simultaneously measured NDF transmissions.
At each bias setting, 16 optical powers are launched and integrated for 0.5 s, a total of 5
count rate polls, to average over the random error in the single-photon counting.We take
the count rate error as the Poissonian error, given by the square root of the counts. Since
the laser is susceptible tomode hopping, the recorded input power is measured on a 99:1
optical tap before the VOA. During the single-photon efficiency characterisation stage,
we take the ratio of the launched power measured on the 99:1 during the bright light
calibration, to the launched power while measuring attenuated laser on the SNSPDs.
We use this to scale our estimated number of launched photons accordingly.
To fit each input-output photon flux, we use ordinary least squares regression. The
∗This effect can predominantly be attributed to power fluctuations from the mode hopping of the tune-
able CW laser as the wavelength is swept.
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where x̄, ȳ are the means of the data set, β̂ is the slope and hence the estimated SDE of
the detector. Here, we take the error on x̄, ȳ as the standard error of the mean. In the
regression and calculation of slope, we treat the errors as Gaussian and calculate the
uncertainty by propagating them in quadrature to calculate the standard error of the fit.
This leads to the final error estimate and error bars in Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b.
4.4 Quantum correlated photons
The first key milestone in establishing the MIR as a platform for integrated quantum
optics was to produce quantum correlated photon pairs. Fully equipped with sufficient
off-chip filters, sensitive detectors and a phase-matched waveguide source, the measure-
ment of correlated photons was now within reach.
We refer the reader to Secs. 1.6.3, 1.7 and 1.7.3 for the discussion of four-wavemixing,
pair generation and phase-matching. To describe the pair generation process a common
approximation to make is where the pump remains undepleted195. Creation of a single
photon leaves the coherent state unchanged â |α〉 = â† |α〉 =α |α〉, which in the case of low
FWM conversion efficiency is valid. Since we are generating a pair of non-degenerate
photons at different frequencies, the pair generation Hamiltonian can be described by a
two-mode squeezed vacuum33
Ĥ = ~Ωâ†b̂† +~Ω∗âb̂, (4.6)
where â, b̂ are the annihilation operators for the signal and idler photons. The interaction
strength ~Ω∝ α2 depends on the pump laser power. When the nonlinear coupling is
weak i.e. ~Ω¿ 1, we can expand the unitary operator Û = exp(−i Ĥ t/~) to first order
ÛSFWM ≈ 1− i t (Ωâ†b̂† +Ω∗âb̂)+O(Ω2). (4.7)
When this operator is applied to the vacuum,
ÛSFWM |00〉 = |00〉−ζ |11〉 , (4.8)
where ζ≡ iΩt , and |ζ|2 can be thought of the small signal probability of generating a pair
of photons.
4.4.1 Pair generation experiment
The source waveguide used for this experiment was a 7.2-mm strip waveguide with di-
mensions 510×340 nm2. To measure quantum correlated photon-pairs, we configured
our experiment as follows: the mode-locked pump laser is filtered with a double-pass
monochromator, producing pulses with a FWHM ∆τ = 5.78 ps, and a peak power of
24.4 W. Controlling the polarisation, the filtered pump is coupled into the fundamental
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TE mode of the waveguide via vertical grating couplers (VGC), with a loss of 7.4 dB∗,
estimated from the fit of the transmission data in Sec. 4.2.2.
After propagating through the waveguide, the pump, signal and idler all are coprop-
agating and are coupled back off chip with a second vertical grating coupler (VGC). We
passively demultiplex the photons with a 1:1 fibre beamsplitter, and filter each single
photon channel with two back-to-back single pass monochromators, providing > 100 dB
pump suppression required to attenuate it to the single photon level178,196. The passband
for the signal and idler photon collection filters are separated ± 1.46 THz (± 20.8 nm)
from the pump. Finally, we detect the photon-pairs with superconducting detectors A
and B (see Sec. 4.3) biased at 7.9 and 8.1 µA, respectively. These biases were chosen as
the efficiencies are almost plateaued, the chances of the detectors latching is minimised,
and corresponding dark count rates not too large. The amplified electrical detector out-
put pulses are time correlated using a time interval analyser (TIA) (PicoQuant PicoHarp
300) with a 4 ps bin resolution. In the low and high power regimes, we integrate a time
correlation histogram for 540 and 180 seconds, respectively. A optical micrograph of the
device and the experimental scheme are shown in Figs. 4.5a and 4.5b (see Figs. F.11a and
F.11b for magnified layout of the device).
4.4.2 Analysis and results
Time of arrival correlation measurements are the gold standard for validating quantum
correlated photons. To extract the coincidence count rates from themeasured histograms,
we use the following analysis procedure. For each optical power launched, we fit each
peak in the correlation histogram with a Gaussian function and estimate the standard
deviation σ for each peak. We then integrate 3σ ∼ 389 ps about each peak to obtain an
estimate of the total counts. The peak at zero relative delay (see Fig. 4.5c) corresponds to
photon-pairs generated in the same SFWM event (yellow curve in 4.5c). We identify this
as the main correlation peak since it contains data from true coincident events, and then
take the average of the counts in the side accidental peaks—generated by leaked pump
laser, multi-pair events and other noise processes. Subtracting the averaged accidental
counts from the uncorrected main coincidence peak yields the net coincidence count
rate.
Our analysis gives a maximum net coincidence count rate of 112±3 Hz (orange curve
in 4.5c), and a peak CAR using Eqn. (1.95) of 25.7±1.1 corresponding to a coincidence
count rate of 1.1 Hz. For context, the state-of-the-art in a silicon ring resonator has mea-
sured142 a peak CAR of 12000 and a peak measured pair-rate of 4.9 kHz. This highlights
the challenge still required by the MIR platform to engineer reduced linear, filtering and
effective detector losses to match this performance. For the fitting procedure of these
curves see Sec. 4.4.3. On a longer 17.5-mm waveguide, we measure a peak net coinci-
dence rate of 224 Hz see Fig. 4.7. Here, the quoted errors on the count rates are treated
as Poissonian, and the error in the CAR is due to the random uncertainty, taken as the
standard deviation of the measured coincidence count rates and propagated in quadra-
ture. Due to the passive demultiplexing of our signal and idler photons, the actual net
coincidence count rates produced by the waveguide are 4× the measured values (for jus-
tification see the next subsection). Therefore, for these two coincidence measurements
we observe true rates of 448 Hz and 896 Hz.
∗This loss is higher than the peak of 5.1 dB atλ= 2.035µmsince the pulsed laser is centred onλ= 2.071µm
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Figure 4.5: Quantum correlated photon-pairs. a, Dark field micrograph of the waveguide source
that produced the correlated photons. b, Experimental scheme to measure quantum correlated
photon-pairs. The pump laser is filtered and coupled into the device. At the output, photon-pairs
are passively demultiplexed with a beamsplitter (1:1) and two back-to-back monochromators
suppress the pump, finally detecting the photons with superconducting nanowire (SNSPDs). c,
Typical time correlation histogram for correlated photon pair emission from SFWM, integrated
for 540 s. The peak at zero delay corresponds to photon-pairs generated in the same SFWM event.
Inset: magnified view of the main coincidence correlation peak; the temporal distribution of val-
ues is due to the SNSPDs timing jitter. The data point that corresponds to this histogram is shown
as a star in plot d. d, Coincidence to accidental ratio, raw and net (accidental-subtracted) coinci-
dence count rates with varying launched peak pump power in thewaveguide. Fit to the data uses
the methods described in Sec. 4.4.3.
Quantum treatment of the beamsplitter and filters
Due to the passive demulitplexing of signal and idler photons, we only register a fraction
of the events in our measurement of correlated photon-pairs. We now justify this claim
with the following analysis.
When a single photon-pair is produced fromSFWM, the pump signal and idler are all
copropagating at the output of the chip. The photons are incident on one port of a 50/50
beamsplitter with vacuum at the other port, the total initial quantum state is given by
|ψin〉 = |1s ,1i 〉A |vac〉B = â†s â†i |0s ,0i 〉A |vac〉B , (4.9)
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where |vac〉 is the vacuum state, subscripts s, i are the signal and idler occupation number
and A,B denote the beamsplitter input ports. Assuming the beamsplitter is balanced and
lossless89, the creation operators transform according to â† 7→ 1p
2
(ĉ†+ i d̂ †), where ĉ† and







i − d̂ †s d̂ †i + i ĉ†s d̂ †i + i ĉ†i d̂ †s
)
|0s ,0i 〉C |0s ,0i 〉D . (4.10)
Applying the creation operators to the vacuum gives
|ψout〉 = 1
2
(|1s ,1i 〉C |0s ,0i 〉D −|0s ,0i 〉C |1s ,1i 〉D + i |1s ,0i 〉C |0s ,1i 〉D + i |0s ,1i 〉C |1s ,0i 〉D) .
(4.11)
A coincidence event only occurswhen single photons occupy bothmodesC and D. Drop-
ping the C ,D and s, i notation, the probability of getting a exactly one photon at each
output port is given by
Pcoincidence = P (|1001〉)+P (|0110〉). (4.12)
However, our back-to-back monochromator filters only transmit exclusively the signal
or idler photon thus, we have to also apply a postselection operator |1001〉〈1001|. This
demonstrates that in the low squeeze limit, the detection count rate is reduced by a factor
Pclick = |i /2|2 = 1/4 in the case where there are no losses after the beamsplitter. In higher
number photon-pair regime the treatment is more complicated as the photon statistics
at the beamsplitter output become binomially distributed.
To understand the beamsplitter behaviour in the general case, we must now treat ar-
bitrary numbers of photon pairs with a corresponding probability distribution Ξdn , with
d ∈ {thermal,Poisson}—see Sec. 1.7 for the photon-pair distributions. In Fig. 4.6c,we show
the probability of producing one or more pairs for a given squeeze parameter—the two
distributions are similar in the high- and low-power limits, and deviate from each other
intermediate squeezing regime. The following derivation finds the likelihood of a beam-
splitter output state that can give rise to a coincidence event. Exactly n-pairs of photons





n |00〉 . (4.13)
Each inputmode creation operators transforms according to â† 7→ (ĉ†+i d̂ †)/p2 , therefore






(ĉ†s + i d̂s)
)n ( 1p
2
(ĉ†i + i d̂i )
)n
|0000〉 , (4.14)














n−k (d̂ †s )
k (ĉ†i )
n−m(d̂ †i )
m |0000〉 . (4.15)
Again, due to the monochromators transmission of only either the signal or the idler, the
projection operator where there is at least one signal photon in mode C and one idler






|n −k,n −m,k,m〉〈n −k,n −m,k,m| . (4.16)
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Figure 4.6: Statistics of photon-pairs incident on a beamsplitter. a, Probability of at least one sig-
nal photon in output mode C and one idler photon in mode D for exactly n pairs incident on
a beamsplitter. b, Probability of at least one signal photon in mode C and one idler in mode D
at the beamsplitter output, when at least one pair is generated with thermal statistics. c, Com-
parison of the Poisson and thermal distribution that at least one photon-pair is produced. In the
low and high squeezing limit, the distributions converge and deviate from each other only in the
intermediate regime.



















We now use a result from conditional probability†
PBS(coincidence|Ξdn : n ≥ 1) =
P (Pc (n)∧Ξdn : n ≥ 1)









which is the conditional probability thatwe have an coincidence event at the beamsplitter
output given at least one pair was generated from SFWM in the absence of optical loss
and unit efficiency detectors. The results of Eqns. (4.17) and (4.18) are summarised in
Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b, respectively.
4.4.3 Coincidence to accidental ratio model
To fit a model to the coincidence count rate curves and CAR in Fig. 4.5d, we use the
following treatment. We start by defining the probability of producing exactly n-pairs of
photons with a thermal distribution
Ξthermaln = sech2|ξ| tanh2p |ξ| (4.19)
where |ξ|2 is the average number of photon-pairs per pulse. Defining the squeezing pa-
rameter127,138
ξ=∆ν∆τ
∣∣∣∣ γαTPA ln(1+αTPAPLeff)sinc(i g L)
∣∣∣∣ , (4.20)
∗For verbosity, the ∏ symbol here denotes the product, and not the Poisson probability distribution.
†Usually formulated as P (A|B) = P (A∧B)P (B)
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where ∆ν is the collection bandwidth of the filters (70 GHz), ∆τ is the FWHM pulse
duration (5.78 ps), and the other parameters are described in table 1.1. To get the rate, we
multiply the pair per pulse probability by the laser repetition f , the total channel losses
(a combination of grating coupler, propagation, filter, fibre and detector effective losses)
ηs,i , and the beamsplitter and monochromator postselection penalty,





n (1− (1−ηs)n)(1− (1−ηi )n). (4.21)
Here, D is the SNSPDs dark count rate, L is linear noise such as leaked pump laser and
PBS(ξ) is defined in Eqn. (4.18). Equation (4.21) describes the raw coincidence count rate,
given that at least one of the p-pairs produced from SFWM or linear noise caused a
detection event. True coincidence events occur when a single pair are generated in a
laser pulse given by
R1 = f ηsηiΞthermal1 . (4.22)
We use a nonlinear fitting procedure to simultaneously minimise the squared distance
of the curve for Eqns. (4.21) and (4.22) to the measured net and raw coincidence count
rate. We find our fit estimates the parameters γ = 50 W−1m−1, ∆k = 6.5 m−1, αTPA =
25.2 W−1m−1, ηs,i = 0.0111, D = 1×10−6 Hz and L= 3.1×10−8 W−1. We find for a pump-
signal detuning of 20.8 nm, the linear phase mismatch corresponds to a group velocity
dispersion (GVD) of β2 =−0.08 ps2/m. Finally, to get the CARmodel, we fit the averaged
accidental peaks rate with a fourth order polynomial, constraining all of the fit coeffi-
cients to be greater than zero. The resulting CARmodel fit in Fig. 4.5d is simply the ratio





MIR pair generation experiments with one153, and two131 MIR photons from bulk spon-
taneous parametric down-conversion sources have been shown. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this experiment was the first to demonstrate SFWM on-chip with all four fields
having wavelengths beyond 2 µm, and in turn two key milestones of sensitive detectors
and photon-pair generation in the MIR. This work opens up exciting new opportuni-
ties for MIR quantum optics for applications like quantum enhanced sensing, where the
fingerprint region for gas molecules begins. There is still significant work to bridge the
gap of total system performance between the state-of-the-art in the NIR, which boasts
detection efficiencies112 upwards of 93% and crystalline silicon waveguide photon-pair
sources have shown197 a peak CAR= 673.
An appreciable part of the discrepancy between the performance of theMIR andNIR
approaches are due to the losses from pump rejection filtering, high dark count rate and
efficiency in detection. These are not a fundamental limitation and can be engineered to
achieve similar performance. In crystalline silicon TPA is intrinsic and therefore cannot
be solvedwithout modifying either the wavelength or thematerial system. Furthermore,
challenges that have been solved along the way, such as filtering and detection, are still
useful for MIR quantum gas sensing of molecular fingerprints applications that are not
possible at NIR wavelengths.
The TPA we measured in this chapter is reduced from the NIR, but is still non-zero.






























































































































Figure 4.7: General details about the experiment and analysis a, Band gap and TPA cutoff wave-
length with varying temperature, model from Ref. 165. b, Heralding efficiency of a source with
increasing pump power. The model is described in Ref. 128, with the NIR TPA and n2 values
from Ref. 121, the MIR values are from our analysis in this chapter. c, Dark count rate (DCR)
with varying bias current for the superconducting detectors, fibre coupled with no fibre (SMF-
28) andMIR fibre (SM2000). The sigmoidal shape of the MIR fibre is due to black-body radiation.
d, Log-log plot comparison of on-chip pair production rates between the fully passive and met-
allised (phase-matched) devices from Cornerstone. e, Raw and net (accidental-subtracted) pair
production rates, and coincidence to accidental ratio as a function of coupled peak pump power
in the long 17.5-mm device. f, Dark field optical micrograph of the long source waveguide (WG)
and grating couplers (VGC) used for the measurement in plot e.
in Fig. 4.7a. Previous experiments on the temperature dependence of silicon have demon-
strated that the low temperature TPA coefficient is significantly reduced121. This also
motivates cryogenic integration of these sources, along with the development of longer
wavelength lasers around the 2.2 µm region that will completely eliminate residual TPA
and enable quantum nonlinear-optics. Regardless of this, we see that the increased non-
linear refraction and reduced nonlinear absorption already imply a large improvement
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where p is the pair-generation probability, ∆t is the pulse duration and ∆νc is the collec-
tion bandwidth, along with our measured and literature160 values to show the expected
heralding efficiency improvement, and plot this in Fig. 4.7b. We see that at 0.1 pairs per
pulse, that the heralding efficiencies are 68% and 89% for the NIR and MIR, respectively.
This illustrates the benefits of our approach to quantum silicon photonics.
A key limiting factor of the improving the CAR for future MIR single photon experi-
ments will be to suppress the effects of “dark” counts. In this experiment the dark count
rate (DCR) ∼ 6 kHz, is an order of magnitude larger than in typical telecommunication
nanowires. We plot the DCR of our SNSPDs as a function of bias packaged with telecom
and MIR fibres in Fig. 4.7c. The long-wavelength cutoff of the MIR fibre leads to excess
black-body noise coupled into our detectors and is responsible for the measured high
DCR in our experiments and the observed sigmodal behaviour shape with increasing
bias. This fact presents itself with a newmotivations for use of a cold-filter and even full
cryogenic integration of sources and detectors in the cryostat to reduce the black-body
radiation noise.
The longer source waveguide (17.5-mm)—seen in Fig. 4.7f—proved to have higher
count rates (Fig. 4.7e) than the 7.2-mm source. The results presented in Sec. 4.4.2 were
chosen over the 17.5-mm source due to the similarity in length to the photon-pair sources
in the time-reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel circuit, described in chapter 5.
The advent of a new chip, efficient detectors and a dedicatedMIRfibre link, improved
the coincidence rate by almost six orders of magnitude from millihertz to kilohertz. In
Fig. 4.7d we show a comparison of the coincidence count rates of the passive and phase-
matchedmetallised optical lithography chips. Clearly, the performance of the later batch
made the previous versions of the die obsolete, but also crucially highlights the impor-
tance of fabrication tolerant design.
All of the pieces of the puzzle were complete to finally demonstrate the overarching
goal of this project; provable on-chip quantum interference, which is the content of the
next chapter.
Statement of work
I performed the measurements of the stimulated four-wave mixing, nonlinear refraction
and absorption, detector efficiency, quantum correlated photon-pairs and the associated
auxiliary measurements. Myself and Dominic Sulway installed the mid-infrared fibre
from the lab to the cryostat. Dr. Vikas Anant fabricated the superconducting nanowires
and measured the dark count rate of the detectors packaged with SMF-28. Dr. Gary Sin-
clair analysed the data for the measurement of the waveguide nonlinear refraction and
absorption parameters. Dominic Sulway assisted with the spontaneous four-wave mix-
ing coincidences measurement. Myself and Dr. Joshua Silverstone performed the data








On-chip quantum interference and
entanglement
H igh visibility quantum interference is essential for showing the viability of any quan-tum optics platform. Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) interference, where two photons in-
teract, is notoriously difficult since the photons must be indistinguishable in all degrees
of freedom. Time-reversed HOM interference also demands generation of quantum cor-
related photons from identical sources and high precision Mach-Zehnder interferome-
ters (MZIs). Heralded multi-photon experiments necessitate combining many identical
integrated sources of separable photons-pairs.
In this chapter we present the results demonstrating the first quantum interference
in the mid-infrared. The results of the previous chapter confirmed the increased non-
linear refraction and reduced nonlinear absorption of the waveguide source, along with
sensitive detectors and correlated photon-pairs. Now applying this infrastructure to a
quantum integrated circuit remained as the final challenge to unleashing quantum op-
tics to the mid-infrared (MIR). The results presented in this chapter formed the basis of
an oral presentation, given at the postdeadline session at the CLEO Europe 2019. The re-
sults were published in a peer reviewed conference proceeding199 and formed the final
section of an article (Ref. 186).
5.1 Time reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel interference
The HOM effect causes two completely indistinguishable single photons, when injected
into the two ports of a balanced beamsplitter, to strictly bunch at the outputs43 produc-
ing the path-entangled output state (|20〉− |02〉)/p2 . Here, instead of achieving two pho-
ton interference of identical photons at a beamsplitter, we achieve two-photon on-chip
quantum interference using a time-reversed HOM experiment46,133,200, interfering the
photons in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer49.
All quantum mechanical evolution can be described with a unitary operator Û . It
should not be surprising that the Hermitian conjugate, or inverse of a unitary, applies
time-reversed operation such that ÛÛ † = 1. The input to ‘traditional’ HOM interference
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I II III IV
Figure 5.1:Operation of the time-reversed HOM circuit. I, The pump is split between waveguide
sources with an MMI. II, Photon-pairs are coherently created in a superposition of both waveg-
uide sources and a phase φ is applied to one waveguide. III, Both sources are interfered on a
directional coupler (DC). IV, The single-photons are frequency demultiplexed with asymmetric
Mach-Zehnder interferometers (AMZI).
is a pair of single-photons on a beamsplitter, outputting a path-entangled superposition.
The time-reversedHOMeffect generates a path-entangled superposition of photon-pairs
in two coherently pumped waveguide sources, with a possible output state containing
one photon at each output of the beamsplitter.
This interference effect between the sources can be further manipulated. Applying
a phase shift to one source before the beamsplitter yields statistics where the photons
are in a superposition of split and bunched, depending on the relative phase. Correctly
choosing this phase can lead to the deterministic splitting or bunching of photons from
such a waveguide circuit. It turns out that this effect can be used as a building block60,
and to characterise37 larger-scale multiple source experiments.
We will now discuss the theory of the device operation, then show our experimental
scheme and finally presents our results, analysis and discussion.
5.1.1 Theory
Here we give the quantum treatment for the time-reversed HOM interference effect. We
start with a bright coherent state |α〉 incident at the start of the waveguide circuit shown
in Fig. 5.1. After the on-chip multimode interference coupler (MMI), the pump is split
between the two waveguide sources A and B i.e. the coherent state undergoes the trans-
formation









= |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉A |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉B , (5.1)
where the occupation number state is for the signal and idler Fock states and we make







−i (ks+ki−kp1−kp2)z dksdki dkp1dkp2 +H.c., (5.2)
where χ0 is an effective nonlinear coefficient, k is thewavevector and subscripts s, i , p1, p2
denote the signal, idler and two pump photons, respectively. In the low squeeze limit
(i.e. ¿ 1 pair per pulse) regime and making the undepleted pump approximation, we
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= 1+γâ†s â†i âp1âp2 (5.5)
where Φ(ks ,ki ) is the energy and momentum conserving joint spectral amplitude func-




dksdkiΦ(ks ,ki ) is an effective signal-idler photon pair
generation coefficient. Pair generation occurs in both waveguide sources, therefore
ÛSFWM,A |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉A ⊗ÛSFWM,B |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉B
= (1+γᾱ2â†s â†i ) |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉A ⊗ (1+γᾱ2b̂†s b̂†i ) |0s0i ᾱᾱ〉B . (5.6)
= (|0s0i ᾱᾱ〉A +γᾱ2 |1s1i ᾱᾱ〉A)⊗ (|0s0i ᾱᾱ〉B +γᾱ2 |1s1i ᾱᾱ〉B ). (5.7)
To illustrate the path entangled state, we discard the pump and look at only the single-
photon Fock states in modes A and B
|0s0i 0s0i 〉+γᾱ2 |1s1i 0s0i 〉+γᾱ2 |0s0i 1s1i 〉+O((γᾱ2)2). (5.8)
For the remainder of the calculation we keep track of the behaviour of one coherent state






i + b̂†s b̂†i ) |0s0i ᾱ〉A |0s0i ᾱ〉B . (5.9)
The light inmode B undergoes a phase shift (Ûφ = exp(i n̂φ), where n̂ = b̂†b̂ is the number
operator) transforming the state to




i +e2iφb̂†s b̂†i ) |0s0i ᾱ〉A |0s0i ᾱe iφ〉B . (5.10)
Finally the state is incident on a directional coupler∗, which transforms the mode opera-
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we now make the substitution iexp(iφ) = exp(iφ+ iπ/2) = exp(i φ̄)








(e iφ+e−iφ) |1s0i 0s1i 〉+ |0s1i 1s0i 〉p
2
]
×|αe i φ̄/2 1
2
(e−i φ̄/2 +e i φ̄/2)〉
C
|iαe i φ̄/2 1
2
(e−i φ̄/2 −e i φ̄/2)〉
D
(5.13)




|αe i φ̄/2 cos(φ̄/2) ,αe i φ̄/2 sin(φ̄/2)〉C D (5.14)
∗See Sec. B.4.1 for the action of the beamsplitter on the coherent state |ᾱ〉.
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Figure 5.2: Characterisation of the time-reversed HOM waveguide circuit. a, Optical transmis-
sion of the source interferometer with swept voltage. A comparison between linear and squared
voltage demonstrates that the resulting fringe is linearly sinusoidal with V 2. b, The change of
the resistance of the source TOPM with varying voltage. c, Simulated wavelength transmission
function of the on-chip demultiplexing asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometers, using the
measured value of the group index from Sec. 3.5.1. d, Long term normalised coupling transmis-
sion stability for several measurements of the experiment. Fluctuations in the coupling have a
period that is similar to the laboratory air conditioning cycles, strongly indicating that this effect
is due to thermal expansion.
where we make the definition of the states46
|ψbunch〉 =




|1s0i 0s1i 〉+ |0s1i 1s0i 〉p
2
. (5.16)
This yields the behaviour at the directional coupler output ports where the photon-pair
interference fringe has half the period of the bright pump light varying the on-chip phase
φ. Since we can only simultaneously measure two of the four outputs, we project onto
the |1001〉 state, therefore reducing the maximum rate of coincidences by a factor of two.
5.1.2 Experiment
Characterising on-chip phase modulators
To characterise the on-chip phase modulators, we take the tuneable continuous wave
(CW) laser and launch it at the pump frequency for the source interferometer. Launch-
ing into the source vertical grating coupler (VGC), the voltage for the thermo-optic phase
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modulator (TOPM) is swept and the output transmission is monitored with a photodi-
ode. We fit the resulting curve of the square-voltage against optical transmission (in lin-
ear units) to obtain the fitted phase-voltage relationship, which we show in Fig. 5.2a and
the voltage-resistance profile in Fig. 5.2b. We find that 22 V are required for the full 2π
phase shift.
The tuneable laser is then set to the signal/idler frequencies for the demultiplexing
asymmetricMach-Zehnder interferometers (AMZIs) at the chip output. Again, the trans-
mission against voltage-squared curves are fit and used to determine the single voltage
setting that is used to optimise transmission of the single-photon wavelengths for an
the entire data set acquisition. The simulated wavelength response∗ of the wavelength
demultiplexing AMZI is shown in Fig. 5.2c.
Experiment for on-chip quantum interference
To drive SFWM in our designed waveguide, we start with a picosecond-pulsed pump
laser, centred at 2.0715 µm,which we filter to a width of 1.0 nm using a double-pass grat-
ing monochromator. Controlling polarisation, we inject this pump into the fundamental
transverse electric (TE) mode of the 510× 340 nm2 waveguide via vertical grating cou-
plers. The waveguide, shown in Fig. 5.3a (see Fig. F.12 for magnified view of the layout),
is wrapped into a 7.4-mm nested square spiral with 10 µm radius Euler bends. Coher-
ently pumping both waveguides creates a superposition of the signal and idler photons
being generated in both sources (see Sec. 5.1.1). Varying the phase on one arm of the
source yields statistics at the beamsplitter output of the form
|ψout〉 = sinφ |ψbunch〉+cosφ |ψsplit〉 , (5.17)
where |ψbunch〉 , |ψsplit〉 are defined in Eqns. (5.15) and (5.16). Single photons are then fre-
quency demultiplexedwith AMZIs and coupled back off chip. Both channels are filtered
with back-to-back grating monochromators to achieve the > 100 dB pump rejection re-
quired to attenuate the pump down to the single photon level178. The signal and idler
photon collection filters are separated by 1.46 THz (20.8 nm) from the pump. The exper-
imental scheme for the time-reversed HOM experiment is shown in Fig. 5.3b. Since we
only have two detectors monitoring half of the outputs, we project onto the |1s0i 〉A |0s1i 〉B
half of the state in Eqn. (5.14). During acquisition of the results, we use the calibrated
thermo-optic phase-shifters described in Sec. 5.1.2, and set 31 evenly spaced (voltage-
squared) phases between 0-20 V. Each data point is integrated for a total of 120 seconds,
divided into 20 second sub-integrations. Each data point is measured for 20 seconds
before acquiring the next iteration of data collection. This is to ensure that long term
measurement effects, such as coupling drift and variable transmission from lab air con-
ditioning cycles (see Fig. 5.2d), are less correlated with the time that the data point was
collected. Furthermore, it allows us to put error bars on the data .
5.1.3 Results
Setting the on chip pump power to be 0.32 W, corresponds to a coincidence to accidental
ratio (CAR) of 19.3. This pump power is broadly in agreement with the power for the
∗Using the mode solved and experimentally verified (Sec. 3.5.1) value of the group index.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental measurement of on-chip quantum interference. a, Dark-field optical mi-
crograph of the time-reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment. Multimode interference coupler
(MMI), waveguides (WGs), thermo-optic phase modulator (TOPM), directional coupler (DC),
asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI), wirebond (WB). Scale bar 50 µm. b, Ex-
perimental scheme. A pump laser is polarisation controlled (PC), filtered with a double-pass
monochromator, and coupled into the waveguide circuit, with a monitor photodiode (PD) at the
input tap (9:1). A controller provides DC-voltage manipulation of the on-chip quantum state.
The signal and idler photons are demultiplexed, filtered and then detected with superconduct-
ing nanowire detectors (SNSPDs) and a time interval analyser (TIA). c, Quantum and classical
interference fringes with varying on-chip phase φ, with fitted accidental-subtracted (net) visibil-
ity V = 0.993±0.017.
optimal CAR presented in Sec. 4.4.2∗. We now present the main result of this section
in Fig. 5.3c. Error bars are taken as the the standard deviation of the coincidence count
rates in the 20 second sub-integration windows. We see that the quantum (coincidence)
fringe has characteristic half-period interference fringes46,47 relative to the bright light
transmission, which agrees with the theoretical result predicted by Eqn. (5.14).
The visibility of the interference fringe determines the photon-number purity of the
source. Here, we observe a net visibility of V = 0.993±0.017 (0.862±0.014 raw), where we




where Xmin and Xmax are the minimum and maximum coincidence count rates of the
sinusoidal fit, equivalent to aHOMdip visibility of 0.993 (0.852 raw)60. The quoted errors
∗The length of the spiral in this measurement was 7.2-mm, which is very close to the length of the time
reverse HOM source.
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of the visibility are from the standard error of the fitted nonlinear model parameters.
These results compare favourably to a recently reportedHOM interference dipwithMIR
photon-pairs from a bulk down-conversion crystal202. Projecting onto |1s0i 〉A |0s1i 〉B , we
observe coincidence rates up to 5.5±0.2 Hz at the interference peak. If we had two more
detectors, simultaneously measuring all four chip outputs would double the observed
rates.
5.1.4 Discussion
The first demonstration of on-chip interference between pair sources at 1.55 µmhad pair
rates of 16.6 Hz46, which is comparable with our measurement if we could monitor all
four outputs. From the grating coupler transmission spectra our grating insertion loss at
the signal and idler wavelengths was approximately 5.1 and 4.7dB respectively. Current
state-of-the-art grating couplers have a loss of 0.5 dB203. Implementing this photon-pair
source with ultra-low-loss fibre-chip couplers, would improve this rate by more than 8
times. Furthermore, the dark count rate for both detectors was around 6 kHz, which lim-
ited the maximum attainable CAR and the bias settings for obtaining higher detection
efficiencies. Developing a method to suppress the dark count rate (DCR) would signifi-
cantly boost the maximum achievable count rates, which could be achieved with waveg-
uide integrated superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs). Applying
an optical bandpass filter at low temperature has also been shown to suppress the dark
count rate by 3 orders of magnitude204 at 1.55 µm—employing this would greatly im-
prove the dark count noise of our experiment.
A CW laser was used in the near infrared (NIR) experiment46 while a pulsed laser
was used for our MIR experiment. Additionally, the NIR implementation used fibre
Bragg gratings at the chip output to suppress the narrow linewidth laser, followed by
high-extinction wavelength division demultiplexing. Our approach employed two back-
to-back grating monochromators at the chip output to achieve the same level of pump
suppression, but at the cost of around 10 dB per single photon channel∗; strongly mo-
tivating the challenge of developing low-loss off- or on-chip filters to boost coincidence
count rates. We did attempt to use a double-pass monochromator on the single photon
channels, but the extinction was insufficient and residual pump leakage was observed.
The degradation of the chip was evident over the run-time of this experiment. When
the time-reversed HOM measurements were first collected, the count rates were signif-
icantly higher, indicating that an output grating coupler may have become damaged
over the data acquisition period. Ameasurements summary of the net and raw visibility
along with the peak coincidence and accidental rates are summarised in Figs. 5.4a and
5.4b.
A key point is that while the accidental-subtracted visibilities (net) are consistently
above 97%, the raw visibility decreases rapidly with the launched peak power coupled to
to the waveguide. During the analysis of the source performance, it is essential to check
the rawuncorrected visibility. The performance at high power has larger pair-production
rates, but the quality of the quantum interference is dramatically reduced.
For the time-reversed HOM interference, the |ψbunch〉 output states of the chip in the
Fock basis produces a N 00N state-like entanglement where both photons occupy the
same output mode. In fact, if degenerate SFWM is used to produce identical photon-
∗Translating to a reduction of 100× in the coincidence rate.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of multi-pair emission on the fringe visibility and pair rates. a, Net and raw
fringe visibilities with varying launched peak power in each waveguide source. b, Maximum
net and accidental count rates and coincidence to accidental ratio, with different peak powers
coupled to the waveguide source. Lines are to guide the eye.
pairs, then the output state |ψbunch〉 is essentially the same as the output path-entangled
state from ‘traditional’ HOM interference46. An alternative representation of the entan-
glement of the source can be seen by inspecting the output states |ψbunch〉, |ψsplit〉, and
writing these in the logical qubit basis using the relation from Eqns. (1.16) and (1.17). In
this form they represent maximally entangled path-frequency Bell states
|ψbunch〉 =










= |Ψ+〉 , (5.20)
where the subscript L denotes the path qubit logical encoding. This type of entangle-
ment has been described as ‘discrete colour entanglement’ and originally was demon-
strated with spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) polarisation-frequency
qubits205. In our experiment this type of entanglement was not thoroughly tested with a
CHSH inequality, thus further evidence is required to substantiate this result as a entan-
glement resource.Wedid however demonstrate high visibility quantum interference and
the deterministic splitting of SFWM photon-pairs generated by a time-reversed HOM
source. This is the essential first steps for establishing any quantum optics platform. The
results shown here pave the way for a new generation of experimental MIR integrated
quantum optics in silicon.
5.2 Summary
In this chapter, we showed the that the first quantum interference in the mid-infrared
was on a silicon chip. For a first attempt, the performance of this device was comparable
to the first on-chip quantum interference between photon pair sources in the NIR. We
found the visibility of the interference critically depends on the pump power, as well
as showing that the inevitable degradation in performance of the photonic waveguide
chip with prolonged data collection. Nonetheless, the work presented in this chapter
demonstrates theway forward for a newera of integrated photonic quantum information




I designed the source and integrated optics structures presented in this chapter except
the 1×2 MMI which was designed by Dr. Joshua Silverstone. I designed the circuit lay-
out used in the time-reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel interference experiment. I performed
all of the measurements and associated calibrations presented in this chapter with assis-











Q uantum optics in the mid-infrared (MIR) has made a new step forwards, pushingthe boundaries of what was previously technologically possible. At the outset of the
project, we aimed to generate a source of quantum correlated photons on a silicon chip
in the 2.1 µmwavelength band, and show high visibility quantum interference. Solving
a number of technical challenges along the way including bulk and integrated optics, on-
and off-chip filtering, and single-photon detection, led to the successful demonstration
of our end goals.
While this research is a critical first step of unleashing quantum optics onto the MIR.
the work has only really just begun. This work unlocks a whole host of exciting MIR
applications ranging from quantum sensing all the way to quantum information pro-
cessing. Motivated by the small piece of the puzzle that this thesis addresses, the details
of this final chapter answers the question, where do we go next?
6.1 Thesis summary
Information processing has shown to be arguably themost important advancement in all
of human existence, leading to the current era forged in history as the ‘information age’.
The ubiquitous adoption of silicon information processing technologies in nearly every
aspect of society has fuelled the search for technology to beat the fundamental limits
that accompany the transistor on nanoscopic scales. Silicon has proved itself to be a fan-
tastic optical material, boasting widespread applications from data centre optical inter-
connects66, to nonlinear applications like frequency combs173, parametric amplifiers119
and lab-on-a-chip sensors143.
Quantum optics in silicon is not far behind. For many classical implementations of
information processing, quantum enhanced analogues exist, all requiring exquisite per-
formance, and with low linear and nonlinear loss. For silicon to truly thrive, its intrinsic
nonlinear loss must be curtailed128, which we have addressed by translating to the MIR
at silicon’s two-photon band edge.
In chapter 2, we outlined the construction and characterisation of several pieces of
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MIR hardware including: a pulsed laser source, variable optical attenuator, off-chip fil-
ters for pump filtering and rejection, and superconducting detectors. With the instru-
mentation developed, chapter 3 discussed the design and implementation of MIR sili-
con photonics components and circuits, such as the integrated ring filter. This ultimately
led to the observation of stimulated four-wave mixing (FWM) from a silicon waveguide
source.
Chapter 4, established the performance of our newly acquired MIR single-photon
detectors, a detailed appraisal of the waveguide source nonlinear parameters, verifying
reduced two-photon absorption (TPA) and enhanced nonlinear refraction, and a ‘smok-
ing gun’measurement of quantum-correlated photons produced from spontaneous four-
wave mixing (SFWM). Finally, chapter 5 achieved the ambition of the project, realising
quantum interference between two integrated waveguide photon-pair sources, with an
accidental-subtracted visibility of V = 0.985.
The results presented in this thesis are the crucial first steps in integrated MIR quan-
tum optics and pave the way towards truly scalable quantum information processing in
silicon. Quantum optics sets the upper bound for performance, due to the stringent re-
quirements for manipulating and measuring single-photons. The technologies we have
developed, such as the integrated waveguides, sources, fibre-chip couplers, and inte-
grated filtering circuits, are now readily applicable to the MIR classical photonics com-
munity. This work has therefore pushed the forefront of both classical and quantum
optics, and has broken new ground in MIR integrated photonics. We now outline some




The nonlinear figure of merit (FOM), can be used to benchmark the performance of a







We plot the dispersion of the nonlinear FOM in Fig. 6.1d, and see that the asymptotic
scaling of performance aswe translate to longer wavelengths, as the nonlinear TPA tends
to zero at silicon’s band edge. According to this metric, our approach already shows a
large improvement over current implementations in the near infrared (NIR), with the
dominant performance constraint from the efficiency and dark count rate of the super-
conducting detectors—with a modest time and monetary investment from academia or
industry, these could be improved to rival the current state-of-the-art in the NIR. Ven-
turing a little further into the MIR, at around 2.2 µm, TPA is completely extinguished at
room temperature (see Fig. 4.3), and the potential of the platform for quantum nonlin-
ear optics becomes unrivalled. TheMIR promises to unlock scalable, TPA free integrated
silicon photonics for quantum information purposes. Translating beyond the silica trans-
parency region of 4 µm also presents exciting opportunities for gas sensing, but requires
new claddingmaterials such as silicon-on-sapphire206, or subwavelength gratings in con-































Figure 6.1: Photon pair sources. a, Experiment to generate and characterise on-chip entangle-
ment, scheme from Ref. 207. b, Coupled ring cavity schematic for generating photon-pairs over
a broadband range with dispersion tuning. c, Frequency-transmission diagram for the coupled
ring cavity. The ring splitting, determined by the second coupling coefficient κ2, is exploited to
pump and collect photon-pairs in different resonances, allowing for energy conservation, even
when the group index (i.e. the FSR) dispersion changes over large detunings. d, Nonlinear figure
of merit (FOM) at room temperature, using a fit for data from Refs. 160,161.
Sources
In chapter 3 we described an integrated source that produced path entangled states, that
could deterministically split or bunch the single photon-pairs into the output modes of a
directional coupler46. An obvious first step into verifying this source of entanglement is
to perform a Bell inequality test to prove the nonlocality of the state207. The experiment
is only modestly more complex than the time-reversed Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) mea-
surement and establishes the next step of generating of on-chip Bell states in the MIR.
The design for this experiment is already realised on a phase-matched Cornerstone chip
(CORN07, see Figs. 6.1a and F.8, page 167), and presents a natural choice for the next
MIR quantum experiment in silicon.
So far, we have only shown silicon waveguide sources for photon-pair production.
Another important route to explore iswith SFWMgeneration in ring resonators207, yield-
ing improved footprint, source brightness and pair-production rates102,103.
Generating photon-pairs far from the pump has attractive applications in gas sens-
ing. Around 3.3 µm sharp absorption lines for methane (CH4) exist208 (Fig. 6.2a) and
are still in the transparency region of the silica cladding. A source of single photons at
this wavelength has an salient connection to environmental leak detection of CH4, and
would enable technologies to mitigate the impact of climate change. To produce photon-
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Figure 6.2:Methane gas detection experiment. a, Methane transmission spectrum, data from Ref.
208.b, Energymatching for the signal and idler photons,with a pump laser centred atλ= 2.07µm.
c, Experimental scheme for gas detection, measuring photons at telecom-band wavelengths. The
pump laser (2.07 µm) pumps both sources, after demultiplexing (AMZI) the idler (3.3 µm) output
from the first source passes through a slot waveguide and a phase-modulator (PM) before the
second source. At the output of the second source, the which path information is erased leading
to an interference fringe of the signal photon (1.51 µm) if and only the idler survives the gas
detection. The fringe height is then used to calculate the methane concentration.
pairs hundreds of nanometers away from the pump, some extra dispersion engineering
tricks are required, since contribution from the fourth-order dispersion starts to become
significant at larger wavelength detunings (see appendix C.5). SFWM phase-matching
techniques such as intermodal four-wavemixing120, or coupled ring cavities209 (see Figs.
6.1c, 6.1d and F.1 on page 160) could be used for producing photon-pairs over large de-
tunings.
The energy-matching condition for signal and idler photons produced fromour pulsed
mode-locked laser indicates that a stimulating beam at 1.51 µm, would produce ampli-
fied emission in the 3.3 µm band—see Fig. 6.2b. The wide availability, and low cost of
telecom-band instrumentation has the potential to unlock tuneable stimulated four-wave




An interesting approach would be to exploit imaging photons without detection210 for
sensing. Here, two nonlinear sources are made to be indistinguishable, with the long-
wavelength idler photon produced in the first source passing through a waveguide with
transmission T and phase φ, and into the second source. At the output of the second
source, the ‘which source’ information is erased leading to interference fringes at the
signal wavelength with amplitude P = (1±T cosφ)/2. For this experiment, the 3.3 µm
idler photon could be discarded and the 1.51 µm signal photon, which is easy to detect,
carries information about the idler photon, despite not interacting with the CH4 itself.
The presence or absence of a fringe211, could thus be used to detect CH4 using high
efficiency 1.55 µmdetectors, andwithout coincidences—see Fig. 6.2c for a proposed chip-
scale experimental scheme.
In addition to the single photon discrete variable approach, the continuous variable
approach to quantum information also benefits from high performance, and increased
nonlinear FOM. The gain in precision of squeezing is counteracted by the optical loss∗.
Generation of integrated sub-shot-noise squeezed states has been shown in silicon ni-
tride213 and periodically polled lithium niobate waveguides29, but has remains elusive
in crystalline silicon. Hence squeezed coherent states using self-phasemodulation (SPM)
in the MIR is a promising direction for exploring quantum-enhanced gas detection with
bright light. The intrinsically low loss and sensitivity to gas absorption lines in the MIR
make silicon a primary candidate for developing compact squeezed light sources for
sensing.
Consequently, an innovation of high quantum efficiency and fast MIR waveguide in-
tegrated photodiodes is still to be realised. It has been shown that alloying germanium
photodiodeswith tin extends the sensitivitywavelength range beyond 2µm214, although
chip-scale foundry integration awaits. In principle, the development of the germanium-
tin photodiodes could also see the rise of the integrated single-photon avalanche photo-
diode capable of detecting single photon.
Systems integration
Large scale single-photon quantum information processing relies on high efficiency de-
tection. The holy grail for integrated quantum optics, and especially in the MIR, would
be for large scale waveguide integration of superconducting nanowire single-photon de-
tectors (SNSPDs) on a quantum information processing (QIP) chip215. Superconducting
waveguide detectors would dramatically reduce the dark count rate from black-body ra-
diation coupling into fibre that we encountered with our MIR detectors (see Sec. 4.3),
and would mitigate output fibre-chip coupling loss.
Additionally, cyrogenic temperatures would further boost the nonlinear FOM of our
approach at 2.1 µm. It has been shown that TPA significantly drops due to the phonon
freeze-out at low temperature; n2 also decreases, but by a smaller fraction of its room tem-
perature value121. Full detector and cryogenic integration would come with associated
challenges in complete pump rejection (> 120 dB) in the die.
Filtering on a single chip has historically been limited by a noise floor due to the
coupling light into the silicon handle which cannot be spatially rejected with in plane
∗See Eqn. (16) of Ref. 212.
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waveguide filtering techniques. Recent work has shown coherency broken Bragg grat-
ings179, that have further improved the rejection to 80 dB. Currently, the only known
implementation to achieve the full pump suppression has relied on the use of two-chip
stages for filtering178,180. In principle, a spatial filter in the silicon slab using etched holes
could also help push the performance of a single-chip stage filtering down to the single
photon level.
Integration of photon-pair sources with on-chip filtering have been demonstrated in
the NIR180,216. An important technological development for the MIR will therefore be to
integrate sources, filters and eventually detectors onto the same chip. This will involve
solving formidable problems, but is certainly within reach of current fabrication capa-
bilities. It is worth reiterating that the prerequisites for quantum optics are particularly
demanding. All the progress in developing the infrastructure will also have applications
in classical photonics, with far-reaching, broad applications.
Quantum information processing
Small scale quantum information processing demonstrations will be necessary interme-
diate steps towards full blown quantum computation. We have designed a graph-state
generation experiment with two photons, each encoded in four spatial modes (see Fig.
F.5, page 164), with arbitrary U (4) ‘Clements’ scheme interferometers217 after the pair-
sources. This qudit realisation is isomorphic to a four-qubit state, and provides an op-
portunity for the first MIR graph state quantum information processing experiment.
Linear optical quantum computing (LOQC) still has a large margin between the cur-
rent and required performance for fault tolerance32. Some notable waypoints to achiev-
ing this end goal will be to produce ultra-low-loss waveguides, fast low-loss modula-
tors15 for time multiplexing probabilistic sources, and a bright source of three photon
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states42. AtNIRwavelengths, the record loss is 0.08
dB/m218 albeit with non-standard fabrication methods.
Proving ultra-low-loss MIR waveguides will be instrumental to the continued devel-
opment of large scale MIR quantum optics in silicon. Silicon modulators typically suffer
from being either high speed or low loss. In the MIR, plasma dispersion effects become
stronger (see Eqn. (1.77)), facilitating fast and lower power consumption modulators. A
way to implement low-loss electro-optic modulation in silicon is via the realisation of
MIR DC Kerr effect PIN diodes219. These modulators in a multimode waveguide config-
uration, could provide high speeds and low loss required for multiplexing (see Fig. F.6,
page 165). Finally, a source of three-photon GHZ states is of fundamental importance
to linear optical quantum computing (LOQC)42. Schemes for generating on-chip three-
photon path entangled GHZ states have been proposed220, compelling aMIR integrated
implementation.
6.3 Conclusions
In the journey to measure quantum-correlated photon pairs we found that to produce
an efficient phase-matched sources of photon-pairs in the fundamental mode at 2.1 µm,
silicon waveguide thicknesses must be greater than the industry standard 220 nm films.
This also shows the importance of using thick silicon waveguides for long wavelength
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applications, and also motivates using different transverse mode orders for achieving
the correct dispersion for photon-pair sources in industry standard films.
While operating at 2.07 µm sees an enhanced nonlinear refraction and reduced two-
photon absorption, residual TPA remains. Pumping beyond the room temperature two-
photon band edge of silicon at 2.2µmis necessary to eliminate TPAaltogether and benefit
from the full performance gains of translating to the MIR. While practical constraints in
acquiring a pulsed light source was responsible for our wavelength choice, future MIR
experiments should exploit any new developments of lasers in the 2.2 µm band to fully
quench the effects of TPA.
The effect of blackbody radiation on the detector ‘dark’ counts were a large source
of noise, detrimentally limiting the maximum coincidence to accidental ratio (CAR) for
our experiment. A method to combat this noise with either full cryogenic integration of
waveguides and detectors, or a cold bandpass filter are necessary to improve the CARs
to state-of-the-art levels. Detection efficiencies still require engineering match the NIR
SNSPDs, but could be only a few innovations away from achieving similar performance.
Linear propagation and optical coupling losses were quite high in our experiments.
Improving the performance of these devices is an obvious target for boosting the mea-
sured pair generation rates in the 2.1 µmband. Ultimately, the auxiliary large bulk optics
used for our experiments impact the miniaturisation aspect of chip-scale technology—
waveguide integrated low-loss pump rejection filtering will greatly enhance pair rates
and reduce footprint. If these aspects can be refined, it will present a compelling reason
for the silicon quantum photonics community to adopt our approach.
We have shown the feasibility of the 2.1 µm band for quantum optics in silicon by
demonstrating quantum interference between photon-pair sources on-chip with a high
visibility. In doing so, we have enabled new single-photon technological applications
and have taken the crucial first steps for chip-scale quantum nonlinear optics at novel
wavelengths.
6.4 Closing remarks
With the genesis of silicon photonics came the inception of integrated silicon quantum
photonics. Current experiments spearheading the field, with a handful of photons and
postselection, are reaching the technological ceiling. For ultra-large, and ultimately use-
ful implementations facilitated by integrated quantum optics, an approach that can scale
is essential. In this work, we pioneered the first steps of MIR quantum information in
silicon, producing a SFWM photon-pair source and demonstrating high visibility quan-
tum interference in the 2.1 µm wavelength band, thereby curbing deleterious nonlinear
absorption. The approach enables nonlinear, classical and quantum applications thus
achieving a new apex of the silicon technology. Thiswork illuminates away forwards, en-
abling truly scalable quantum informationprocessing in silicon, andunlocking a plethora
of new applications for quantum optics in theMIR. The future is looking bright, because










List of symbols, components and apparatus
Operators
Symbol Meaning Value Comments
âi annihilation operator - -
â†i creation operator - -
δi j Kronecker delta 0,1 -
n̂ number operator â†â -
σi Pauli operator {x, y, z} -
Ri (θ) rotation operator e iθσi /2 -
ρ density matrix - -
1 identity matrix - -
D̂(α) displacement operator - -
Ĥ Hamiltonian - -
Û unitary operator - -
Πn projection operator - -
Tr(.) trace ∑i Ai i -
∇ vector differential operator {∂x ,∂y ,∂z } -
E electric field - -
D displacement field - -
P polarisation field - -
B magnetic field - -
H magnetic field strength - -
Table A.1: List of operator symbols.
Constants
Symbol Meaning Value Comments
a0 Bohr radius 5.292×10−11 m
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c speed of light 2.998×108 ms−1
e elementary charge 1.602×10−19 C
h Planck constant 6.626×10−34 Js
~ reduced Planck constant h/2π Js
ε0 vacuum permittivity 8.854×10−12 Fm−1
µ0 vacuum permeability 4π×10−7 Hm−1
π - 3.1416 -
Table A.2: List of physical constants.
Notation
Symbol Meaning Value Comments
Aeff effective area - m2
C complex numbers - -
F (x, y) field profile - dimensionless
f frequency - Hz
g classical parametric gain - m−1
I intensity P/Aeff Wm−1
k0 wavevector 2π/λ m−1
Leff effective length - m
m integer - -
m∗ effective mass - kg
n2 nonlinear refraction - m2W−1
neff effective refractive index - -
ng group index - -
Nc carrier concentration - m−3
O(x) of the order x - -
N0 natural numbers 0,1,2. . . -
P power - W
Q quality factor ∆ν/ν -
R reflectivity - -
R real numbers - -
S Poynting vector - -
x̂, ŷ , ẑ unit vector - -
V visibility - -
X counts - -
Z+ positive integers 1,2. . . -
α loss - m−1 or dBcm−1
αTPA waveguide TPA coefficient - m−1W−1
β propagation constant k0n m−1
βn nth order dispersion d nβ/dωn -
βTPA bulk TPA coefficient - mW−1
η efficiency/transmission - -
χ(n) nth order electric susceptibility - (mV−1)n−1
γ waveguide nonlinearity k0n2/Aeff Wm−1
θ angle - rad
Θ phase matching efficiency - -
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φ phase - rad
λ wavelength - m
λn eigenvalue - -
Λ grating pitch - m
ξ squeeze parameter - -
τc free carrier lifetime ∼ 1 ns
∆τ pulse duration - s
ω angular frequency 2π f rad s−1
Table A.3: Frequently used notation.
Components and apparatus





Multimode interference coupler MMI
Crosser -
Slot waveguide slot WG
Electro optic modulator EOM
Phase modulator TOPM
Mach-Zehnder interferometer MZI
Asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer AMZI
Table A.4: Integrated optics. The original design of these components is credited to Joshua Sil-
verstone221.
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Apparatus name Abbreviation Symbol
Quantum cascade laser QCL





Polarisation controller polarisation controller (PC)
50/50 fibre beamsplitter (1×2) 1:1 1:1
50/50 fibre beamsplitter (2×2) 1:1 1:1
90/10 fibre beamsplitter 9:1
9:1
99/1 fibre beamsplitter 99:1 99:1
Bandpass filter BPF
Knife edge -





Neutral density filter NDF
Fibre bench FB
Variable optical attenuator VOA








Superconducting single-photon detectors SNSPDs
Time interval analyser TIA
Optical spectrum analyser OSA
Oscilloscope -












A Hilbert space H is a complex vector space that generalises the notion of Euclidean
space to an arbitrary number of (and even infinite) dimensions. We start with defining
the bra-ket notation of vectors which will be used to represent quantum states






where elements ai ∈C and the ∗ denotes complex conjugation. Therefore, the bra vector
〈ψ| is the conjugate-transpose or ‘Hermitian conjugate’, denoted by †, of the ket vector
|ψ〉
〈ψ|† = |ψ〉 , |ψ〉† = 〈ψ| . (B.2)
The inner product of two vectors is a scalar number that determines the similarity be-
tween them, and maintains the notion of orthogonality in higher dimensions







a∗i bi . (B.3)










2 · · · a1b∗N
a2b∗1 a2b
∗
2 · · · a2b∗N
...
... . . .
...
aN b∗1 aN b
∗
2 · · · aN b∗N
 . (B.4)
For normalised vectors of unit length, orthogonal (orthonormal) basis vectors obey the
rule
〈n|m〉 = δnm , where δnm
{
1 if n = m
0 if n 6= m (B.5)
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here, δnm is the Kronecker delta function. Tensors are generalisations of scalars (rank 0),
vectors (rank 1) andmatrices (rank 2) to arbitrary rank, and are generally represented as a
multi-dimensional arrays. For a composite quantum system that is described bymultiple
subsystems, such as two photon in different spatial locations, the total combined Hilbert
space is formed through the tensor product of the subspaces i.e.
|ψAB 〉 = |ψA〉⊗ |ψB 〉 , (B.6)
throughout this thesis we use the short hand notation for the tensor product of quantum
states
|a〉⊗ |b〉⊗ |c〉 = |a〉 |b〉 |c〉 = |a,b,c〉 . (B.7)




cn |φn〉 , (B.8)
which has complex probability amplitudes that are normalised ∑n |cn |2 = 1 and a spec-
trum of eigenvalues λn that is also discrete.
B.2 Operators, measurements and evolution
For a vector in a Hilbert space we now introduce the concept of operators, which map a
vector to another. Operators can also mathematically be thought of as matrices leading
to the expression
Ai j = 〈φi |Â|φ j 〉 , (B.9)
corresponding to the to the matrix elements of the operator. The expectation value of an
operator for a given quantum state is similarly given by
〈Â〉 = 〈ψ|Â|ψ〉 . (B.10)
For a physical quantity that can bemeasured—also known as an observable—thematrix
must be Hermitian or self-adjoint such that
Â = Â†. (B.11)
This results in Hermitian matrices having real eigenvalues (λn ∈ R), eigenvectors with
different eigenvalues are orthogonal, and the eigenvectors can be chosen such that they




where if the eigenvalues λn are nondegenerate, they have corresponding orthonormal
basis vector |λn〉 that so that 〈λn |λm〉 = δnm , that form projectors Π̂n = |λn〉〈λn |. In mea-
suring a quantum state, the outcome will always be in one of the eigenvalues of the
observable. The probability of measuring a quantum state |ψ〉 existing in the state |λn〉 is
given by the projection onto the basis states
P (λn) = 〈ψ|Π̂n |ψ〉 . (B.13)
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In general, the Born rule describes the probability of finding the quantum state prepared
as |ψ〉 in state |φ〉
P (|φ〉) = 〈ψ|φ〉〈φ|ψ〉 = |〈ψ|φ〉 |2. (B.14)
A type of operator that is of key importance is the unitary operator. Unitary matrices
have the property
Û †Û = ÛÛ † = 1 −→ Û † = Û−1, (B.15)
or more verbosely, the Hermitian conjugate of a unitary matrix is the matrix inverse. The
significance here is that the unitary operation preserves the norm of a vector in Hilbert
space and therefore the probability amplitudes of a quantum state. Any unitary matrix
can be represented as the matrix exponential of a Hermitian matrix because
ÛÛ † = exp(i Â)exp(−i Â†) = exp(i Â)exp(−i Â) = 1. (B.16)
In fact, all operations that do not destroy probability amplitudes i.e. the set of operations
that map a pure quantum state to another are unitary. This means the time evolution of
a quantum state for a time-independent Hamiltonian is governed by
|ψout〉 = exp(−i Ĥ t/~) |ψin〉 , (B.17)
where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the system.
B.3 Quantisation of the electromagnetic field
We now give an overview of the quantisation of the electromagnetic field, closely follow-
ing the derivation presented in Gerry and Knight33. Consider a polarised single mode
electromagnetic field in a 1D cavity with perfectly conducting walls at z = 0 and z = L,
shown in Fig. B.1a. The solutions of this model is a standing wave with vanishing field









where ∇= (∂/∂x,∂/∂y,∂/∂z), ε0 is the permittivity of free space, µ0 is the permeability of
free space.
We summarise the physical interpretations of these equations. Equation (B.18a) is
known as Faraday’s law, that states that magnetic fields changing in time produce an
electric field, and is the fundamental principle behind electromagnetic induction. Equa-
tion (B.18b) is Ampères law, which is interpreted that time varying electric fields with
constant currents produce magnetic fields. Equation (B.18c) states that the electric field
flux across a surface is proportional to the electrical charges confined within∗. Finally,
Eqn. (B.18d) states that there are no magnetic monopoles or in other words, the mag-
netic flux around a closed region is necessarily zero.
∗in this case of the vacuum, the charge enclosed in a volume is ρ f = 0, see Sec. E.1.
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Figure B.1: Quantum harmonic oscillator. a, Problem construction, a 1D cavity of length L with
perfectly conducting walls. b, Energy ladder diagram of the quantum harmonic oscillator. Each
level is related by n quanta of energy (n +1/2)~ω.
Sincewe have a transverse field that is polarisedwe haveE(r, t ) = x̂Ex (z, t ) andB(r, t ) =
ŷBy (z, t) are the electric and magnetic fields, polarised along the x̂ and ŷ unit vectors,
respectively. A solution of the electric and magnetic fields that satisfies Eqns. (B.18a)
and (B.18b) are










∂t q(t )cos(kz), (B.19b)
whereV is themode volume,ω is the frequency of the field, k is thewavenumber and the
variables q(t ) is analogous to the canonical position of a unit mass particle, and ∂t q(t ) =
p(t ), is therefore the canonicalmomentum. TheHamiltonian of the classical field is found














z (z, t )+
1
µ0
B 2y (z, t )dV , (B.21)
whose solution using Eqns. (B.19a) and (B.19b), along with the identities ω = ck, and




To quantise the electromagnetic field, we simply replace the classical canonical posi-
tion and momentum with their corresponding operators222 q 7→ q̂ and p 7→ p̂ =−i~∂/∂x,
which obey the commutation relation




Êx (z, t ) = E0q̂(t )sin(kz) (B.24)




where we define E0 =
√
2ω2/(V ε0 ) and B0 = (µ0ε0/k)
√
2ω2/(V ε0 ) which are the electric
and magnetic fields ‘per photon’. Since the operators q̂ and p̂ are Hermitian (by virtue
of the Hamiltonian corresponding to the energy eigenstate observable), they are also
observables. We can define these in terms of non-observable creation (raising) and anni-










(â† − â). (B.28)










(ωq̂ − i p̂). (B.30)
The bosonic creation (â†) and annihilation (â) operators obey the commutation relation
[â, â†] = 1. (B.31)
Substituting Eqns. (B.27) and (B.28) into (B.26) and using the bosonic commutation rela-







A schematic illustrating the approximate shape of the wavefunctions for the first four
energy eigenstates of the quantum harmonic oscillator is shown in Fig. B.1b.
B.4 Coherent states
Lasers are essential for any quantum optics experiment, as they provide coherent light
that is necessary for control, manipulation and generation of quantum states. The coher-
ent state for a laser can be described as the unique eigenstate of the annihilation operators
described in the previous section33
â |α〉 =α |α〉 . (B.33)
To understand the form of |α〉, without loss of generality take this as the linear superpo-




cn |n〉 . (B.34)
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n |n −1〉 . (B.35)
By comparing coefficients of |n〉 in Eqns. (B.34) and (B.35) gives the recursive relationship
p












All that remains is to normalise the state so that 〈α|α〉 = 1, which implies that c0 = exp(−|α|2/2)
giving our final expression




|n〉 = eαâ†−α∗ â |0〉 . (B.39)
The last form of this formula can also be thought of as a unitary displacement operator,
displacing the vacuum |0〉 to some amplitude |α〉
D̂(α) = eαâ†−α∗ â . (B.40)
The statistics of the coherent state is Poissonian since the probability of detecting a Fock
state containing exactly n photons is given by




where the mean number of photons in the field n̄ = 〈α|n̂|α〉 = |α|2.
B.4.1 Action of a beamsplitter
Under a beamsplitter transformation with reflectivity η, â† 7→ pη ĉ† + i√1−η d̂ † the dis-






η ĉ† + i√1−η d̂ †)−α∗(pη ĉ − i√1−η d̂)) (B.42)
= exp
(p
η (αĉ† −α∗ĉ)+ i√1−η (αd̂ † −α∗d̂)) (B.43)
= D̂C (ηα)D̂D (
√
1−η iα) (B.44)
D̂ A(α) |0〉A |0〉B BS−−→ |pηα〉C |
√
1−η iα〉D . (B.45)
B.5 Two-mode squeezed vacuum
In general, a two-mode squeezed vacuum produces photons with the two-mode squeez-
ing operator33
Ŝ I I (ξ) = exp(ξâ†b̂† −ξ∗âb̂) (B.46)
Ŝ I I (ξ) |vac〉 = |ξI I 〉 . (B.47)
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|ξ | = 1.75
Figure B.2: Two-mode squeezed vacuum pair production probability
Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff lemma, the annihilation operators transformwith
the two-mode squeezing operator as
Ŝ I I (ξ)âŜ
†
I I (ξ) = â cosh |ξ|+e iθb̂† sinh |ξ| (B.48)
Ŝ I I (ξ)b̂Ŝ
†
I I (ξ) = b̂ cosh |ξ|+e iθ â† sinh |ξ| (B.49)
where we express ξ= |ξ|e iθ. Since the annihilation operator acting on the vacuum gives
â |00〉 = 0, (B.50)
we can insert the identity after the operator, and action of an operator before the annihi-
lation operator also gives the zero giving us
âŜ†I I (ξ)Ŝ I I (ξ) |00〉 = 0 (B.51)
Ŝ I I (ξ)âŜ
†
I I (ξ)Ŝ I I (ξ) |00〉 = 0 (B.52)
Ŝ I I (ξ)âŜ
†
I I (ξ) |ξI I 〉 = 0 (B.53)
(â cosh |ξ|+e iθb̂† sinh |ξ|) |ξI I 〉 = 0 (B.54)
(µâ +νb̂†) |ξI I 〉 = 0, (B.55)
where µ= cosh |ξ| and ν= e iθ sinh |ξ|. Expanding the state in terms of its coefficients |ξI I 〉 =∑
















m′+1 |n′,m′+1〉 . (B.57)




n |n −1,m〉 =−cn−1,m−1ν
p
m −1+1 |n −1,m −1+1〉 (B.58)
cnmµ
p
n |n −1,m〉 =−cn−1,m−1ν
p
















= . . . . (B.60)
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We are only interested in the state containing the the two-mode vacuum, so from the









cnn = c00(−1)ne i nθ tanhn |ξ|. (B.62)
Enforcing the state is normalised yields c00 = sech|ξ| giving our two mode squeezed vac-
uum state
|ξI I 〉 = sech|ξ|
∑
n
e i nθ tanhn |ξ| |nn〉 . (B.63)










Integrated optics and design methods
C.1 Slab waveguides
It is possible to analytically derive themodes supported in the slabwaveguide, wherewe
now follow a similar treatment of Ref. 66. For a symmetrical waveguide where the top
and bottom cladding has the same refractive index, as shown in Fig. C.1, the propagation
of light is facilitated by total internal reflection at the upper and lower interfaces. Recall
that the critical angle for total internal reflection θc = sin−1(n2/n1), thus for all angles
of propagation greater than the critical angle, light is guided. The wavevector of the
light propagating in the slab is given by k = n1k0 and propagates at some angle θ1 to the
normal of the interface. By simple trigonometry, the z and y components of wavevector
are
ky = n1k0 cosθ1 (C.1)







kz = n1 k0 sin θ1
ky = n1 k0 cos θ1
h
ɸl




Figure C.1: Slab waveguide construction. A field polarised in the x direction propagates in the z
direction. The allowed modes propagation angles θ1 correspond to a standing wave between the
two interfaces with a round trip of φ= 2mπ.
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Consider a wave that travels exclusively in the y-direction, which is reflected at the in-
terfaces of the slab waveguide forming a standing wave. For one round trip of this wave
(for a slab of height h) the phase acquired is then
φt = 2ky h = 2k0n1h cosθ1 −φu −φl , (C.3)
where the additional phase shift terms φu ,φl arise from reflections at the upper and
lower interfaces. Since this is a standing wave, the total phase for one round trip must be
a multiple of 2π, i.e. φt = 2mπ for m ∈ N0. Note that for this eigenvalue equation, there
are discrete values of θ1 that lead to this condition, leading to our labelled modes of
propagation m (indexed from 0). In this construction, the phase induced from reflection
at the upper and lower boundaries are the same due to the symmetric cladding index.









where for total internal reflection, the light is completely reflected implying that |r | = 1 →
rTE = exp(iφTE), is complex and has imparted a phase shift on the reflected wave. Solving
for the angle φTE gives∗





















To understand how to design gratings we now outline the theory of their operation,
where we follow the derivation fromRef. 66. For an incident light wave, withwavevector
k, the component in the propagation z-direction of the slabwaveguide,with propagation
constant βwg = neffk0, is given by
kz = ncladk0 sinθi , (C.7)
and the grating has a wavevector kΛ = 2mπ/Λ, for m ∈ {±1,±2, . . .} which modulates the
propagation constant of the slab, corresponding to different diffraction orders m of the
gratingwith a grating periodΛ—shown in Fig. C.2. The phase-match condition is simply
when the incident wavevector matches the grating modulated propagation constant i.e.
kz =βwg+kΛ (C.8)




For a guided waveguide mode, the cladding index must be lower than effective index
and sinθi ≤ 1, meaning the sign of m must be negative to ensure phase-matching. Most



















Figure C.2:Grating couplers overview. In plane isometric view of the grating, with incident light
at angle θi , period Λ, tooth and trench widths wtooth, wtrench and top cladding with index nclad.
grating couplers are designed for the m = −1 diffraction order. Rearranging Eqn. (C.9)




When designing a uniform grating coupler, usually the parameters that define our
desired structure will be the incident angle and the central wavelength of the coupler. To
make an efficient grating coupler, the effective index of the grating is the free parameter
allowing the phase-matching condition to be satisfied. Typically, foundries fix the partial
etch depth so the effective indices of the tooth and trench slab modes must be calculated.
This is evaluated numerically or analytically with the asymmetric slab waveguide eigen-
value equation for TE modes∗












This equation must be solved graphically or numerically—I used the Python program-
ming language to numerically calculate the solutions of this for the fundamental TE slab
modes. To determine the refractive index to use as the input for Eqn. (C.11) of the silicon







wheren is the refractive, and coefficients forBi andCi are determined by thematerial. For
silicon and silica the refractive index at room temperature† given by224,225 the following
table:
To compute the effective index of the slab modes, the value of refractive index from
the Sellmeier model should be input into Eqn. (C.11), giving two effective indices for the
∗as opposed to Eqn. (C.6), here the top and bottom cladding may have different refractive indices. See
Ref. 66 for the TM eigenvalue equations.
†For the temperature dependent Sellmeier models see Refs. 74,223
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Material B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3
Silicon 10.6684293 0.003043475 1.54133408 0.301516485 1.13475115 1104.0
Silica 0.6961663 0.4079426 0.8974794 0.0684043 0.1162414 9.896161











Figure C.3: Schematic of the single bus ring resonator.
tooth and trenches of the grating. The fill factor d (ratio of tooth width to grating period)
determines the grating effective index, taken as the weighted average of the tooth and
trench slab modes
neff = d ·ntooth+ (1−d) ·ntrench. (C.13)
Finally, for any designed incident angle θi , wavelength λ, cladding and grating slab
modes, the grating period Λ can be calculated inserting these into Eqn. (C.9).
C.3 Ring resonators
We now give the background of a single bus ring resonator operation. A pictorial repre-
sentation of the system is shown in Fig. C.3. Light enters the system from the left hand
side through the input waveguide, and is incident on the coupling bus—see Fig. C.3 for













where κ is cross coupling coefficient and t is the reflectivity of the coupler. Consequently,
the coefficients obey
|κ|2 +|t |2 = 1. (C.15)
To simplify the algebra, we set the input field equal to unity. The input field to the coupler
after one round trip of the ring is described by
Ei 1 =α ·e iθEt1, (C.16)
where the phase from a round trip of the ring is given by θ = βL = 2πneffλ L, where β is
the propagation constant and L is the cavity length. From the previous equations we can
describe the electric field at the output bus
Et1 = t −αe
iθ
1−αt∗e iθ . (C.17)
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Making the substitution t = |t |e iφ, where |t | is the coupling loss and φ is the phase of the
coupler, the power with some algebra at the output is then described by
Pt1 = |Et1|2 = |t |
2 −α2 −2α|t |cos(θ+φ)
1+α2|t |2 −2|t |cos(θ+φ) . (C.18)
When the light in the ring completes an integer number ofwavelengths i.e. θ+φ= 2mπ,this
reduces to
Pt1 = (α−|t |)
2
(1−α|t |)2 . (C.19)
In the case where |t | =α, i.e. the coupling losses of the ring balance the round trip losses,
the transmitted power at the output waveguide drops to zero. This phenomena, known
as critical coupling, is due to the destructive interference. When a ring is critically cou-
pled, the light propagates indefinitely inside the ring until it’s field has decayed from
scattering and propagation losses.
Resonators give a cavity enhancement on the pair-generation rates by a factor201
F =
∣∣∣∣Et1Ei 0
∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣ καte i (θ+φ) −1
∣∣∣∣. (C.20)















C.4.1 Derivation of the free spectral range
Asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometers (AMZIs) provide a method for frequency
demultiplexing on a chip.Apath length difference between twowaveguides in theAMZI
results in a sinusoidal frequency dependent response at the output. The spacing in fre-
quency or wavelength between minima or maxima of the AMZI spectrum is known as
the free spectral range (FSR).
The derivation of the FSR is now given. The phase accumulated from propagating




where L is the length and λ is the wavelength of light. Assuming the waveguides prop-
agation constants are identical and lossless, for a single given wavelength of light, the





=β∆L = 2mπ, (C.24)
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where constructive interference occurs when round trip phase is an integer multiple of
2mπ where m ∈ Z+. Since we are concerned with the wavelength spacing between res-
onances, these occur when different wavelength (and therefore propagation constants)
have ∆m = 1. In a waveguide, the round trip depends on the propagation constant at the
two different wavelength for which the resonances occur so that
(βm −βm+1)∆L = 2π(m − (m +1)) (C.25)
∆β∆L =−2π. (C.26)







If we assume that the dispersion of the propagation constant isn’t too large, we can ap-

































where we make the substitution on the left hand side for ng = n −λdn/dλ which we
define as the group index. Taking the reciprocal of both sides, gives our expression for








where c is the speed of light, ng is the group index ∆L is the cavity length, λ is the wave-
length and FSRν,λ are the free spectral range in frequency and wavelength units, respec-
tively.
C.4.2 Designing asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometers
Asymmetric Mach-Zehnders (Fig. C.4b) are commonly used in integrated optics circuits
for frequency demultiplexing226. In integrated quantum optics this is used to demulti-
plex the pump from the copropagating signal and idler photons178, as well as separating
the signal and idler into different waveguides. When designing photonic chips, an easy
mistake to make∗ is to get the FSR of the AMZI wrong. To save future generations from
making this critical errorwe give a verbose formula for designing theAMZI FSR. For non-
degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM), there are three frequencies involved for the pump,
signal and idler: νp ,νs ,νi . Note that the pump-signal frequency detuning is the same as










































 Δm FSRring = ΔνF Δm = 2
a b
c
Figure C.4: Asymmetric Mach-Zehnders AMZIs for filtering. a, Transmission spectrum of a
pump rejection and signal-idler demultiplexing AMZIs, for the lowest (k = 0) order filter. b,
Schematic of a AMZI with path length difference ∆L. c, Transmission spectrum of a ring res-
onator, with the selected signal and idler two resonance (∆m = 2) away from the pump.
the pump-idler detuning. Defining our target separation of the FWM pump-signal de-





for k ∈N0, (C.33)




for k ∈N0. (C.34)
For the lowest order, and hence largest collection bandwidth response of the AMZI filter,


















The transmission function of the lowest order pump rejection anddemultiplexingAMZIs
is illustrated in Fig. C.4a. If a ring resonator is being used as a source, the signal and
idler photons are emitted in resonances spaced by an integer number of FSRs, ∆m, away
from the resonance that is being pumped. The pump-signal detuning is then fixed by
an integer number of the rings FSR, i.e. ∆νF = ∆mFSRring. The Eqns. (C.33) and (C.34)
can then be used to choose the FSR of the AMZIs. In the case where the ring resonator
has the same waveguide (and hence ng ) as the AMZIs, the path length difference for the
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To clarify this, a ring sourcewith anAMZI possessing an identical waveguide is depicted
in Fig. C.4c, with a side resonance spacing of ∆m = 2.
C.5 Phase-matching and the GVD
We start with momentum matching condition described by Eqn. (1.74), and apply the
series expansion about the pump frequency ωp
∆k = 2βp −βs −βi (C.39)
= 2
(
β0 +β1(ωp −ωp )+ β2
2




β0 +β1(ωp −ωs)+ β2
2




β0 +β1(ωp −ωi )+ β2
2
(ωp −ωi )2 + . . .
)
. (C.40)
First we note that all terms in pump expansion except β0 cancel and that using the energy
matching constraint from Eqn. (1.73) we can express ωp −ωs =−(ωp −ωi ) which leads to
∆k = 2β0 −
(
β0 +β1(ωp −ωs)+ β2
2




β0 + (−1)β1(ωp −ωs)+ (−1)2β2
2
(ωp −ωs)2 + . . .
)
. (C.41)
The lowest order term β0 cancels, and we note that for βn with n odd also cancel leaving
only even terms of the expansion
∆k =−β2(ωp −ωs)2 − β4
12
(ωp −ωs)4 + . . . (C.42)
≈−β2(ωp −ωs)2. (C.43)
C.6 FDTD simulation methodology
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were used to validate integrated op-
tics components in Lumerical FDTD solutions. The design parameters were usually cal-
culated from mode solving simulations with a corresponding analysis. In the case of
grating couplers (see appendix C.2), numerical techniques for calculating the slabmodes
were employed to find the target design parameters. Some generic initial steps that were
performed in both grating coupler and beamsplitter FDTD simulations are now given,
with more detail on the specific structures presented in the following subsections.
The first step before starting any simulations is ensuring thematerial dispersion para-
meters are appropriately fitted. In the Lumerical software, the materials ‘Si (Silicon) - Pa-
lik’ and ‘SiO2 (Glass) - Palik’227 are opened in the material explorer, and the simulation
bandwidth set from 1.2–2.5 µm to ensure a smooth fit as seen in Figs. C.5a and C.5b.
These are fit with a passive fit multi-coefficient model with 3 coefficients, a fit tolerance
of 0.01, and an imaginary weight of 0.001. This often leads to very small (i.e. 10−9) imagi-
nary values with a bad fit, but due its small magnitude thematerial is essentially lossless
as required.
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Figure C.5: Fitted material dispersion for FDTD simulations. a, Dispersion of bulk silicon, fit
with a multi-coefficient model. b, Dispersion of bulk Silica, fit with a multi-coefficient model,
experimental data from Palik227.
Once thematerial dispersion is satisfactorily fit, the FDTD simulation regionmust be
added. Typically the simulation boundary conditions are set to be the perfectly matched
layer (PML) on every minimum and maximum Cartesian axis. The mesh size also is crit-
ically dependent on the structure being simulated. I found that the Lumerical conformal
mesh (variant 0) gave reasonably accurate results with amesh accuracy greater than 5, al-
though the runtime of these simulations grows rapidly at high mesh levels. Care should
be taken to ensure that the calculated grid cells correctly overlapwith the device—see Fig.
C.6a. This can be addressed by adding an override mesh at the structure interfaces or in
design sensitive regions such as a directional coupler gap. Finally the structure, top and
bottom cladding, and silicon handle must be drawn and set as the fittedmulti-coefficient
materials.
C.6.1 Grating couplers
To verify the target grating couplers designs 2DFDTD simulationswere performed.With
the materials and simulations boundaries setup as previously mentioned, the grating
structure, cladding and handle are added viewed as a cross section through the chip as
shown in Figs. C.6a and C.6c.
The source is chosen as a Gaussian source with the required set polarisation, direc-
tion and beamwaist. Care must be taken that the geometric span of the source is greater
than themode-field diameter (MFD) to avoid clipping, and that the source does not over-
lap with the PML boundaries as shown in Fig. C.6c.
A transmission and mode-expansion monitor are placed on the output waveguide
to calculate transmission into the output waveguide (Fig. C.6b). Additionally, an electric
field monitor (Fig. C.6d) and/or a movie monitor are often useful for diagnosing any
problemswith the simulation. Finally, the source x-position should be swept over a range
of values across the grating to optimise the transmission into the waveguide.
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Figure C.6: Typical grating coupler 2D FDTD simulation setup. a, The magnified view with the
FDTD simulationmesh of the grating cross sectionwith the key grating parameters labelled. This
grating coupler was used as the pump grating in Sec. 3.5.1. b, Transmission spectrum of light
coupled from the Gaussian source into the waveguide. c, The FDTD simulation construction for
the results in parts b and d. A Gaussian mode source is launched from above a grating with a
transmission into thewaveguidemonitored. Label key: Perfectlymatched layer (PML), frequency
domain monitor (FD monitor), Silicon (Si), Silica (SiO2), Transverse electric (TE), Mode field di-
ameter (MFD). d, Normalised frequency domain real part of the electric field at λ= 2.05 µm.
C.6.2 Beamsplitters
MMIs
The strategy for determining the multimode interference coupler (MMI) length is de-
scribed in Sec. 1.4.5 and Fig. 1.14. To verify the target design 3D FDTD was employed.
The materials and simulation boundaries must be set up appropriately.
The source is chosen as a mode source and overlapped on the input waveguide by
setting the suitable span limits. The mode that is launched into the simulation should
be selected by the user. Simulating the mode profiles of the input waveguide, the TE
fundamental mode is selected, and the electric field in the propagation direction is veri-
fied to be approximately zero. To sanity check the mode is correctly set, the mode profile
is viewed on a logarithmic scale and visually inspected to ensure the electric field has
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Figure C.7: Typical MMI FDTD simulation. a, FDTD simulation setup for an 1×2 MMI. A mode
source with the fundamental mode is launched into in input waveguide, with the outputs moni-
tored with transmission monitors. Label key: Perfectly matched layer (PML), frequency domain
monitor (FD monitor), Silicon (Si), Silica (SiO2), Transverse electric (TE). b, The simulated nor-
malised electric field profile magnitude. c, The linear transmission measured in the top (purple)
and bottom (orange) linear transmission monitors.
sufficiently decayed to -100 dB at the source boundary. If this is not satisfied numeri-
cal artefacts can be introduced making the launched effective index incorrect. The mode
source should be placed at least onewavelength away from the PMLboundary otherwise
the simulation can become unstable and diverge—see Fig. C.7a for a FDTD simulation
construction for a 1×2 MMI.
A transmission monitor and a mode expansion monitor are placed at the output
waveguides (see Fig. C.7a) to calculate the MMI transmission and reflectivity of the cou-
pler, as shown in Fig. C.7c. Additionally a 2D frequency-domain profile monitor (Fig.
C.7b) intersects the middle of the plane of the device giving additional information of
how the electric field propagates through the structure.
Directional couplers
The setup and construction of the simulation settings for the directional coupler is iden-
tical to the MMI in the previous subsection—see Fig. C.8a for a typical FDTD setup. The
straight coupling region of a directional coupler can be well simulated with mode solv-
ing. An additional consideration for directional couplers is to calculate the effective cou-
pling length from the bending region leading up to the straight coupling section. To do
this, the directional coupler with a zero length coupling region is simulated i.e. the only
coupling contribution is from the bending regions.
Once the 3D FDTD simulation is completed, the effective reflectivity of the bending
region (see Figs. C.8b and C.8c) can be calculated. From this, the difference in the length
of the coupling region where the waveguides are parallel estimated from the mode solv-
ing simulations is modified to achieve the desired reflectivity. Finally to validate the de-
sign, the full directional coupler geometry is simulated.
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Figure C.8: Typical directional coupler FDTD simulation. a, FDTD simulation setup for a zero
length coupling region directional coupler. A mode source with the fundamental mode is
launched into in input waveguide, with the outputs monitored with transmission monitors. La-
bel key: Perfectly matched layer (PML), Silicon (Si), Silica (SiO2), Transverse electric (TE). b, The
simulated normalised electric field profile magnitude of the directional coupler. c, The linear









D.1 Loss independent reflectivity measurements
To measure the reflectivity R (which is equivalent to the splitting ratio) of an integrated
beamsplitters, independently of the transmission losses of the grating couplers andwaveg-
uides leading up to the beamsplitter, the following method can be employed. We denote
transmission from port i to j by
ti j = ti t j xi j , (D.1)
where ti j is the measured optical transmission (in linear units) from port i to j , ti is the
channel transmission up to input port i of the coupler, t j is the transmission after the
coupler from port j up to the measurement apparatus, and xi j is the true transmission
from ports i to j on the coupler. Injecting light into port 1 of the coupler (see Fig. D.1 for






Figure D.1: Beamsplitter port labelling for reflectivity measurements
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when light is injected into port 2 gives rise the to the following equations
t13 = t1t3x13 (D.2a)
t14 = t1t4x14 (D.2b)
t23 = t2t3x23 (D.2c)
t24 = t2t4x24. (D.2d)
Assuming that the coupler is lossless, we can replace the xi j with the reflectivity R when
going from ports 1 → 3 and 2 → 4 or (1−R) when going from ports 1 → 4 and 2 → 3. This
gives rise to
t13 = t1t3R (D.3a)
t14 = t1t4(1−R) (D.3b)
t23 = t2t3(1−R) (D.3c)
t24 = t2t4R. (D.3d)













b(1−R)2 = R2 (D.5b)
b −2bR +bR2 = R2 (D.5c)
(b −1)R2 − (2b)R +b = 0, (D.5d)
can now be solved using the quadratic formula giving






which yields a channel loss independent measurement of the coupler reflectivity from
measuring all transmission from input to output ports. Note that only one of the two
solutions to Eqn. (D.6) is physical (due to the ±), with one of values outside of the range
0 < R < 1.
D.2 Automated alignment strategy
For the grating coupler measurements presented in Sec. 3.2, I wrote code to automati-
cally align and measure the set of test structures. The initial step in the measurement
routine required manual coupling of light to the top right grating loopback of the array
(DP-938). To measure the structures, first a crude positioning shifted between adjacent
gratings. A coupling optimisation was then performed. The nanopositioner would first
sweep over the x-axis and record the output power reading and move to the optimum
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Si chip on x-y stage
VGCs
Figure D.2: Automatic alignment setup. A fibre array (VGA) couples light into a pair of grat-
ing couplers (VGC) from the top. The silicon chip is actuated in the x-y plane to move between
adjacent grating pairs.
position (which is essentially a convex function in the absence of noisy behaviour such as
polarisation drift and laser power fluctuations). The position was then optimised using
the same routine in the y-axis. Repeating these two steps several times would achieve
optimal coupling for a pair of gratings, and the best transmission from the device would
be recorded. The algorithm would move onto the next pair of gratings, defined by the
crude alignment step that had all of the positions of the grating coupler array encoded.
This measurement technique did suffer problems. The main issue in achieving op-
timal coupling is that the fibre V-groove array (VGA) needs to be as close to the chip
surface as possible (see Fig. D.2). However, there is a trade off between the ease of cou-
pling light into a chip and the height of the VGA above the chip: If the VGA is too close
the chip, the chance of the emission cone of the grating coupler overlapping with the
fibre acceptance angle is small. Conversely, if the VGA is too far away there is a better
chance of grating coupler emission coupling light into the fibre, but the signal may be
sufficiently diffuse for the photodiode to register. Additionally, the Nanomax position-
ing stage had a variable z-position as the x-y axes were actuated. Increased fibre-chip
separation was required to ensure that the VGA did not crash into the chips top oxide
and damage it.
D.3 Measuring spectra without an OSA
The following set of measurements give a rough idea of the spectral dependence of in-
tegrated optics. It should be stressed that this measurement technique is only useful
in the absence of an optical spectrum analyser (OSA), which provides a quicker, more
accurate and precise data. The spectral characterisation of the integrated optics was per-
formed with a supercontinuum source, a monochromator and superconducting detec-
tors. To tune the monochromator passband we used a customised metal chassis built by
the university mechanical workshop. Mounting a chassis on the device meant the cali-
brated wavelength counter was removed and the mechanical drive shaft attached to a
gear, actuated with a computer controlled stepper motor. The voltage pulses to drive the
steppermotor were generated by an old heater driver module customised to be the input
of a Geckodrive G201X stepper motor controller. The strategy for measuring spectra is
outlined in the next subsection.
This experimental method had many limitations, predominately that it was not pos-
sible to extract the exact transmission of the device, only the general wavelength depen-
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Figure D.3:Original spectral characterisation method. a, Microring resonator transmission spec-
trum, with the grating coupler profile removed. Ring resonances are labelled with an arrow. b,
Grating coupler transmission spectrum of the deep etch grating with period Λ= 1.008 µm.
dence. Since the light was too dim to register on a photodiode, but too bright for the su-
perconducting detectors, if the bright light transmission from a device was sufficiently
large, the maximum count rate as measured on the superconducting detectors would
saturate at 25 kHz at the repetition rate of the laser. For integrated devices with high
transmission, the central wavelength had to be approximated by a fit.
In spite of these limiting factors, this method was regularly used in the early days of
the project as it was the only way of understanding the spectral behaviour of the devices
before we acquired an OSA.
Measuring transmission spectra
To characterise the spectral dependence of the integrated optics the measurement proce-
dure used the following steps:
1. Set the quantum cascade laser (QCL) laser controller at 16◦C and 100 mA to ensure
that the output was centred on λ= 2.049 µm as a reference wavelength.
2. Couple the QCL through the monochromator directly into a photodiode and opti-
mise the grating position to maximise transmission, thus calibrating the start posi-
tion to the laser reference wavelength.
3. Transmit the QCL through the chips’ integrated optics and optimise coupling on a
photodiode.
4. Bandpass filter (BPF) the supercontinuum source to reduce the spectrum of the
optical output to 2.25±0.25 µm and the danger of naked eye exposure to the class
4 laser.
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5. Route the supercontinuum light at the output of the chip through the monochro-
mator and finally to superconducting detectors.
6. From the computer, step the monochromator across the wavelength region of in-
terest, at each step recording the transmitted photon flux.
Using the experimental configuration shown in Fig. D.3c, a sample spectrum of a ring
and grating coupler measured with this technique is shown in Figs. D.3a and D.3b, res-
pectively.
D.4 Coupling strategy for two independent fibres
Coupling into the waveguides was challenging as the grating couplers were at opposite
ends of the waveguide, requiring control of two independent single fibres, each with 4
degrees of freedom (x, y, z,θ) and polarisation. Furthermore, the optimal incident angle
for coupling light into the grating coupler was also unknown since these devices were
designed for operating at 2.29 µm. Using the QCL laser and photodiode with a noise
floor of −40 dBm, the process of successfully measuring transmitted light through the
chip took almost two weeks before a repeatable measurement strategy and a significant
optical coupling was recorded. The strategy for optimising the coupling was as follows:
1. Adjust both fibres to a set angle using a rotation mount with angular markers on
it.
2. Move the fibre away from the grating nearby to an area with no optical structures.
3. Lower the fibre towards the surface of the chip until it impacts, leaving a visual
small mark in the surface.
4. Raise the fibre away from the chip surface by a small enough distance so that it
does not scratch the surface as it is moved towards the reference grating.
5. Move the fibre so that it just occludes the target grating coupler.
6. Repeat the previous three steps for the second fibre.
7. Walk one fibre around looking for any sign of optical transmission.
8. Try walking around with the other fibre.
9. If any optical throughput achieved, optimise signal until it is maximised.
10. Record maximum transmission, then elevate fibres from chip surface and go back
to step 1 for a new angle.
D.5 Monochromator coupling routine
The coupling strategy to reach the global optimum for the monochromator is as follows:
1. Optimise coupling in both directions with red alignment laser between two oppos-
ing fibre launches approximately separated by 30 cm, where the focus through the
lens centres the beam waist in the mid point of the two fibre launches.
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2. Insert the monochromator into the beam path, adjusting the position so that the
red laser spot hits the middle of the slit.
3. Adjust the focus in both directions so that the visibility of red laser spot is min-
imised since the laser should now enter the slit.
4. Optimise coupling with red alignment laser by first iterating each sides x, then y
then z axis before swapping sides.
5. Now optimise the coupling walking the beam with pairs of axes on each fibre cou-
pler.
6. Swap the red alignment laser and photodiode for the QCL andmid-infrared (MIR)
photodiode and adjust monochromator wavelength to transmit 2.049 µm.
7. Repeat Steps 7-8 until coupling is optimal
8. Nowwalk the x, z axes on themonochromator, and the corresponding axes in pairs
on the fibre couplers until the global maximum is achieved.
D.6 Deconvolution factor for a hyperbolic secant pulse shape
Since our laser is mode-locked, we assume an hyperbolic secant pulse ansatz of the form
sech2(τ/tp ), where tp is the characteristic time of the pulse. To calculate the actual pulse
duration from our oscilloscope, we must find the deconvolution factor. The autocorre-



































where t ′ is time units as measured on the oscilloscope trace. This function is not valid
at t ′ = 0 since coth(0) is undefined, so we taking the limit A(0) lim
t ′→0
= 4tp3 . We make the




= (T coth(T )−1)csch2(T ), (D.10)
where we find T ≈ 1.36. Finally, to obtain the actual pulse duration FWHM, the oscillo-
scope trace FWHM width is ∆t ′ = 2t ′ = 2.72tp . Finally substituting Eqn. (D.7) into this

















E.1 The wave equation
The proceeding derivation of the pulse propagation in nonlinear media follows the treat-
ment fromAgrawal73.Maxwell’s equations describe the phenomena of electromagnetism,







∇·D= ρ f (E.1c)
∇·B= 0, (E.1d)
where E andH are the electric andmagnetic fields,D andB are the electric andmagnetic
field flux densities. Finally, J is the current density and ρ f is the charge density.




where the quantities P andM are the polarisation andmagnetisation fields and ε0 and µ0
are physical constants of the permittivity and permeability in vacuum. The electric and
magnetic polarisation fields are defined by the microscopic bound charges and currents
within a material. This is the density of permanent or induced electric and magnetic
dipolemoments in dielectric andmagneticmaterials, respectively. Typically, waveguides
and fibres media are not magnetic and therefore M = 0. Taking the curl of Eqn. (E.1a)








where c is the vacuum speed of light and the relationship c = 1/pµ0ε0 is defined.
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The polarisability P can be decomposed into the linear and nonlinear parts
P(r, t ) =PL(r, t )+PNL(r, t ) (E.5)
where we assume the dominant nonlinear effects are induced by the third order nonlin-
earity of silicon χ(3). The linear and nonlinear polarisation parts are then related back to
the electric field with the relations
PL(r, t ) = ε0
∫ ∞
−∞
χ(1)(t − t ′) ·E(r, t ′)d t ′ (E.6)
PNL(r, t ) = ε0
Ñ ∞
−∞
χ(3)(t − t1, t − t2, t − t3)×E(r, t1)E(r, t2)E(r, t3)d t1d t2d t3 (E.7)
which are valid under the dipole approximation where the induced polarisation from
the electromagnetic field is local in the material. To solve the general formulae Eqns.
(E.4)-(E.7), further approximation is required. Assuming that the contribution from the
nonlinear polarisation is small relative to the total induced polarisation, we can set PNL =




E(r, t )e iωt d t , (E.8)
with PNL = 0, Eqn. (E.4) can be rewritten as




Here we have defined the dielectric permittivity ε(ω) as
ε(ω) = 1+ χ̃(1)(ω), (E.10)
where χ̃(1)(ω) is the Fourier transform of χ(1)(t ). In general ε(ω) is complex, we can write
this as
ε(ω) = [n(ω)+ iκ(ω)]2, (E.11)
where n(ω) is the frequency dependent linear refractive index and κ(ω) is the frequency
dependent linear attenuation coefficient. Assuming that the linear losses of the material
is small, we set κ(ω) = 0, meaning that ε≈ n(ω)2. Furthermore, assuming we have a step
index profile for the waveguiding structure, the core and cladding refractive index is
uniform the vector identity can be used
∇×∇×A≡∇(∇·A)−∇2(A), (E.12)





This wave equation can be solved to understand waveguide modes and pulse propaga-
tion in the context of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation described in Sec E.2.
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E.2 Nonlinear pulse propagation
In our silicon waveguides, the optical nonlinearity gives rise to several nonlinear effects
which requires a method of understanding pulse propagation. We now derive the result
of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE), using the treatment of Ref. 73. To un-
derstand the effects of nonlinear media on ultrashort and intense laser pulses, we must
revisit the wave equation described by Eqn. (E.4) and include the nonlinear polarisation











Under the assumptions that the nonlinearity is a small perturbation to the linear polar-
isability, the electric field is quasi monochromatic, the envelope is slowly varying and
can be separated from the rapidly oscillating part of the electric field, the field is linearly
polarised and the optical nonlinear response from thematerial is instantaneous, the time
dependence in Eqn. (E.7) reduces to
PNL(r, t ) = ε0χ(3)E(r, t )E(r, t )E(r, t ) (E.15)
≈ ε0εNLE(r, t ), (E.16)




χ(3)xxxx |E(r, t )|2. (E.17)




E(r, t ) e i (ω−ω0)t d t , (E.18)
is a solution to the Helmholtz equation(∇2 +ε(ω)k20) Ẽ = 0 (E.19)
where k0 =ω/c = 2π/λ and
ε(ω) = 1+ χ̃(1)xx (ω)+εNL. (E.20)
The dielectric constant defined in Eqn. (E.11) is now a function of optical intensity where
ε= (ñ + i κ̃)2 and κ̃= α̃2k0 and we define
ñ = n +n2|E |2 (E.21)
α̃=α+α2|E |2. (E.22)
Here n2 and α2 are the nonlinear refraction and the nonlinear two-photon absorption
coefficients of the waveguide.
A solution to Eqn. (E.19) can be solved assuming a solution with separated variables
of the form
Ẽ(r,ω−ω0) =F (x, y)Ã(z,ω−ω0)e iβ0z , (E.23)
where β0 is the wavenumber. Here, we must assume that the envelope Ã is a slowly










+ (β̃2 −β20)Ã = 0, (E.25)
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where the second derivative with respect to Ã was neglected due to the slowly varying
approximation. Approximating ε(ω) with
ε= (n +∆n)2 ≈ n2 +2n∆n, (E.26)
with ∆n being a small perturbation
∆n = n2|E |2 + i α̃
2k0
(E.27)





−∞∆n|F (x, y)|2d xd yÎ ∞
−∞ |F (x, y)|2d xd y
. (E.29)
We may write the electric field E(r, t ) as




F (x, y)A(z, t )e i (β0z−ω0t ) + c.c
)
, (E.30)
where the Fourier transform of this equation satisfies Eqn. (E.25) with the approximation
that β̃2 −β20 ≈ 2β0(β̃−β0)
∂Ã
∂z
= i [β(ω)+∆β−β0] Ã. (E.31)
This equation gives physical intuition on the pulses envelopes evolution propagating
through the nonlinear material—each frequency components in the pulse accumulates
a phase shift that is dependent on its frequency and intensity.
In general it is not possible to know the exact form of the propagation constant so
usually a Taylor expansion about the central frequency ω0 is taken




(ω−ω0)3 + ... (E.32)
where βn = d nβ/dωn for n ∈ Z+. Finally, substituting this result into Eqn. (E.31), taking
the inverse Fourier transform using




Ã(z,ω−ω0)e−i (ω−ω0)t dω (E.33)











A = iγ|A|2 A, (E.34)




and Aeff is the effective modal area. This key result is also known as the NLSE and can
be an invaluable tool to perform numerical pulse evolution in nonlinear media using the
split-step Fourier method—more information about the this is found in the following
section.
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E.3 Split-step Fourier method
The split-step Fourier method is a pseudospectral method for computationally imple-
menting the NLSE. Inspecting Eqn (E.34), we find that it can be written in the form73
∂A
∂z
= (D̂ + N̂ )A, (E.36)
where D̂ is an operator that encompasses the effects of linear absorption and dispersion,
and N̂ is a nonlinear operator that determines the effects of optical nonlinearities on the























In reality the two operators act simultaneously on the optical pulse as it propagates
through the nonlinear medium, however as the operators do not commute it is not pos-
sible to apply them simultaneously. Instead, across a short distance of z to z +∆z, the
operators are treated to act independently so that the dispersion operator is applied on
its own in the time domain and the nonlinearity operator on its own in the frequency
domain. Choice of the step size ∆z∗ is important here, since it determines the accuracy
of the simulation. Given a numerical input description of the pulse shape in time and fre-
quency, modelling its nonlinear behaviour propagating in waveguide can be simulated.
E.4 Self-phase modulation
In the mid-infrared (MIR), silicon has a large nonlinear refractive coefficient n2, which
gives rise to a host of useful nonlinear effects such as stimulated and spontaneous FWM,
self-phase modulation (SPM) and cross-phase modulation. Self-phase modulation is an
effect where a phase shift of each frequency component in an optical pulse is propor-
tional to its intensity, giving rise to frequency spectrawith broadened envelopes as shown
in Fig. E.1c. Following Ref. 73, in general the refractive index of a material is given by
n = n0 +n2|E |2, (E.39)
where n0 is the linear part of the refractive index, and |E |2 is the optical intensity. The
NLSE in the retarded frame where we transform into the coordinates moving at the

















∗The dominant error term means this method is accurate to ∆z2
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Figure E.1:Anoverviewof self-phasemodulation effect. a, Time normalised intensity envelope of
a hyperbolic secant shaped pulse. b, The instantaneous frequency change for the pulse. c. Typical
spectral broadening of an optical pulse due to self-phase modulation. The power launched into
the nonlinear media increases from top to bottom of the plots.














−e−αzγP0|U |2U . (E.43)
To illustrate the effect of SPM, we set the group velocity dispersion β2 = 0 which gives
∂U
∂z
= iγP0e−αz |U |2U . (E.44)














= |U |e iφ (iγP0e−αz |U |2) (E.45)
Comparing the real and imaginary coefficients of Eqns. (E.44) and (E.45), we see that the
real part is zero implying that the amplitude of |U | is invariant along z. The imaginary
part is given by
∂φ
∂z
= γPe−αz |U |2. (E.46)
Integrating both sides obtains
φNL = |U |2γP0
∫ L
0





= |U |2γPLeff, (E.47)
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where we define the effective length of the waveguide Leff. In general the envelope there-
fore evolves according to
U (L,T ) =U (0,T )e iφNL(L,T ). (E.48)
SPM spectral broadening is a result of the time dependence of the nonlinear phase φNL.
The physical intuition of this can be realised if each optical frequency component has
instantaneously varying phase in time, the frequency has then changed as the period







|U (0,T )|2 (E.49)
An example is shown in Fig. E.1a and E.1b, where we take the envelope U to be



















Grating coupler etch GRAT
Metal layer 1 MT1
Metal layer 2 MT2
Heater HTR
Bondpad BPAD
Positive type doping P
Heavy positive type doping P++
Negative type doping N





Table F.1:Mask design layer symbology.
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400 µm
ANT01






Figure F.2: Institute of Microelectronics: IME02. Design credit: Joshua Silverstone. Received Oc-
tober 2015. Other designers experiments on the die have intentionally been blurred out.
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Figure F.3: Institute of Microelectronics: IME03. Design credit: Joshua Silverstone, Lawrence





Figure F.4: Institute of Microelectronics: IME05. Design credit: Lawrence Rosenfeld, Joshua Sil-
verstone. Received July 2017.
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Figure F.5: Institute of Microelectronics: IME06. Design credit: Lawrence Rosenfeld, Dominic





Figure F.6: Cornerstone: CORN04. Design credit: Lawrence Rosenfeld, Joshua Silverstone.
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Figure F.8: Cornerstone: CORN07. Design credit: Lawrence Rosenfeld, Joshua Silverstone. Re-
ceived February 2019.
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20 μm
400 μm
Figure F.9: IME03 (generation 2) waveguide delay line presented in Sec. 3.2.
40 μm
4 μm








Figure F.11: CORN05 (generation 5) waveguides sources. a, The waveguide source producing
quantum correlated photon pairs in Sec. 4.4.1. b, The set of waveguides for the cutback measure-
ment presented in Fig. 3.12. c, Thewaveguide source for measuring stimulated four-wavemixing
in Sec. 3.5.2.
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Figure G.1: Timeline of the experiments, design, and apparatus construction over the 3 years of
the project. Note gen and number combination denotes chip generation from chapter 3.
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Figure G.2: Some marvellous dark field optical micrographs of directional and grating couplers.
Image credit: Lawrence Rosenfeld, Josh Silverstone.
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